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Integral design method in the context of sustainable building 
design: closing the gap between design theory and practice 

 

 

The Dutch building domain is characterized by a lack of true integration of building 

disciplines in the conceptual design phase. Traditional methods essentially lead to 

redesign and optimization, whereas to meet the unique challenges in the present day 

built environment, we need to go further and generate new concepts and knowledge that 

represent the necessary conditions to arrive at new design solutions.  

This research set out to develop a method to create a more integral process that 

would create the opportunity to introduce a greater variety and amount of design 

knowledge from the outset of the conceptual design phase. The Integral Design method 

(ID-method) developed here, given the right cultural environment, may in time lead to the 

generation of new building concepts that will allow us the opportunity to move beyond 

redesign and optimization. The necessity of concept creation is shown by C-K theory that 

defines design as the interplay between two interdependent spaces, knowledge space K 

and concept space C, which allows us to conceive of the possibility to transform the 

building design team’s knowledge into new concepts.  

Using workshops in which experienced professionals participated, a workable 

method was arrived at through iterative improvement of four key elements: design team, 

design model, design tool and design setting. The iterative development of the method 

results from housing the research within the Design Research Methodology framework. 

Within the ID-method the structured presentation of object-design-knowledge is guided 

by morphological analysis. The first step of the ID-method is (to record and structure) the 

design team’s interpretation of the design task, resulting in a dynamic list of func-

tions/aspects. The simultaneous generation of sub solutions per defined function/aspect 

needs to remain based on individual disciplines in order to result in an overview of the 

design team’s object-design-knowledge. Iterations are possible and this is where the 

added value of morphological overviews’ structuring is most apparent. Feedback can take 

place after each iteration; morphological overviews represent a transparent record of the 

design process, which external parties can refer to in order to determine whether all 

necessary functions and aspects are adequately addressed. The next step of the ID-

method concerns the combination of generated sub solutions, resulting in redesigns, 

and/or transformation of generated sub solutions, resulting in new concepts. The ID-

method makes the team design process explicit and provides an audit trail. 

The results showed that the ID-method did prove successful in facilitating the 

inclusion of engineering knowledge from the outset of the conceptual design phase. This 

in itself rendered the design process more efficient as it removed an unnecessary 

iteration, that is, the architect beginning the design task on his own before receiving 
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input from engineering disciplines. However, what the disciplines within design teams 

ended up doing in many instances amounted to no more than seeking to fit solutions to 

design tasks. In essence, the design teams’ approaches could best be categorised as 

‘integrated’ rather than the desired ‘integral’ design. This research therefore cannot claim 

to have realised the aim of using the ID-method to arrive at integral design concepts. 

Nonetheless, the ID-method represents a set of necessary conditions for the creation of 

integral design concepts. More importantly, reflected by the expressed satisfaction of the 

majority of the participants, the ID-method represents an important step in what is 

argued as a necessary cultural change within the Dutch building domain.  
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1.1 Problem definition 
 

After graduating as a Master of Science in Architecture from Delft University of Technology in 

2001, I set out full of enthusiasm and ideals to embark upon a career in the field. I entered the 

professional world at a middle-sized architectural office in The Netherlands, where, during my 3� 

years of work, I was fortunate enough to experience a variety of design tasks (small interior to 

large master plan assignments), “from furniture to urban scale” as they say. While working on 

design problems was fulfilling in many respects, I was highly frustrated by the nature of the 

design process: although many individual specialists from a variety of building disciplines are 

required to work on complex design tasks, the traditional approach to the design process does 

not allow for proper integration of such disciplines. To put it simply, I experienced a general lack 

of an ‘integral approach’ in current building design practice. With this problem in mind, I 

considered returning to university to look for a solution. 

Fortunately, at the end of 2004 I discovered a project on the subject within the Building 

Physics & Systems unit at the Department of Architecture, Building and Planning at Eindhoven 

University of Technology. The main area of interest of the project’s supervisor, Professor Zeiler, 

can be described as integral design within a multidisciplinary design team setting. Professor 

Zeiler is Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering and has more than 20 years experience in 

the field as engineer. From 2001, when he became full professor of Building Services, Professor 

Zeiler’s efforts to work towards an ‘integral approach’ have been mainly informed by research 

within the fields of ‘Integral Design’ and ‘Sustainable Energy in the Built Environment’. 

The lack of integration during the design process has also been noted in the literature. 

Previous research in the Netherlands has shown that cooperation between building design 

disciplines is unsatisfactory and that better organization of the design process is necessary 

[Friedl 2000, Quanjel 2003]. Marketing research conducted through a series of inquiries in the 

Dutch building sector [USP 2001, 2005, 2007, 2008], showed considerable increase in failure 

costs: from 7.7% in 2001 to 11.4% of the annual turnover in 2008 [USP 2008]. The Dutch 

knowledge centre for housing and utility construction, Stichting Bouwresearch (SBR), defines 

failure costs as the costs arising from: unnecessary inefficient processes, not meeting the agreed 

quality of the end product, and repairs. The main reasons cited by USP for these failure costs 

were poor information exchange and communication. It is worthy to note here that SBR identified 

that the most important decisions concerning buildings are made during the early phases of 

building design [Wichers Hoeth and Fleuren 2001], even though not all relevant information is 

available then. A good example of this is that the consultants tend to be involved too late in the 

building design process. Their input is then used to ‘optimize’ architectural design, often leading 

to add-on solutions that disturb rather than enhance the proposed building layout and form 

[Zeiler et al 2005]. 

Experience and literature, then, both show that the Dutch building domain at least, and 

probably also those in most other similarly developed countries, is characterized by a lack of true 
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integration of building disciplines in the conceptual design phase.  This is undesirable because 

when the integration does come, usually in the final design phase, it is difficult, expensive and 

problematic to fully integrate and often leads to unforeseen problems and costs. To remedy this 

situation, the building design process must improve. 

At this point it is useful to define the differences between an ‘integrated’ and an ‘integral’ 

approach more explicitly. Within integrated design two or more disciplines are combined in order 

to become more effective. Within integral design all disciplines are considered necessary and 

important, and as such are treated as part of, or contained within, the whole building design 

approach from the early stages of a project. To put it another way, within integrated design the 

input of different disciplines, often contributed separately and in different design phases, is 

made to fit. In contrast, within integral design all necessary design disciplines are given the 

opportunity to participate in team design and contribute their knowledge from the outset. 

Notwithstanding this non-optimal integrated design process, the present situation of 

building design is characterized by the need to meet ever more complex demands.  This growing 

complexity necessitates input from a wide variety of fields. However, even though the input from 

many individuals from various fields is essential, the nature of the teamwork in the current 

building design environment could be described as maintaining a traditional, hierarchical 

approach, in which building design is largely seen as the creative act of an individual. In this 

traditional approach, the design is generally first generated by an architect before being refined 

after input from other, largely engineering, professionals. Although the norm, there is a growing 

acceptance that this approach is far from optimal and often leads to undesirable failure costs.  A 

recurrent observation on this process [De Wilde 2001, 2004] is that key information from 

engineers is introduced too late in the design process. This finding has been confirmed as 

recently as 2009 [Brunsgaard et al 2009]. This potentially leads to the initial designer having to 

amend the original design on the basis of the new input on, for example, HVAC (heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning) requirements, which are the expertise of engineers. Had this 

information been available sooner, then this extra iteration in the process may have been 

avoided. 

It appeals to the intuition that we can expect that whatever failure costs arise from the 

current approach will only grow larger in the future due in no small part to the increasing 

demands for sustainability within buildings. Achieving greater sustainability relies on integrating 

the insights from various engineering disciplines within the process. At present, however, such 

disciplines are customarily only brought into the process to optimize already proposed designs. 

In this sense, such professionals can be described as being somewhat appended to the design 

process, rather than being an integral and equal part from the outset.  In the status quo, then, 

there exists something of a tension between the architect and engineer. 

A nuanced view of the tension between the architect and the engineer can be found in the 

work of Habraken. John Habraken, a Dutch citizen and one of the founders and first chairperson 

of the Department of Architecture at the Eindhoven University of Technology (in 1967), as well as 

founder and former director (from 1965 to 1975) of SAR (Foundation for Architects Research in the 

Netherlands), spent the latter part of his career at MIT, Cambridge. Although Habraken’s later 

career took place in the US, his globally inspired insights are still highly applicable to the Dutch 

situation. 
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In his book Palladio’s children, Habraken considers the general design process for buil-

dings in recent times. He confirms that the designing of buildings is largely seen as the creative 

act of an individual. This is certainly the case for the conceptual design phase, where it is the 

architect who is responsible for laying down the vision of the whole building. Moreover, “the 

belief that a single designer should be in control of all levels of environmental form” [Habraken 

2005, p.89] is even seen as a professional ideal. This belief has led the architectural profession to 

become singularly obsessed with perfecting form and crafting it down to the last detail, 

[Habraken 2005, p.111]. However, despite this characterisation of the architect as the sole 

creative force, Habraken points out that the proliferation of consultant specialists required to 

solve complex design tasks bring into play de facto co-designers due to the sheer complexity of 

the contemporary built environment. “Paradoxically, while consultant design may not appear 

prominently in the completed project, it frequently establishes dimensions, spans, story heights, 

and other fundamental aspects of architectural character.” [2005, p.122] 

While it appears from the hierarchical nature of the design process that the architect is the 

only true creator, Habraken points out that the input of other professions, whenever that may 

appear in the process, is essential to the design, and as such the architect should not be 

considered as omnipotent. Although the architect sits at the top of the pyramid, so to speak, one 

cannot underestimate the essential role that other members of the design team play. The 

importance, then, of timely input from team members cannot be underestimated. Put simply, 

what we can conclude from Habraken is that engineers must be seen as more than just 

appendages to the design process: they must be an integral part of it. 

Not only is greater involvement of individual disciplines within the design process desirable 

on a theoretical level, it is a clear practical necessity, owing to the growing complexity of 

contemporary design problems.  Recent research in the Netherlands, from within the HVAC 

sector, for example, has shown the need to better integrate comfort and sustainable energy 

systems in buildings [Boerstra et al 2006, Opstelten et al 2007, Zeiler and Boxem 2008]. In an 

attempt to explore the machinations of multidisciplinary team work within design, in 2000, the 

Royal Institute of Dutch Architects (BNA), the Dutch Society for Building Services (TVVL), and the 

Delft University of Technology (TUD) participated in a research project named Integral Design 

[Quanjel 2003, Quanjel and Zeiler 2003]. The aim of the project was to gather professionals from 

the relevant fields of design, construction and real estate management to explore what changes 

to current design practice are necessary to arrive at a ‘seamless whole’ in terms of building 

design. This thesis takes this initial work as a starting point to develop a concrete method based 

on the integral approach. 

One clear goal of improving teamwork in building design is the reduction of failure costs. 

However, another important advantage of effective teamwork within the design process is the 

increased possibility to arrive at new building concepts, which may well prove essential for the 

development of a sustainable built environment. Many factors influence the sustainability of the 

built environment, however, man-made climate change and the measures that are needed to 

counteract such change seem to be by far the main problems of our time [IPCC 2007]: “Changes in 

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols, land cover and solar 

radiation alter the energy balance of the climate system… Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most 

important anthropogenic GHG… Global increases in CO2 concentrations are due primarily to fossil 
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fuel use, with land-use change providing another significant but smaller contribution” [p.37]. To 

understand the impact of building design on the environment, recent research has shown that 

40% of the total energy output of The Netherlands is consumed by the built environment, and 

this figure rises to 70% when social services such as healthcare are included [Uitdenbogerd 

2007]. To understand the importance of achieving sustainable buildings, within The Netherlands 

the Energy research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) and Netherlands Organisation for Applied 

Scientific Research (TNO) have set stringent energy reduction targets. By the year 2030 CO2 

emissions should be reduced by 50%, and by the year 2050 The Netherlands should be a net 

energy neutral built environment [ECN and TNO 2004]. 

The unsatisfactory cooperation between building design disciplines has resulted in calls for 

better organization of the design process [Friedl 2000, Wichers Hoeth and Fleuren 2001]. These 

calls gain more importance when we consider the increased complexity in current design 

processes arising from, amongst other things, growing sustainability demands. In this context, 

traditional approaches to organize and plan these complex processes may no longer suffice [Van 

Aken 2005]. This is more understandable when we consider that traditional methods essentially 

lead to redesign and optimization, whereas to meet the unique challenges in the modern built 

environment, we need to go further and generate new concepts and knowledge that, it will be 

argued, will represent the necessary conditions to arrive at new design solutions. 

 

1.2 Aims and objectives 
 

There are two main aims to be addressed in this research: the first a practical one and the second 

somewhat more abstract. First and foremost, a method needs to be developed to allow other, 

largely engineering, building disciplines to be integrated into the design process from the outset 

in a meaningful way. This re-evaluation of the design process and the individual disciplines 

within it should facilitate the inclusion of all relevant team members at the outset and give proper 

recognition to the influence their knowledge and input has on the final design. The standpoint in 

this research is that a more integral process will not only improve the design process, it will also 

create the opportunity to introduce a greater variety and amount of design knowledge from the 

outset of the conceptual design phase.  

The second more abstract and longer term goal of the research, although not the main aim 

of this particular project, is that the method developed here, given the right cultural environment, 

may in time lead to the generation of new “concepts”. New concepts, it is argued, will allow us 

the opportunity to move beyond redesign and optimization towards real “Design”.  This 

argument will be developed further based on theoretical distinctions and definitions, which can 

be found in the following chapter. 

This longer term goal is reliant on real cultural change. The endemic hierarchical relation-

ships between architects and other building design disciplines currently hinder both communi-

cation and knowledge use. What is needed therefore is an egalitarian working environment. It will 

be shown that this is not only a matter of the architect coming down from the mountain top, so to 

speak, it is also a matter of the engineer stepping up and meeting the architect half way. Without 
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such cultural change implementing any method that requires true cooperation between 

disciplines may prove very difficult. 

Not only is the method developed here aimed at professionals in the field, it is also aimed 

at students, who will become the professionals of tomorrow.  It is worthy to note here that new 

approaches are commonly developed within educational institutions and then unveiled to 

professionals, who ultimately decide their worth. In contrast, the method developed in this 

research was first tested with professionals from the Dutch building design field, and then 

applied in educational courses. This dual inclusion of professionals and students should help to 

accelerate the necessary cultural evolution of the building design process. 

Even though arriving at concepts is highly desirable as it may allow us to reach break-

through solutions to help solve the world’s environmental problems related to the present energy 

consumption of the built environment, much preparatory work is necessary before this can be 

realistically tested for. Therefore this goal, however laudable, cannot be considered central to 

this thesis. Rather, the focus here is on achieving the more realistic goal of developing a method 

for practical use that can foster the integration of engineers into the conceptual phase of building 

design from the outset. This has the potential to allow the design team to generate a greater 

number of design solutions of a greater quality. Logically, this will lead to better optimizations of 

designs and ultimately to better buildings.  

In essence, the research carried out to achieve the main goal of this project represents the 

necessary preparatory conditions to test the second, long term goal. Due to the limitations of PhD 

research, only the first goal could be addressed in depth. However, it is hoped that the 

preliminary test on the second goal will pave the way for future research. 

In the present research, the key variables that need to be manipulated in order to develop 

an integral design method are the design team, the design tools, the design model and the 

setting. Conditions relevant for a team design method were defined via a literature review and 

refined during the research; the initial conditions identified from literature studies are listed at 

the end of section 4.3.3. In addition, the research methodology used, Design Research Metho-

dology (DRM), which is introduced in section 1.3 and explained in detail in chapter 3, emphasises 

the need to formulating success as well as measurable criteria. These criteria need to be defined 

in the first stage of the research (section 4.2), so that they can be measured in the final stage of 

the research (section 6.2). Essentially, within DRM these criteria can be seen as a list of require-

ments for the research. 

 

1.3 Methodology 
 

Within the Department of Architecture, Building and Planning there are two distinct possibilities 

to approach a PhD research project: proefschrift (dissertation) and proefontwerp (technological 

design). While dissertations are seen as more germane for theoretical study, technological 

design is aimed rather at solving more practical problems in the field. According to the ‘Doctorate 

regulation 2009’ of the Eindhoven University of Technology, a technological design “is 

understood to mean a design that has come into being through the application of appropriate 
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theoretical knowledge and methods” and “which must make an original contribution to the 

further development of existing scientific knowledge”.  

In the present PhD research project the design that has to come into being is the ‘Integral 

Design Method’. The main theoretical knowledge and methods that are applied are the 

Methodical Design model [Van den Kroonenberg and Siers 1992], Design Research Methodology 

[Blessing and Chakrabarti 2002, Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009] and C-K theory [Hatchuel and 

Weil 2003, Hatchuel and Weil 2008]. The contribution that this technological design can offer is 

twofold: first, it can remedy the poor integration and the problems that arise there from during 

the conceptual design process; and, second, it can create the necessary conditions to work 

towards innovative sustainable building concepts.  

In order to work towards these goals the research needs to be housed within a relevant 

theoretical framework. It has been noted in the literature that a good deal of research within 

design fields suffers from the lack of a systematic research methodology, resulting in arguments 

that a discipline for design research needs to be developed that proceeds in a rigours way and 

yields results that are transparent and testable [Cross 2001, Cross 2006]. In other words, there is 

a call within the field for systematic research methodologies that create an audit trail for the 

research carried out. A recently developed and particularly suitable framework developed in 

response to these concerns is offered by Design Research Methodology (DRM) [Blessing and 

Chakrabarti 2002, 2009]. DRM, which is described in chapter 3, focuses the research both on the 

study of the phenomenon of design as well as the development of design support. In the present 

research the phenomena of interest is team design, and the design support to be developed is 

the integral design method, which aims to prescribe a method to allow multidisciplinary design 

teams to work in an integral manner during the conceptual design process.  

As design can be described as being practical, rather than theoretical, design research 

projects are often based on experience rather than an exhaustive review of literature. In such 

cases, the research needs to proceed on the basis of common sense assumptions [Blessing 

2006]. In order to pursue the goals of the present research, two key starting assumptions were 

made.  

The first assumption related to the choice of design model. In brief, the model needs to 

facilitate the inclusion of the knowledge of largely engineering disciplines within a design team. 

It was deemed important therefore to use a model that engineering disciplines would be 

comfortable with. The first key assumption was that models from solely engineering domains 

could be adapted for the desired use within multidisciplinary teams. Here, the Extended 

Methodical Design model [Zeiler 1993] was chosen because its simplicity and adaptability were 

considered to render it user friendly for both the architectural and engineering disciplines within 

the design team. The second assumption related to research setting. Since there were no known 

examples of ‘integral design teams’ working in practice that could be studied, a semi-authentic 

environment needed to be created for this research. Here, based largely on the results of 

previous research [Quanjel 2003], a workshop setting was chosen. The project must therefore 

test both the model and the setting.  

In the design chosen for this research, since many individual assumptions needed to be 

tested both for the setting and for the model, an iterative approach was considered most 

suitable. In short, assumptions were made about the setup of both setting and the model. These 
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assumptions were then tested within a workshop. After each workshop the results of the tests 

fed in to the redesign of the subsequent workshops and led to the optimization of the model. 

Therefore, the method and the results in this research are inextricably linked. As such, some of 

the methodological steps taken, i.e. the iterative improvements to the model and the workshops, 

are included in the results sections in this work.  

The research design followed here cannot be described as empirical research, largely 

because of the lack of an authentic setting. Although the workshops did facilitate the iterative 

improvement of the method, due to the implied complexity involved and to time restrictions, they 

did not control for all of the variables at play. A true empirical piece of research would, for 

example, have to ensure that the individual participants of the workshops did not have a 

significant influence on the results. Other limitations of the present research can be found in the 

discussion section. Although validity was not the guiding requirement of the research, since the 

aim was to design a method for use in practice, investigating external validity was desirable. This 

was attempted by sending post-test questionnaires to the participants six months after their 

workshop participation (section 6.3). 

The main results of the research were as follows: the iterative improvement of the Extended 

Methodical Design model led to the development of the Integral Design model; in combination 

with the above, the iterative improvements of workshops led to the Integral Design Method. 

 

1.4 Thesis outline 
 

The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 the (theoretical) background and main definitions 

used are given. Here, the main focus is on the explanation of differences between reflective and 

problem solving approaches to design, and the possibility of using a common framework to 

integrate these seemingly discordant approaches. In the definitions section the focus is on the 

explanation of differences between redesign and design, and on the types of design knowledge 

and its possible use. The main theoretical source used to motivate this explanation and definition 

was C-K theory, which is explained and discussed in section 2.3. 

In chapter 3, Design Research Methodology is explained in more detail. Here, it is 

explained how DRM can be used to frame the present research on both a global and a local level. 

Globally, DRM can be used to frame the overall research project, and locally to frame the 

development of the workshop settings used during the research. The use of different observation 

methods applied during the workshops is also briefly described here; more detailed explanation 

is presented together with the results. 

In chapters 4, 5 and 6 the results are presented following the DRM stages. As will be 

shown in chapter 4, the first two DRM stages represent the preliminary research required for later 

testing. The third stage represents the iterative development of the ID-method. The results of 

stage 3 and 4 will follow a consistent format. As mentioned earlier, to develop a method to allow 

the integration of engineering building design disciplines into the design process, a semi-

authentic setting needed to be devised. In this research workshops were deemed a good option. 

Therefore, in order to strengthen the results, not only the success of the approach, but also the 

set up of the workshops had to be controlled. With this in mind, each workshop was designed on 
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the basis of assumptions regarding both the workshop setting and the design model. In chapters 

5 and 6 then, the assumptions for each workshop are presented, followed by analysis of the 

workshop setting. The results of each setting were used to inform the design of the subsequent 

workshop setting. For this reason, the results are described chronologically. In chapter 5, the 

final ID-method is presented as the result of the iterative improvements in stage 3. After this, the 

fourth DRM stage, which represents the main testing of the research project, is described in 

chapter 6. Chapter 6 ends with the results of participants’ evaluations of the workshops. 

In chapter 7, the broad findings are discussed, some of which were partly confirmed by 

follow-up results of two workshops conducted in practice. The discussion begins by focusing on 

the immediate, practical goal of the research before turning to the longer term idealistic goal of 

the project. The thesis ends with conclusions of the project and recommendations for further 

research, largely concerning the creation of integral design concepts. 

 



 

9 

  

2.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, in order to understand the highlighted tension between the architect and engi-

neer, in section 2.2, two different approaches are contrasted: the reflective versus the problem 

solving approach. It is argued that within the status quo we can understand the traditional 

conception of the architect as belonging to the former approach, and the engineer to the latter. 

This conception is useful to understand a further argument in this thesis. Namely, that, in the 

status quo, during the building process the engineer can only be described as being part of a 

redesign and optimization process. What is required is for the engineer to be truly integrated into 

a real “design” process. This section ends with a brief review of methods that have emerged 

within the problem solving approach. Here, the Methodical Design model, parts of which were 

used in the present research, is described in some detail. 

 In section 2.3, to develop the above arguments use will be made of Hatchuel and 

Weil’s C-K theory [2003]. One of the key values of C-K theory is that it forces us to reconsider our 

views on “design” and the role that knowledge and concepts play within it. This is necessary as 

traditional approaches have been described as being insufficient to solve contemporary, complex 

design problems [Van Aken 2005].  It is with C-K theory that we can aim for the long term goal of 

arriving at innovative sustainable buildings. In 2.4, to understand the importance of seeking new 

building concepts, a snapshot is given of the current complex picture of architectural design. The 

section ends in 2.5 with the working definitions necessary for this thesis. 

 

2.2 Reflective vs. problem solving approaches 
 

Following [Dorst 1997], it is commonly accepted that design can be generally represented by two 

design paradigms: design as rational problem solving [Simon 1969]; and design as reflective 

practice [Schön 1983]. 

The development of rational methods evolved into the Design Methodology movement of 

the 1960’s [Cross 2001], culminating as far as architecture is concerned, in the early work of 

Christopher Alexander. Christopher Alexander noted back in the 1960’s that “the intuitive 

resolution of contemporary design problems simply lies beyond a single individual’s integrative 

grasp” [Alexander 1964]. His proposal to tackle this situation was strictly rational and analytic, 

while still meant for an individual architectural designer. According to Alexander, by defining 

requirements and interactions of requirements, a systematic decomposition of the design task is 

achieved, which allows for practically automated fitting of different (sub) solutions. Throughout 

his work Alexander adjusted his approach, moving from the linear ‘tree structure’ through 

‘semilattice’ [Alexander 1965] to ‘a pattern language’ [Alexander et al 1977]. His theory was that 

architectural design is a language consisting of patterns, which are to be used as building blocks 

for designing.  

2 Background 
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Alexander’s work was seen by architects as definitive proof that a rational problem solving 

approach was not suitable for design. This belief substantially influenced architectural education. 

In his own words, Alexander postulated that “There is so little in what is called ‘design methods’ 

that has anything useful to say about how to design buildings that I never even read the literature 

anymore... I would say forget it, forget the whole thing…” [Alexander 1971]. Subsequently, 

intuitive and artistic approaches were preferred over methodical and systematic ones.  

Within research that followed the ‘design methods movement’, a computational frame-of-

reference was developed [Franz 1994]. Franz states that the first of the two main directions, 

computer-aided design (CAD), proved, however, to be effective only in handling well-defined 

problems. The second direction, knowledge-based design, where automated systems would 

increasingly behave like humans drawing on different knowledge bases, are still not able to fulfil 

their promise. 

The direction that schools of architecture, as most other design schools, are still following 

is best described by representing designers as reflective practitioners [Schön 1983]. Reflective 

practice theory involves thoughtfully considering one's own experiences in applying knowledge 

to practice while being coached by professionals in the discipline: “in ‘reflective conversation 

with situation’ designers work by naming the relevant factors in the situation, framing a problem 

in a certain way, making moves toward a solution and evaluating those moves” [Dorst 1997, 

p.67].  

Within the design studio education students take on a design project under the supervision 

of a master designer. Schön’s work, which advocates the studio model in education, additionally 

provides an attractive option for design educators who seek to base themselves on a theory 

[Goldschmidt 2008]. Since “there seems to be a certain kind of knowledge and understanding 

that it is very hard to attain in any other way than by actually designing seriously” [Lawson 2004, 

p.7], this educational approach is believed to be particularly well suited for architectural 

education.  

While over the last couple of centuries studio-based architectural education has grown into 

a global subculture, its profoundly conservative nature has changed rather little [Nasar et al 

2007]. Nasar et al state that architectural schools “probably now teach a smaller fraction of the 

totality of knowledge and skill required for practice than in any period since professional 

programs were established” [p.15]; Habraken goes even so far as to state that “studio training 

does not prepare architects to work in a field where each intervention is one among many, where 

design must be shared and coordinated” [Habraken 2005, p.153]. The majority of literature in 

architectural education still focuses on the genius of an individual designer. In essence, 

individual designers are seen as viewing a design (method) as a means to generate form [cf: 

Jormakka 2008].  

Alexander’s rejection of design methodology in the architectural field was followed by the 

turn that Jones, the other founding father of the design methods movement, made on the 

engineering design side [Jones 1977]: “I dislike… the continual attempt to fix the whole of life into 

a logical framework”. In his seminal book, Design Methods [Jones 1970, last edition published in 

1992], Jones shows that traditional methods do not adequately address the complexity of 

demands upon today’s designer. 
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One could say that in both Alexander’s and Jones’ cases the then dominant approach to 

designing, a purely problem-solving activity, was believed to lead to scientific optimization. 

However, the issue here was that this approach can not truly be described as scientific, rather, it 

can be understood as more of a ‘designerly way of knowing’ [Cross 2006].  

Design problems are by now widely recognized as generally open and ‘ill-structured’ 

[Simon 1969] or ‘wicked’ [Rittel and Webber 1973]. However, any model or descriptive method 

that tries to reduce design to ill-structured problem solving is bound to miss important aspects of 

the design activity [Hatchuel 2002]. According to Hatchuel, and well summarized by Dorst and 

Royakkers [2006], design differs from problem-solving in the following key aspects: 

• design includes the expansion of the concepts in which the situation is initially expressed 

and framed; this makes the solution process a project, involving several formative steps, 

instead of a problem. 

• design requires the design and use of ‘learning devices’ in order to get to a solution; these 

‘learning devices’ are sub-processes that help ‘learn about what has to be learned or 

should be learned’. 

• in designing, the understanding and designing of the social interactions is part of the 

design process itself; the stakeholders need to develop a way of reaching a solution, which 

cannot be supposed to exist before the design situation arises. 

 

In contrast to approaches in architecture, after the 1970’s the rational problem solving paradigm 

continued to provide the background for the development of process-oriented approaches in 

Engineering. This was possible because of the way engineering design problems were generally 

(and largely still are) perceived and modelled [Roozenburg and Cross 1991]:  

“Machines and products are technical systems that transform energy, material and 

information. The functional behaviour of a technical system is determined by physical 

principles and can be described by physical laws. The engineering design problem is 

to find and define the geometry and the materials of the system in such a way that 

required and pre-specified physical behaviour is realized in the most effective and 

efficient way.” 

 

A number of engineering design process models were created, various overviews and compa-

risons of which can be found throughout the literature [Broadbent 1979, Cross 1984, Blessing 

1994, Hubka and Eder 1996, Bayazit 2004, Pahl et al 2007]. One of the latest examples can be 

seen in Table 1. The column headings used in Table 1 demonstrate the general agreement of 

design authors on common stages/phases (often synonymously named), comprising the four 

major design phases [Howard et al 2008]: ‘analysis of task’, ‘conceptual design’, ‘embodiment 

design’ and ‘detailed design’. The present research focuses on the conceptual design stage. In 

the table below this stage is bordered in bold. Preceding these four phases is the ‘establishing a 

need’ phase, where the driver for the design is recognised. Within the conceptual design phase 

the designer, or in this project the design team, is responsible for interpreting this need. 

Following the four major phases is the ‘implementation phase’, included by several authors, 

which explains what happens when the final engineering ‘drawings’ and instructions are 
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completed. The stages are usually defined as being executed sequentially (in principle only 

once), and are related to the states of the product.  

 

 
Table 1. A comparison of engineering design process models [Howard et al 2008, p.163] 

 

In almost all models the stages relate to the design product as a whole. However, as Blessing’s 

study [1994] shows, besides stages, the engineering design process can be sub-divided into 

design activities: a design activity is related to the designer’s problem solving process rather 

than to the state of the product under development [p.31]. Blessing emphasizes that (the 

sequence of) activities are repeated many times during the design process. Examples of activities 

are ‘generating’ and ‘evaluating’.  

 

 

Figure 1. Engineering design process comprises of stages and activities [Blessing 1994, p.41] 

 

In Figure 1, the two main possibilities of relating the serial nature of stages (2a) and cyclic nature 

of activities (2b) are pictured; one with repetitive activities (2c) and the other with concentric 

activities (2d). The model proposed by Van den Kroonenberg, ‘Methodical Design’ [Vd 

Kroonenberg 1974, Vd Kroonenberg 1987, Vd Kroonenberg and Siers 1992], resembles the 
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repetitive activities in each stage (2c). Although not widely known outside The Netherlands, this 

model is based on the combination of the German design school [Matousek 1962, Hansen 1968, 

Roth et al 1972, Hubka 1980, Pahl and Beitz 1984] and the Anglo-American school [Hall 1962, 

Asimov 1964, Archer 1965, Gregory 1966, Krick 1969, Jones 1970]. It distinguishes, based on 

functional hierarchy, various product abstractions or complexity levels and requires all stages 

and activities to be repeated for each one of them. The model is listed in the 3rd edition of 

‘Engineering Design – A Systematic Approach’ [Pahl et al 2007, p.21], which arguably provides the 

most comprehensive chronological overview of the development of engineering design 

methodology.  

The motivation for using this model in the present research was twofold. First, any model 

chosen needed to be problem valid. In our case it had to facilitate the inclusion of knowledge of 

all building design disciplines. Second, the model would have to be user friendly in order for the 

different disciplines, which often act on different abstraction levels, to be able to exploit it 

effectively. Here, a cultural point needs to be made. As mentioned earlier, arriving at an 

egalitarian design process involves movement from both of the major poles of architecture and 

engineering. Whereas the main movement from the architect concerns becoming more open, the 

engineer needs to present their knowledge in a way that is usable for designing buildings. In this 

sense the engineer has more of a distance to travel, and may therefore require more support to 

allow them enjoy a full participatory role in design team. With this assumption in mind, the 

argument here is that an engineering design model, Methodical Design, can be developed to be 

problem valid for this task. 

The above theoretical review leads to the methodological choices to design a project aimed 

at solving an immediate practical problem: how to integrate engineers at the outset of the 

conceptual design phase. However, if we wish to realise a more integral design process that 

could lead to new sustainable building concepts, bringing perhaps exponential added value, then 

C-K theory offers a conception of how this ideal may be realized. 

 

2.3 C-K theory 
 

Pragmatic views of design as well as existing design theories [Yoshikawa 1981, Suh 1990, Gero 

1996, Braha and Reich 2003] define design as a (dynamic) mapping process between required 

functions and selected structures [Hatchuel and Weil 2008]. Hatchuel and Weil argue that 

dynamic mapping is not sufficient to describe the generation of new objects and new knowledge, 

which, according to them, are distinctive features of design. Their statement that “there is no 

design if there are no concepts” [Hatchuel and Weil 2003, p.5] underpins the logic of C-K theory 

and of the present research. 

The explanatory power of Hatchuel and Weil’s C-K theory is useful for both researchers and 

designers. For researchers C-K theory crystallises the distinction between re-designing and 

optimising on the one hand, and designing on the other. C-K theory defines design as the 

interplay between two interdependent spaces having different structures and logics. This process 

generates co-expansion of two spaces: space of concepts C and space of knowledge K. According 

to C-K theory, space K “contains all established (true) propositions (the available knowledge)”, 
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while space C “contains concepts which are undecidable propositions in K (neither true nor false 

in K)” [Hatchuel and Weil 2008]. Within this research, in the case of a building design team, the 

available knowledge within this team represents space K. Since C-K theory defines a piece of 

knowledge as a “proposition with a logical status for the designer or the person receiving the 

design” [Hatchuel and Weil 2002, p.11], all explicit representations of a design team’s knowledge 

are considered to form part of space K. The overview of this knowledge is captured using 

morphological design tools, as will be explained later. Within C-K theory a design concept is a 

proposition that cannot be logically valued in K. Concepts are candidates to be transformed into 

propositions of K, but are not themselves elements of K (properties of K can however be 

incorporated into concepts). If a proposition were true in K, it would mean that it already exists 

and all is known that is needed about it (including its feasibility). Design would then immediately 

stop. Accordingly, there is no design if there are no concepts. Without the distinction between the 

expansions of C and K, design disappears or is reduced to mere computation or optimization. 

This distinction is useful to focus the designers during the design process. It makes them 

consider more carefully what possibilities exist in terms of design, allowing them to assess any 

design they are working on in a new light. C-K theory uses four different operators to explain the 

whole design process, two ‘external’ (from C�K and from K�C) and two ‘internal’ (from C�C 

and from K�K). The definition below of the operators and the resulting C-K design square is 

taken over from Hatchuel and Weil: 

• The K�C operator adds to or subtracts from concepts in C some properties coming from K. 

It creates ‘disjunctions’ when it transforms elements from K into a concept. This also 

corresponds to what is usually called the “generation of alternatives”. Yet, concepts are not 

alternatives but potential ‘seeds’ for alternatives. This operator expands the space C with 

elements coming from K. 

• The C�K operator seeks for properties in K that could be added to or subtracted from to 

reach propositions with a logical status; it creates conjunctions which could be accepted as 

‘finished designs’ (a K-relative qualification). Practically, it corresponds to validation tools 

or methods in classical design, of which the most common are: tests; experimental plans; 

prototypes; and mock-ups. These methods expand the available knowledge in K while 

being triggered by the concept expansion in C. 

• The C�C operator minimally comprises of the classical rules in set theory that control 

partition or inclusion, but it can be enriched if necessary by consistency rules in C. 

• The K�K operator minimally comprises the classical rules of logic and propositional 

calculus that allow a knowledge space to have a self- expansion (proving new theorems). 

[Hatchuel and Weil 2003,p.9] 

 

What is important to recognise is that with the K�K operator dynamic mappings can be 

simulated, while the other operators underline the major role of space C. Design theories based 

on a problem-solving view of design essentially only cover the K�K operator, i.e. they are not 

suitable to explain the possibilities for new design concepts or to change the existing solution 

definitions. It can be argued that in the face of the environmental concerns noted earlier, where 

new definitions of buildings are needed, a C-K theory notion of design is necessary. 
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Figure 2. The C-K design square [Hatchuel and Weil 2003] 

 

Proposed as a unified design theory, C-K theory focuses on innovative design [Hatchuel and 

Weil 2003]. However, the majority of cases in building design practice do indeed concern mere 

computation, optimization and/or combination. Therefore, an explanation of how design 

knowledge can be used within the design process needs to be made. In order to do so, a more 

specific explanation of design knowledge is required. 

General design knowledge can be differentiated into three categories: object knowledge, 

realization knowledge and process knowledge [Van Aken 2005, p.388]. Van Aken states that the 

repertoire of a designer typically consists of general object knowledge: that is, knowledge of the 

characteristics and properties of artefacts and their material. As such, a designer produces 

representations of the artefact to be made; the object-design [Van Aken 2005, p.381]. These 

representations are regarded in this research as the building blocks for design concepts. On this 

basis it is assumed that individual designers must be able to explicate their object-design-

knowledge by generating object-design representations driven by individual interpretations of 

the design task.  

From the perspective of C-K theory, the initial object-design-knowledge that participants 

bring into the design team defines space K. From here, two types of synthesis are possible: either 

the representations are combined, using the K�K operator, or are transformed, using the K�C 

operator. In this thesis the former possibility leads to ‘redesigns’ (RE), while the latter leads to 

‘integral design concepts’ (ID) [Savanovi� and Zeiler 2007]. Ultimately, evaluation of RE-design 

can only result in the same object-design-knowledge, while from ID-concepts new object-design-

knowledge can be created. The difference between the two possible design processes, thus, is 

that the first one leads to knowledge transfer between design team members, while the second 

one additionally allows for the possibility of knowledge creation. It could be said that with the 

first type of described design process, the first main aim of introducing engineering knowledge 

into conceptual building design process can be realised, while with the second type of design 

process the second main aim of the research, the additional creation of design concepts, can be 

achieved. 

According to Boden [1990] people can be credited with creativity in two senses, described 

as P-creativity and H-creativity: P stands for psychological and H for historical. P-creativity 

represents the creation of ideas that are new to the person who proposes them. These ideas are 

considered ‘new’ no matter how many other people may have previously had the same idea. H-
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creative ideas are novel with respect to the whole of human history, and people usually refer to 

them when they speak of ‘real’ creativity and ‘real’ innovative proposals. Concerning design, the 

transformation of object-design-knowledge into ID-concepts is regarded as a design team P-

creativity process.  

In discussing creativity, it is important to remark that despite the significance of creativity 

in design, it was never the intention of this research to investigate its relation to team design 

and/or the related development of shared mental models [Badke-Schaub et al 2007]. Mental 

models are generally seen as a basic theoretical concept for understanding how designers think 

and act [Badke-Schaub 2007]. Instead, the focus of the research was on the results of the 

inclusion and assimilation of the explicit object-design-knowledge within building design teams, 

assuming equality between individual design disciplines. 

In conclusion, C-K theory is essential in terms of the second long-term goal. It shows the 

necessity of concept creation, and allows us to conceive of the possibility to transform the 

building design team’s object-design-knowledge into concepts. Besides their importance for new 

design knowledge, the creation of these concepts represents the potential for realization of 

innovative sustainable buildings. 

 

2.4 The importance of engineers in architectural design 
 

Since the 19th century, buildings have increasingly been specified in quantitative ways, and in 

ways in which specific aspects of performance are explicitly laid out [Davis 2008]. This is reflected 

in the explanation of the beginnings of Modern architecture, which can be traced back to the 

middle of the 18th century when “some sub-domains of architecture, such as climatic control, 

economic management and construction safety became more objective, rational and empirical” 

[Lefaivre and Tzonis 2004]. Responsibility for these sub-domains is generally ascribed to 

engineering disciplines. As a consequence of engineering disciplines being responsible for the 

more technical elements, the role of the architect is perceived as being restricted to the more 

aesthetic aspects of building design. The architect is commonly understood to have control over 

what the building looks like – the zone of space that is six inches or so deep, around the outer 

skin. From this perspective the architect could be viewed as a problem-solving engineer: s/he is 

optimizing well-defined quantitative variables. An interesting discussion of this point can be 

found in Vermaas et al [2008]: 

In a way, architecture has narrowed its systems boundaries through a new emphasis 

upon building performance and the physical sciences. This is a development that 

brings parts of architectural world much closer to engineering design. Here, as in 

traditional engineering design, design problems are approached primarily in a 

reductive and not in an expansive way. [p.9-10] 

 

The growing complexity of engineering design reduces the distinction between it and design in 

architecture, leading to gradual development of engineering design towards a model more like 

architectural design. In today’s environmentally conscious society architects and engineers have 

to consider the full “life cycle” of the products that they create. This cycle begins with the design 
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phase and ends with the disassembly of a product. In response, in different engineering fields 

systems engineering has emerged and become a branch in its own right. Vermaas et al point out 

that “[o]riginally this new field of engineering focused on the design of complex, large 

technological systems, and on the organisation of technologically complex production processes, 

including complex design processes.” [p.8] 

The point raised by Vermaas et al is that in the design of socio-technical systems for 

environmental sustainability engineers must move, as in architectural practice, toward an 

expansive understanding of design problems, and that part of this expansion of responsibility will 

be imposed from outside by the ever growing complexity of design problems in the present day. 

The sustainability issues are of such importance and magnitude that, in design terms, they 

pose a kind of coherence-in-variety requirement, similar to the ‘Renaissance type of innovation’. 

The task is to design keeping in mind that not only a specific relation between systems is 

required, but also the possibility to implement that relation differently each time: that is, a 

definition of principles and concepts with which one can design further, instead of only plug-and-

play solutions. This type of concept definition is closely connected to (design) knowledge 

development. Today, the task of design knowledge development needed for new sustainable 

solutions requires a multidisciplinary effort. During modern times this multidisciplinary effort was 

absent due to a mono-discipline inventiveness and originality, based merely on aesthetic/stylis-

tic preference. 

The view forwarded in this dissertation is that the discussion in architectural design should 

primarily be about the type of choices that need to be made during building design rather than 

the choice of building form [Tzonis and Lefaivre 1991]. The ultimate physical result of building 

design remains, however, a certain form – defining spaces for use and/or experience. Regardless 

of its complexity, both in composition and materialization, the number of different expectations 

and judgements from a variety of stakeholders that a building has to meet makes it extremely 

demanding for an individual discipline, let alone an individual designer, to translate the required 

(technical) solutions into a form that encompasses all the demands.  

Isolating design as a discrete discipline during the Renaissance opened the path to 

innovation [Habraken 2005]; throughout history, architecture and building (innovation) had 

always been systematic, in the sense that ways of building rested on shared elements brought 

together in fixed and familiar ways. Alexander refers to this as ‘timeless way of building’. 

Nowadays, however, regarding the building as largely a composition of systems, the architect is 

neither the designer of all systems, nor does s/he design with all systems in mind. The most 

important role of the architect is to orchestrate and coordinate the team of co-designers, which is 

assembled ad hoc for each project. More than half-century ago Sybil Maholy-Nagy pointed out 

that the architects’ role is to coordinate between two extremes: Le Corbusier’s purely aesthetic 

view of architecture and Buckminster Fuller’s purely technological view of architecture [Maholy-

Nagy 1957].  

Mahony-Nagy’s above quote is underpinned by the common belief arising from his body of 

work that Le Corbusier viewed form as the sole concern of the architect. However, towards the 

end of his distinguished career, Le Corbusier summarized the relation between architects and 

engineers as equals with different tasks and responsibilities [Le Corbusier 1960]. If we consider 
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the picture below (Figure 3) by Le Corbusier of the two hands with cross-bread fingers, then we 

may understand the desire to truly merge the work of architects and engineers. 

 

 

Figure 3. Le Corbusier [1960], synthesis between engineering and architecture 

 

To conclude the review, the main observation to be made is that despite relying on each other to 

complete a design task, architects and engineers do not commonly share an approach to design, 

or even an equal part in the design process. Traditionally, engineers have functioned as appen-

dages to the design process, rather than being seen, like the architect, as an integral part of it.  

 

2.5 Working definitions 
 

Based on the notions of design, knowledge and concepts within C-K theory, which are explained 

in section 2.2, more specific design team related terms are defined here. Additionally, a number 

of other working definitions that are crucial for the comprehension of this research are also 

explained. 

 

design: Although there are many definitions of design, the conventional understanding of the 

term within the building design domain is a process, composed of discrete design stages/phases, 

in which the knowledge of the involved disciplines is included sequentially. The end result of this 

design process is the final product, or final design. It is important to note here that the process 

and the product that arises from it can safely be described, in a good deal of cases, as redesign or 

optimization. 

design team: The design team is seen as comprising the constituent disciplines that are 

responsible for the input and manipulation of object-design-knowledge with the aim of arriving at 

a solution to the “complex” design brief, at whatever stage in the process it might appear. In buil-

ding design, these constituent disciplines are architecture, building physics, building services 

and structural engineering. 

object-design-knowledge: general design knowledge can be differentiated into three catego-

ries: object knowledge, realization knowledge and process knowledge [Van Aken 2005]. The 

repertoire of a designer typically consists of general object knowledge, that is, knowledge of the 
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characteristics and properties of artefacts and their material; as such, a designer produces 

representations of the artefact to be made [p.381]. In this research, the building object-design-

knowledge is seen as discipline based. The main focus was on use of this knowledge within team 

setting. 

design stages/phases: the ‘standard tasks description 2009’ [DNR-STB 2009] of ‘The New 

Rules 2005’ [DNR 2005], legal relationship client-architect, engineer and consultant DNR 2005 

developed by BNA and ONRI, defines 10 different project phases. The phases 3 to 8 represent 

design phases: structural design, preliminary design, final design, technical design and 

construction-ready design. The research in this thesis is focused on conceptual design, which 

comprises both phase 3 and 4 of the DNR 2005. 

redesign: The process of combining object-design-knowledge to arrive at a final, yet not novel, 

design solution. 

optimization: The process of maximizing advantage from combining knowledge in known ways. 

design: on the basis of definitions from C-K theory, there is no design if there are no concepts. 

Therefore, this thesis argues that we can only talk of Design when it is evident that object-design-

knowledge has led to new design concepts. With this in mind, from this point forward ‘design’ 

follows a traditional meaning, and ‘Design’ refers only to new design concepts. 

integrated design: The process in which the input of different disciplines, often contributed 

separately and in different design phases, is made to fit.  

integral design: The process in which the constituent design disciplines are given the 

opportunity to participate in team design and contribute their knowledge from the outset of the 

conceptual design phase. As will be argued later this is a necessary condition for the creation of 

integral design concepts. 

integral design concept: Within C-K theory a concept is derivable from existing knowledge. 

Within integral design, an integral design concept is derivable from the explicated object-design-

knowledge of the design team. Following Van Aken [2005], an important condition for the 

realization of an integral design concept is that its derivation must be traceable to the design 

team’s object-design-knowledge. In the absence of this condition, there is no way of knowing if 

the end concept was no more than the creative result of one team member.  

design model: within the design process a design model, through the use of a design tool, 

serves to record the activities within the design process. Design models can be categorized as 

either being descriptive or prescriptive. Prescriptive models also function to force the direction of 

the activities within design process. The design model developed in this thesis, the Integral 

Design model, is prescriptive in nature. 

design tool: an artifact that is used to support the design process. The choice of design tool in 

this thesis was morphological charts; a two-dimensional representation used to explicate and 

structure design aspects and sub solutions, i.e. representations of discipline-based object-

design-knowledge. The process of combining the knowledge from the charts into an overview is 

negotiated within the design team and results in the design team’s morphological overviews. 

Once the morphological overview has been filled in, it can act as the basis to stimulate the 

transformation of the recorded knowledge into new concepts. 
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design method: to qualify as a design method the following components must be included: 

• a clear purpose or goal in the design process, 

• clearly distinguishable, sequential steps that are fully and clearly communicated, making 

them replicable to others, 

• Determinable criteria to establish that steps have been conducted correctly and have 

indeed been concluded. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter begins in section 3.2 with the explanation of the research methodology used, the 

theoretical framework of Design Research Methodology. In section 3.3, research design and re-

search setting are explained. Observation methods used within the research setting are explain-

ed in section 3.4. The chapter ends with discussion on triangulation of methods in section 3.5.  

 

3.2 Theoretical Framework: Design Research Methodology 
 

In response to what they saw as the lack of existing rigorous methods for design research, 

Blessing and Chakrabarti [2009] developed Design Research Methodology (DRM). They observed 

that since design research is currently conducted using a mixture of methodologies from different 

fields, it is very difficult to compare different instances of design research. DRM can be seen as a 

generic design research methodology that fits these research areas together, and provides a 

framework that connects research questions and addresses them in a systematic way. This call 

for increased systematicity is in line with earlier observations [Cross 1982]. Cross even goes so far 

as to propose ‘design as a discipline’; a ‘science of design’ based on the ‘reflective practice of 

design’ [Cross 2001, Cross 2006] that would result in design being studied in its own terms.  

Design research not only aims at understanding the phenomenon of design, but also at 

using this understanding in order to change the way design is carried out. It is this latter 

improvement to the design process that DRM has largely been used to address in previous 

research [Blessing 2006, Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009]. This is also the case in the present 

research. In order to improve the design process, design research within the DRM framework 

must not only describe the status quo, it must also prescribe a more desirable future status quo. 

The research focus within DRM is founded on assumptions, leading to research questions that 

need to be tested in order to move from the described status quo to the desired future status 

quo. DRM research is housed within four separate stages. The four stages could be seen as a 

problem-solution structure, which is seen as the benchmark of quality of research in many fields. 

A clear consequence of framing research as motivated by a problem is the need to define 

criteria for the successful solution of the problem. DRM emphasises the need to formulate 

success as well as measurable criteria. These criteria need to be defined in the first stage of the 

DRM research, so that they can be measured against in the fourth and final stage of DRM. Each of 

the stages is described in detail below. 

3.2.1 The four stages of DRM research 

DRM consists of four stages: research clarification, descriptive study I, prescriptive study and 

descriptive study II (Figure 4). Blessing and Chakrabarti emphasise that it cannot be expected 

that each of the stages of the methodology will be executed in depth in every single project. 

Resources might be limited or it might not be necessary to do so. DRM is not a purely sequential 

3 Methodology 
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process: many iterations can take place, and some stages may have to run in parallel. Several 

variations of the methodology are possible and necessary to suit the focus and constraints of a 

particular project. In this research the steps according to variation three, as shown in below 

figure, were taken. 

 
 RESEARCH 

CLARIFICATION 

DESCRIPTIVE 

STUDY I 

PRESCRIPTIVE 

STUDY 

DESCRIPTIVE 

STUDY II 

1 Review Detailed   

2 Review Detailed Initial  

3 Review Review Detailed Initial 

4 Review Review Review Detailed 

   Initial / Detailed  

5 Review Detailed Detailed Initial 

6 Review 

 

Review Detailed Detailed 

7 Review 

 

Detailed Detailed Detailed 

Figure 4. Variations within four DRM stages [Blessing and Chakrabarti 2002] 

 

The dissertation format of this research brings with it the responsibility of providing a problem 

definition in the introduction of the text. It necessitates the realisation of important academic 

functions, such as justifying the problem and providing a realistic approach with which to attempt 

to solve it.  Within DRM, the research clarification stage imposes these same responsibilities on 

the design researcher. The role of the first stage, Research Clarification, is: 

• to identify the aim that the research is expected to fulfil and the focus of the research 

project; 

• to focus Descriptive Study I on finding the factors that contribute to or prohibit success; 

• to focus the Prescriptive Study on developing support that address those factors that are 

likely to have most influence; 

• to enable evaluation of the developed support (Descriptive Study II). 

 

The second stage, Descriptive Study I, emphasizes the need to increase understanding of design 

in order to inform the development of design support. This means that the current state of design 

practice has to be observed and analysed, on the basis of which improvements can be made. The 

way this was done for the development of the ID-method is explained in detail in Chapter 4. The 

role of the Descriptive Study I stage is: 

• to identify the factors that influence the formulated measurable criteria and how they 

influence these; 

• to provide a basis for the development of support to improve design; 

• to provide more details that can be used to evaluate developed design support. 
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The third stage, Prescriptive Study, represents the actual development of design support in a 

systematic way. This is the stage where the ID-method was designed, tested, adjusted, and 

iteratively fine-tuned. In Chapter 5 all these steps are explained in detail. The main role of the 

Prescriptive Study stage is: 

• to develop support in a systematic way; 

• to evaluate the support with respect to its in-built functionality, consistency, etc. 

 

The fourth and final stage, Descriptive Study II (Chapter 6), is used to identify whether the 

support does represent a solution to the problem it was intended for. The role of the Descriptive 

Study II stage is: 

• to identify whether the support can be used in the situation for which it is intended and that 

it does address the factors it is supposed to address (application evaluation); 

• success evaluation to identify whether this indeed contributes to success (see the feedback 

arrows in Figure 4). This evaluation answers questions about usefulness, implications and 

side-effects.  

 

3.3 Research design and setting  
 

To develop the method for an integral building design approach, both the design model and the 

setting had to be worked on. Following the DRM approach, this was done within the stages of the 

research. After the research clarification stage in which the problem was defined and measurable 

criteria were derived, the research proceeded on the basis of making assumptions regarding the 

key variables to be manipulated. In this project these were the design team, the design tools, i.e. 

the morphological charts and overviews, the design model and the setting. On the basis of the 

assumptions regarding these variables, research questions were derived and then tested. The 

results of the testing fed into the design of the subsequent design and testing. 

3.3.1 Research design 

In order to develop a method to solve the problem at hand, the four key elements of team, model, 

design tool and setting were considered.  

Following the definition in section 2.5, a design team is seen as comprising of represen-

tatives of four disciplines: architecture, building physics, building services and structural engi-

neering.  This team design was adopted in the current research. In order to ‘guarantee’ the com-

petence of individual designers, cooperation from professional organizations was sought. 

Fortunately, the two main branch organizations in the Dutch building design domain, the Royal 

Institute of Dutch Architects (BNA) and the Dutch Association of Consulting Engineers (ONRI), 

were happy to be involved in the research and provided a pool of professional participants from 

the required disciplines. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Extended Methodical Design model [Zeiler 1993] was 

adapted for use in this research. The model was chosen as starting point as, coming from the 

engineering domain, it was considered user friendly for engineers while also being comprehensi-

ble to architects. The central design tool of the Extended Design Model is the morphological 

chart. This tool, as the results of descriptive study I show, offered the necessary structural 
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elements to allow the object-design-knowledge of the design team to be introduced and 

recorded. This is necessary both to create an audit trail within the design process and to provide 

data for analysis within this research project.  

Finally, in order to test whether the model could be used by a design team to reach the 

desired goals, a setting for the testing had to be decided upon. Because of the clear gap in the 

status quo, and because of the limitations implied by PhD research, it was not possible to 

perform testing in authentic environments. That is, there are few or no examples of integral 

design in practice, and even if one were discovered, due to market considerations it would be 

highly unlikely that the stakeholders would open up their design process to a researcher. With 

this in mind the standpoint in this thesis is that the best one could aim for at present is to gather 

the relevant disciplines in a semi-controlled environment in order to simulate the conceptual 

design phase. The organisations involved ensured the necessary professionals. But, it was up to 

us to provide the environment. We considered a workshop setting as particularly suitable in 

terms of guiding the research towards the two main goals. In terms of the first goal the 

participation of professionals from the relevant disciplines would certainly allow us to draw 

conclusions as to the usability of the method. The possibility for knowledge exchange and the 

implied need for cooperation within a workshop setting vicariously address the cultural change 

that is necessary to realise the second goal.  

3.3.2 Research setting 

Within this research project pretesting was performed before the main testing was carried out. 

The pre-test phase consisted of two separate test workshops, while the main testing took place 

in five subsequent workshop series. In each of the workshops a number of design teams 

participated.  

The first workshop functioned as a pre-test of the setting in which informal observations 

were carried out by professional researchers, mainly to verify the suitability of workshops as a 

setting for team design. Additionally, the workshop was used to test the contention that rigid 

prescription of the design tool would not work. Specifically, we tested rigid prescription of the 

use of morphological charts.  

The second workshop, alternatively, functioned as a pre-test for loose prescription of the 

use of morphological charts. Additionally, in order to guarantee that other key assumptions were 

tested, two researchers from the department were included in the design teams. Once the 

suitability of the research setting was agreed upon, all future tests exploited the workshop 

format.  

 

3.4 Observation methods 
 

Generally, there is no consensus within the design research community on how to observe and 

analyse design meetings [Blessing 2006, McDonnell and Lloyd (eds.) 2009]. Therefore, following 

the DRM approach assumptions were made on how best to proceed with the observation, and 

were subsequently tested in the workshops and then amended. As will be shown in the 

prescriptive study results section, there was indeed a need to iteratively improve the method of 

observation. The motivation for the choice of the first observational set-up is explained here, but 
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the rationale behind the subsequent observation set-ups is included in the prescriptive study 

results section. This is done because the subsequent set-ups were based upon the answers to 

the research questions that were tested in each workshop. 

The first observational set-up was used in the first workshop series. The two previously 

conducted test workshops only required informal observation to verify the base assumptions that 

were tested there. From the first workshop series onwards formal observation methods were 

used.  

In the first workshop series the following aspects needed to be observed: individual 

activities of design teams’ members, communication within design teams and use of morpho-

logical charts. Individual activities were categorised as proactive or reactive, with further 

distinction based on differences between visual and verbal introduction of new design 

aspects/functions and (sub) solutions. Communication patterns were categorised as towards a 

design team member and towards the whole design team. The use of morphological overviews as 

a design tool was categorised in design and communication activities, further distinguished into 

report and insight sub categories. 

As this seemed a large task, it was deemed necessary to break the observation down in the 

component parts. Each part was to be the concern of one observer. This led in the first setting to 

three observers for each design team. Realistically, due to the number of design teams in the 

research set-up, we could not expect to find the number of professionals required to perform this 

observation task. However, since the research was part of the university project, we had access to 

an abundance of master students with a relevant background. Students from the design 

methodology course, offered to master students at the Department of Architecture, Building and 

Planning of TU/e, were considered the most suitable candidates for the observation tasks at 

hand. In the first set-up each observer was given a predefined observation form to fill in during 

the workshop. 

Although subsequent observational set-ups are described in detail in the results section, 

the sequence of their development is described here in brief. First, the above described set-up 

including three master student observers was used. Following feedback from the professional 

participants it was deemed necessary to change the configuration of observers. In workshops 

series that followed the feedback received resulted in the removal of human observers 

altogether. In the final set-up, in place of human observers we used video recording devices. In 

addition, in order to register the development of the team design process all workshop set-ups 

were photographed at 10-minute intervals. Finally, in order to get feedback, on both the 

workshop set-ups and the ID-method developed within them, questionnaires were administered 

to the participants. 

   

3.5 Triangulation 
 

A common way to check the validity of the research findings is through triangulation of methods. 

According to the British Educational Research Association (BERA) triangulation was first applied 

to research by Campbell and Fiske [1959] and later developed by Webb [1966]. Webb argued that 

researchers should employ more than one instrument to measure variables [p.3]: “Once a 
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proposition has been confirmed by two or more independent measurement processes, the 

uncertainty of its interpretation is greatly reduced. The most persuasive evidence comes through 

a triangulation of measurement processes.” As this implies, triangulation was first associated 

with quantitative research, but its relevance to qualitative methods was soon explored. Denzin 

[1970, 1978] was a major proponent of the use of triangulation by researchers working within the 

interpretivist paradigm. Writing from a symbolic interactionist perspective, Denzin views the 

researcher as an active participant in the social world, which he or she ‘acts on’ through the use 

of method. Therefore, to get as full and as accurate a picture as possible, researchers must use 

more than one strategy. Denzin identifies two types of methodological triangulation – ‘within-

method’ and ‘between’ or ‘across’ method. A study using the ‘within-method’ approach is 

confined to one method but uses different strategies within it. Denzin is rather dismissive of this 

approach, giving the example of a survey which uses a number of different scales to measure the 

same variable. The researcher may think he is measuring the same phenomenon in several ways, 

but the decision to stay within one method means the biases associated with that method remain 

unchallenged. Much more satisfactory, in Denzin’s opinion, is the ‘between’ or ‘across methods’ 

approach which, by combining at least two different methods in one study reaps the benefits of 

each approach while also compensating for their weaknesses. In the present research project two 

different research methods, questionnaires and observations, were combined. 

Besides triangulation of methods, which is the most common application of the term 

triangulation, there are three other types of triangulation: triangulation of investigators, 

triangulation of data and theoretical triangulation. 

The rationale of triangulation of investigators is to reduce bias and increase reliability. 

Using this approach, two or more researchers are employed to carry out the same tasks, be it to 

gather and/or to interpret data. In this research, triangulation of investigators was limited to the 

pilot observations of the video recorded final workshop series. Prior to the analysis of all work-

shop design sessions in this series, as a pre-test measure, in order to check whether separate 

individuals could arrive at the same analysis, two researchers from the Building Physics and 

Systems unit at TU/e independently reviewed the video recording of one team per design setting. 

Triangulating data sources allows the researcher to use the same method to maximum 

theoretical advantage. Choosing dissimilar settings to study the same phenomenon allows the 

researcher to identify which explanations, or aspects of them, hold true across the board and 

which are context-specific. There are three sub-types in this category: time, space and person. 

Data can be collected about different people doing the same activity, it can be collected at 

different times, and it can be collected in different places. Besides, there are also three levels at 

which data can be analysed: the aggregate, where data were collected from separate, unrelated 

individuals; the interactive, where interaction between people or groups is the focus of analysis; 

and the collectivity, where the unit to be observed is a group, community or society. The most 

complex form of data triangulation combines some or all of the sub-types with some or all of the 

levels of analyses. In this research, the triangulation of data was achieved by collecting data of 

different design teams doing the same activity. Additionally, the design teams were treated on 

two levels: they were seen both collectively as a set of complex units, and separately as a 

collection of different individual designers. The former view can be associated with the aggregate 
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data analysis, where averages of different design teams sets were quantitatively compared, while 

the latter explains the results of each separate design team qualitative analysis. 

The most difficult type of triangulation is theoretical triangulation, described by Denzin as 

“pitting alternative theories against the same body of data”. Triangulating theory will avoid the 

risk of researchers reaching ‘a-theoretical’ conclusions, selecting only those data which suit their 

pet views or developing small scale theory which has little relevance beyond the immediate 

situation. In this research, theoretical triangulation was not used. 

Accepting the fact that triangulation is an important aspect of rigorous research, in the 

present research project it was attempted as far as possible. However, in the recommendations 

for future work section it is explained how experimentation may allow further triangulation in 

order to strengthen the results. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

As mentioned earlier, the design of this research was iteratively improved upon throughout the 

project. Therefore, the methodological steps taken and the ensuing result are inextricably linked. 

In this and the following results chapters then, it is necessary to describe both the results and 

some of the methodological steps taken to achieve them. The iterative development of the 

method results from housing the research within the DRM framework. The chapters are therefore 

organised according to the four stages within the DRM research: research clarification and des-

criptive study I in chapter 4; prescriptive study in chapter 5; and descriptive study II in chapter 6.  

In the research clarification the problem within the status quo is further defined, as are the 

main aims of the research project. In addition, the criteria to measure the success of these aims 

are derived. Descriptive study I is the place where the designated problem in the status quo is 

checked or verified in a realistic setting. In the present research, the main aims include improving 

upon current building design process, and improving on cooperation between engineers and 

architects in the conceptual design phase. With these aims in mind, it is important to note here 

that the motivation for this project is the clear lack of such integral approaches in practice. 

Therefore, it was not possible to look at practice directly in order to solve the problem. 

Consequently, the decision was made to address the problem indirectly, by looking at case-

studies that could inform us about either elements regarding process and/or design tools aiming 

to solve similar problems.  

 

4.2 DRM stage 1: Research clarification 
 

The main contention in this thesis is the following: there is a lack of true integration of building 

disciplines in the conceptual design phase.  This is undesirable because when the integration 

does come, usually in the final design phase, it is difficult, expensive and problematic to fully 

integrate and often leads to unforeseen problems and costs. To remedy this situation, the 

building design process must improve.  

 

Therefore: 

a method needs to be developed to allow engineering building design disciplines to be 

included into the design process in a meaningful way from the outset  

 

In terms of the current research, this need translates into the following two goals. The first goal is 

to fully include engineering knowledge in the conceptual design phase. This is done with a view 

to arriving at a better starting design proposal for further optimization and redesign and with a 

view to improving the efficiency of the design process by removing unnecessary iterations. The 

second goal is to secure the preconditions for the potential creation of innovative building 

concepts. This goal could not be realistically researched until the first goal had been successfully 

4 Descriptive study I results: literature studies 
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achieved. In this sense the first goal acted as a necessary precursor to the second, and as such 

received the majority of research time available in this project, meaning that the second goal 

could only be minimally researched.  

The aim of the research was to design an Integral Design Method that would facilitate the 

explicit introduction and subsequent integration of knowledge from all design disciplines within 

the conceptual design phase. Used within design teams in a face-to-face setting, this ID-method 

sets the preconditions for the creation of new (object) design knowledge and the subsequent 

possible realisation of innovative buildings. This led to the following two hypotheses: 

 

• Hypothesis 1: following the ID-method will result in the inclusion of engineering design 

knowledge in the conceptual building design phase. 

• Hypothesis 2: following the ID-method can lead to innovative building design concepts 

 

An important note needs to be made here. Since no approach is capable of providing sufficient 

conditions to guarantee innovative buildings/concepts, the approach involving the use of the ID-

method can only ever represent the necessary conditions for the realisation of goal 2. In addition, 

to truly assess the viability of the ID-method in terms of the second goal, it would need to be 

applied to authentic building projects aimed at innovative building design. As mentioned earlier, 

in this research this was not possible. What was achievable in this project was to test for the aims 

in the semi-authentic setting of a workshop.  

The measurable criteria for the first goal are increased amount of explicitly introduced 

object design knowledge and number of design aspects considered by the design team within the 

design process. Ultimately, on the product level, the success criterion for the first goal would be 

the realisation of better optimization and redesign. Logically, one may assume that an improved 

process has a greater chance of resulting in better redesign and optimization. In terms of the 

second goal, the measurable criterion is the realisation of integral design concepts. ID-concepts 

theoretically increase the possibility of arriving to ‘satisficing’ final solutions – innovative 

sustainable buildings – in the subsequent design phases, which can be understood as the 

ultimate success criterion of the ID-method. The final measurable criterion is the acceptance of 

the method by the professionals (BNA architects and ONRI engineers) involved in its 

development and use.  

The value of this research can be seen as twofold. On the practical level, the development 

of the ID-method provides a useful tool to be exploited during the design process. On a 

theoretical level, incorporating C-K theory into the research and to some extent validating its use 

in a new setting represents a valuable contribution to the existing body of knowledge on design. 

 

4.3 DRM stage 2: Descriptive study I 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Descriptive study I of DRM emphasizes the need to increase understanding of design in order to 

inform the development of design support. In addition to usual analysis of the current state of 

design practice, on the basis of which the (working mode for) improvements could be made, DRM 

explicitly mentions (field) observation. However, the approach in this project was only analytical 
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and no direct observations of design activities in practice were part of the used research 

methods. Since there were no authentic settings to study, a pragmatic approach was taken in 

which it was attempted to learn from previous research. After an initial broad review of literature 

was performed, the decision was made to focus only on the literature sources that were actually 

used in this research. This selection of literature sources was based on the criterion ‘fit for 

purpose’ [Denyer et al 2008]; simply by ‘judging whether or not the particular cases added 

anything new to understanding the phenomenon’ [Pawson 2002] at hand in the research project.  

In descriptive study I three separately focused literature studies were conducted. The main 

focus of the first literature study was on the design process and the role engineers play in it. The 

cases covered in this study all concerned building design in the context of sustainability issues. 

Thus, they are classifiable by definition as complex design problems, and as such were 

considered highly relevant. The main focus of the second literature study was on assessing a 

general approach to structuring and organising team knowledge. The main focus of the third 

literature study was on a specific application of a morphological tool to structure design team 

knowledge and activities. All of the literature studies begin with guided research questions, 

which are answered at the end of each review.  

4.3.2 Case studies of energy-efficient building design projects in The Netherlands 

The aim of this review was to look for answers to the following two research questions: 

 

At what point in the design process is engineering knowledge integrated? 

How is this knowledge used? 

 

This review focuses on case studies performed within a PhD research conducted at Delft 

University of Technology [De Wilde 2004]. In developing “strategy to provide computational 

support during the building design process for rational design decisions regarding the selection 

of energy saving building components” [p.7], De Wilde analysed the current ways of selecting 

energy saving building components during the design of energy-efficient building projects in The 

Netherlands. The study of design processes of these cases in general was not his objective. The 

importance of his study for the ID-method development resides in the insight it gave of the 

mechanisms used for the selection of energy saving building components during the building 

design processes. 

Three case studies were conducted by De Wilde to gather information on the selection of 

energy saving building components, the comparison of which provided a general view of building 

practice regarding this specific aspect. Additionally, De Wilde conducted a survey to verify 

whether or not the results of the case studies hold for a larger sample. The three case studies 

concerned large office building projects, ‘Dynamic Office’ in Haarlem (offices, shops, and part of 

the railway station) completed in 1997, ‘Rijnland Office’ in Leiden (Headquarters of the Regional 

Water Authority) completed in 1999, and ‘ECN Building 42’ (Energy research Centre of The 

Netherlands) completed in 2001.  

The brief of the ‘Dynamic Office’ required an office building in accordance with (at that 

time) current market standards; it did not state any specific requirements regarding energy 

efficiency. However, energy saving components were introduced in order to meet the thermal 
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comfort requirements. All of them (façade with overhangs, thermal mass, energy-efficient 

lighting, energy-efficient computers) were proposed by the consultant for HVAC-systems 

(heating, ventilation and air conditioning). The procedure for selection of components was based 

on repeated computational assessment of the thermal comfort during the preliminary and final 

design phases. The impact of the specific components on the other performance aspects was 

assessed only later, when the selection of these components was finalized. 

The brief of the ‘Rijnland Office’ only provided general instructions: requiring the design to 

be environmentally friendly. The further elaboration of this term was left to the design team. The 

decision to make the building energy-efficient was initiated by the architect, who considered 

energy efficiency to be a part of the broader objective of designing an environmentally friendly 

building. Most of the components were, however, suggested by the consultant, who had used 

them in the previous projects (long term energy storage, heat pumps, low-temperature heating, 

high-temperature cooling, heat exchangers, climate façade, and atrium). The mostly HVAC-

components, which were selected during the conceptual design phase, had little impact on the 

architectural design allowing building design process to be separated from the HVAC-system 

design. The consultant for HVAC-systems joined the design team very early; he was part of the 

team when the use of energy saving building components was discussed for the first time. His 

decisions were based on his earlier as well as on reference projects. 

The brief for ‘ECN Building 42’ requested Energy Performance Coefficient (EPC) of 0,9 or 

lower; the standard at the time was EPC of 1,6. The energy saving components were all selected 

by the architect during the conceptual design phase. For each of the considered aspects (heating, 

cooling, ventilation, day lighting and use of renewable energy) he added components: for heating 

an (existing) cogeneration unit, for cooling fixed shading devices and a nocturnal ventilation 

system, for ventilation a combination of a natural and a mechanical ventilation system including 

heat exchangers, for day lighting a number of atria, and for renewable energy photovoltaic 

arrays. Both architect and consultant calculated the EPC only after completion of the conceptual 

design to verify whether or not the design met the value of 0,9. 

De Wilde used following phasing of the design process: feasibility study, conceptual 

design, preliminary design, final design, and preparation of building specifications and construc-

tion drawings. These were his observations concerning the common process of the selection of 

energy saving building components in the three cases: 

• selection of most components took place during conceptual design, 

• this selection was based on the use of these components by architects or consultants in 

earlier projects, or in reference projects, 

• there was virtually no selection based on an equivalent comparison of the performance of 

several design variants. 

In order to verify if the results of case studies hold for a larger sample, De Wilde conducted a 

survey targeting an additional 67 building projects selected from literature on energy-efficient 

architecture in The Netherlands. The returned questionnaires combined partial data sets 

(response from either architect or consultant) for 42 projects and full data sets for 10 projects. 

The overall conclusion from the results of the survey was that selection of energy saving building 

components seemed to be mainly based on earlier use and analogy: approximately 80% of all 
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components were selected without considering alternatives, demonstrating that the decisions 

were highly intuitive. The findings of the survey were therefore in line with the findings from the 

case studies. A striking insight resulting from the survey was that architects and consultants 

appeared to have different perceptions concerning the phases in which energy saving building 

components had been selected. According to architects, most of the components had been 

selected during the phase of conceptual design (57%). Percentages of energy saving building 

components selected in other phases were: feasibility study 16%, preliminary design 13%, final 

design 10%, and preparation of building specifications and construction drawings 4%. According 

to consultants, most of the components in the related building projects were selected during the 

phase of feasibility study (44%). Percentages for other phases were: conceptual design 28%, 

preliminary design 21%, final design 4%, and preparation of building specifications and 

construction drawings 3%. The reasons for these differences were unclear; a possible 

explanation offered by De Wilde was that consultants might experience their own involvement as 

the start of the design process, even if this coincides with a later phase of the overall design 

phasing. Anyhow, the results conflict with the expectation that the activities of all participants in 

the design process of ‘energy saving buildings’ are interrelated. 

De Wilde’s research confirms the importance of the conceptual building design phase, as 

highlighted in previous chapters. Interestingly, De Wilde consistently refers to ‘selecting’ the 

energy saving building components. Seen from this ‘selection point of view’ it is understandable 

that he tried to develop computational support. In order to create new sustainable solutions, 

selection only is however not sufficient. And even in case of selecting suitable components, De 

Wilde concluded that only a small subset of energy saving components in the projects was 

selected from a set of alternatives that consisted of at least one other option. 

Although approached as mainly a decision making process, or maybe exactly because of 

this emphasis on selection and choice, De Wilde’s research is indicative of the current state of 

building design. It shows that even within a narrow context of energy saving aspects, as a part of 

the larger framework of sustainable building, improvement of conceptual building design phase 

is needed. The challenge is to, for a start, provide a basis for equal involvement of different 

design disciplines, after which work can be done on matching their interpretations of design 

tasks and introduction of their respective knowledge. 

To conclude the review, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q1. At what point in the design process is engineering knowledge integrated? 

A1. Engineering knowledge is integrated late in the design process, in most cases after the 

overall design solution was already selected. 

Q2. How is engineering knowledge used? 

A2. Engineering knowledge is used primarily for optimization of the selected solutions. 

4.3.3 Morphological analysis as basis for team design 

The aim of this review was to look for answers to the following two research questions: 

 

Can morphological analysis approach facilitate timely integration of all disciplines within 

the (design) team? 

Can morphological analysis lead to unified team design interpretation? 
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The research program initiated in the early 1990's at the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) 

[Ritchey 2002], aimed at developing a methodological framework for creating ‘models of systems 

and processes which cannot be meaningfully quantified’ (for example because of strong social-

political dimensions and conscious self-reference among actors), showed a possible practical 

approach for team design. Its emphasis was on problem structuring and subsequent analysis-

synthesis cycles. Regarding the context of building design the FOI approach is interesting in that 

its problem structuring aspect provides some guidelines for explication of object-design-

knowledge within building design teams. The analysis-synthesis aspect, and its sharp distinction 

with problem structuring, highlights a number of pitfalls which preferably should be avoided in 

building design. 

The FOI program was based on ‘general morphological analysis’ (GMA), a non-quantified 

method for investigating problem complexes that cannot be treated by formal mathematical 

methods, causal modelling and simulation [Ritchey 2006]. The starting point of their approach, 

rooted in Operational Research, was the distinction between two general ways of problem 

structuring – using influence diagrams and morphological/topological methods: “In general, an 

influence diagram is a qualitative model of a system which depicts influence relationships 

between different elements or aspects of the system, shows the direction of such influences and 

(usually, but not always) allows for feedback loops or circular causality. A complementary 

approach, which goes under the broad designation of morphological and typological methods, is 

based not on networks of causal relationships and hierarchal structures, but on constructed 

parameter spaces, linked by way of logical relationships.” [Ritchey 2002, Ritchey 2006] The basic 

assumption at FOI was that as an alternative to formal (mathematical) methods and causal 

modelling, which proved to be ineffective in tackling ‘wicked problems’ or ‘messes’, a 

judgemental approach must be taken. Their question was however: could a judgemental 

approach, carried out in groups of subject specialists, be put on a sound methodological and 

scientific basis (the FOI’s concern was the possibility of an ‘audit trail’ – tracing of what you have 

done and how you have come to your conclusions)? The FOI’s conclusion was that general 

morphological analysis (GMA) could provide the answer.  

In his overview of GMA development, Ritchey, a former Research Director for the Institution 

for Technology Foresight and Assessment at the FOI, explains how GMA seeks to be integrative 

and to help discover new relationships or configurations [Ritchey 2006]. Importantly, he states, it 

encourages the identification and investigation of boundary conditions, i.e. the limits and 

extremes of different parameters within the problem space. The advantage of GMA as a problem 

structuring method would be that it defines an actual (internally specified) parameter space in 

which different inputs could be given, alternative outputs obtained, and inferences (“what-if” 

assertions) made. In terms of building design teams, the ‘parameter space’ can be interpreted as 

the overview of discipline-based object-design-knowledge. Ritchey emphasizes that much of the 

utility of the morphological structuring process is the process itself. One of the implicit outcomes 

is a shared terminology and problem concept among participants, and a better understanding of 

wider contexts: “facilitated group interaction is a central feature of the process, since we are not 

only structuring a complex problem, but creating among the participants shared concepts and a 

common modelling framework… what is essentially a process of collective creativity is best 
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facilitated in dialog between participants… for this reason, we have found it best to work with 

subject specialist groups of no more than 6-7 persons.” [Ritchey 2006] 

Besides having apparently definite advantages for scientific communication, the GMA was 

praised for suitability for group work. As a process, the method demands that parameters, 

conditions and the issues underlying these be clearly defined, turning ‘messes’ or ‘wicked’ 

design problems into (structured) problems. Here a parallel can be made with the need for 

design-team-interpretation of a building design task. However, contrary to the FOI approach, the 

aim of integral building design is not to turn design tasks into structured problems, but to 

structure the ‘messes’ of individual design interpretations into overviews of explicit object-

design-knowledge. In the FOI approach the totality of the parameters and their respective values 

is seen as a morphological field (Figure 5). It is recommended to keep the field relatively small at 

the beginning, since ‘one can always expand it later’. Interestingly, definition of parameters is 

done once-only, after which analysis-synthesis iterations are done. The possibility of adjusting or 

changing them is never mentioned. This again highlights one of the main differences between 

design and problem-solving, namely that design aspects and functions evolve in time, meaning 

that in the case of building design the iterations have to include both ‘definition of parameters’ 

and ‘analysis and synthesis of solutions’ since they are mutually influenced. 

 

 
Figure 5. Zwicky box (left) and FOI morphological field (right) [Ritchey 2002, p.6] 

 

Morphological fields originate from the n-dimensional morphological box of Fritz Zwicky [Zwicky 

1948, Zwicky and Wilson 1967]. The morphological box was developed in the period after WWII, 

when methodologists had the desire to base design processes on objectivity and rationality 

[Cross 2001], and requires all functions to be defined and all possible solutions for each function 

to be listed, resulting in framing of the solution space. Looked at it in this way, morphological 

analysis certainly represents “totality research”, the term used by its founding father Fritz 

Zwicky: “an unbiased way attempting to derive all the solutions of any given problem” [Zwicky 

1969]. Normally, there are many solutions or configurations in a morphological field; far too many 

to look at and check by hand if one would want to examine all of them. The FOI approach 

therefore focused on reducing the number of configurations in a field by using computers to 
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perform cross-consistency assessment in order to exclude conditions that were mutually 

contradictory. This way the field can be reduced to a list of configurations that represent the 

solution space of a particular problem complex; according to Ritchey [2002, 2006] a typical 

morphological field can be reduced by up to 90 or even 99%, depending on the problem 

structure. Generally, in FOI’s view, poorly defined concepts become immediately (and 

embarrassingly) evident when they are cross-referenced and assessed for internal consistency. 

However, in view of C-K theory’s notion of concept and knowledge spaces development, the FOI 

approach can only lead to redesign and never to integral design concepts. It therefore concerns 

mainly decision supporting method, although it may help to discover relationships or 

configurations which may not be so evident, or which might be overlooked: “Everyone working 

through morphological field learns something new – since the whole point is to relate different 

aspects of the problem complex to each other.” [Ritchey 2006] 

Ritchey rightfully highlights that, as is the case with all problem structuring methods and 

models, the output of a morphological analysis is no better than the quality of its input. However, 

he argues the morphological approach still has some advantages: it expressly provides for a 

good deal of in-built “garbage detection”, since poorly defined parameters and incomplete 

ranges of conditions are immediately revealed when one begins the task of cross-consistency 

assessment. These assessments according to him simply cannot be made until the morphological 

field is well defined and the working group is in agreement about what these definitions mean, 

which is extremely important when working with wicked problems. The same essentially applies 

for building team design, however taking into account that team interpretation is bound to 

change during the design process and accordingly with it the whole ‘morphological field’. 

Nevertheless, some elements of the FOI approach seem valuable for explication and structuring 

of discipline-based object-design-knowledge within a design team. Besides looking at ‘poorly 

defined parameters’, one could for example also assess the design team configuration and based 

on the individual inputs decide to possibly modify the design team itself. 

Baring in mind the danger of too much ‘Gründlichkeit’, which is essentially main negative 

remark, general morphological analysis offers a possibility to get "out of the box" while still 

using certain (necessary) constraints to guide team design. Being around since the first 

conference on design methods in London [Norris 1963], the morphological approach has amongst 

others been used to “become part of the design task formulation process, and not simply a 

‘receiver’ of pre-defined problems” [Müller-Mebach 1975], as a majority of building design 

disciplines still often experience. Ritchey’s work culminated in the formulation of five conditions 

used by FOI for the computerised support for morphological analysis. These five conditions are 

repeated below: 

1. The method should be process and group oriented. In other words, it is the process that the 

subject-specialist group goes through in doing morphology that is the most important 

result. 

2. The method should be generic. Morphological analysis is a general method for non-

quantified modelling. It sets no specific preconditions on the working group. You start with 

a blank slate, and the group successively builds up a non-quantified model.  

3. The method should be transparent. There are no black boxes. All the cards are on the table. 

You cannot hide anything. 
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4. The method should leave an audit trail. You should be able to trace what you have done 

and how you have come to your conclusions. Although judgemental processes will never be 

as traceable as, for example, a mathematical proof, morphological analysis allows for as 

much traceability as is possible under such circumstances. 

5. The method should be easy to update. If one works with a complex problem area, and 

comes back to the client after a (longer) time period, and somebody says “a new dimension 

or variable has become important”, one should be able to build this new input into the prior 

work, without having to start from scratch. [Ritchey 2002, p.5] 

The above conditions, it can be concluded, are also valid for development of team design method 

as well. 

 

To conclude the review, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q3. Can morphological analysis approach facilitate timely integration of all disciplines 

within the (design) team? 

A3. Yes! 

Q4. Can morphological analysis lead to unified team design interpretation? 

A4. Yes! (unified team design interpretations were certainly much more evident here than in 

the De Wilde case studies) 

4.3.4 An automobile industry example of team design using morphological approach 

The aim of this review was to look for answers to the following research question: 

 

Can General Morphological Analysis be used to systematically ‘force’ the integration of 

team member knowledge? 

If so, where does this lead? 

 

A systematic method utilizing morphological analysis in ‘cross-functional teams’ was developed 

within a running product development project of a Swedish car manufacturer [Almefelt 2005a, 

Almefelt 2005b]. Reflecting the specific industrial and theoretical background, the main idea of 

the method was to support ‘early balancing of properties’ when synthesising a product concept: 

‘a method highlighting synergies’. The aim of that project was to demonstrate, explore, and 

evaluate the method’s practical effects in use; its application also meant that the acceptance of 

the method was tested through ‘verification by acceptance’. The method was to be applied in the 

early concept phase involving the use of ‘vague information and engineering assessment’, and 

needed to be ‘easy to learn and apply, to support co-operation, and to facilitate learning in the 

development team’. The method prescribes use of a ‘morphological matrix’, which just as a 

‘morphological field’ essentially is a specific version of the Zwicky’s box. 

The main activities of the proposed systematic method are shown in Figure 6. The work 

process starts with setting up a desired performance profile, based on the most central 

requirements for the envisaged product or system. The next activity is to generate or collect 

solution proposals per function and arrange them in a morphological matrix. The solution 

proposals should be generated by all project parties in co-operation, or at least originate from all 

parties. The morphological matrix has then to be re-arranged with regards to the relative 
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complexity of the functions: the most complex function is to be put at the top of the matrix, etc. 

Complexity is assessed in terms of the number (and effect) of potential interactions with other 

functions (sub-systems). An overall concept proposal is then elaborated by stepwise synthesis, 

working top-down in the matrix (Figure 7). Each synthesis step involves active seeking for 

synergies between solution proposals on consecutive function rows. 

 

 

Figure 6. Synthesis and balancing method [Almefelt 2005a] 

 

 

Figure 7. Synthesis steps including synergy analysis [Almefelt 2005a] 
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The procedure essentially prescribes performance and performance/cost ratio always to be 

evaluated for the overall concept integration. If overall performance is not adequate, the 

complete synthesis procedure is to be repeated. The outcomes of the procedure are called 

‘promising’ product concepts. 

The method implies the work effort to be focused on solution combinations and integra-

tions deemed as ‘promising’. No time is spent on analysing interactions in every theoretically 

possible solution combination, as was more the case in FOI’s approach. The general idea behind 

the procedure was that involving ‘synergy’ and ‘multi-property considerations’ results in a ‘high 

quality synthesis’. Almefelt presupposes that an efficient balancing support requires concept 

synthesis and balancing to be done in parallel, by claiming that most property synergies or 

conflicts become evident (and can be best managed) when different solution proposals are 

combined. It is important to note again the emphasis put on combination; it resembles the 

‘selection of components’ in De Wilde’s case studies as well as ‘exclusion of contradictory 

conditions’ of Ritchey’s FOI approach.  

An important phenomenon highlighted by Almefelt is that concept solutions presented in a 

team tend to quickly become fixed in people’s minds, making balancing after the actual concept 

synthesis more difficult. Therefore, the driving thought behind his method was to analyse and 

utilise the interplay between different sub-systems of the product in order to reduce the risk for 

sub-systems and components being optimised in their isolated contexts. 

Almefelt applied the proposed synthesis and balancing method through action research, 

on-site at the Swedish car manufacturer, within an ongoing advanced engineering project dealing 

with the conceptual design of a door module. A seven-member cross-functional team (plus him, 

the researcher) took part in the concept development work. The alternative solution proposals 

per function were generated through a brainstorming session involving all team members; the 

brainstorming focussed on one function at a time. The functions were predefined by the project 

leader and the researcher in collaboration, and referred to the main functions of the door module. 

This is a very important part of Almefelt’s explanation. Here the problem-solving engineering type 

approach to designing is highlighted again. A team had no chance to make own interpretation of 

the assignment, but only had to produce solutions to the specifically presented problems.  

In doing the concept synthesis including synergy analysis, the team was split into two 

groups. In total four complete concept proposals were generated through two half-day sessions. 

The performance evaluation and performance/cost assessment of the four synthesised concepts 

were conducted through two half-day sessions having the whole team present. Almefelt states 

that the overall weighted performance was similar for all concepts generated; his conclusion was 

that the concept proposals produced all had an improved overall performance as well as 

performance/cost ratio. The improvement in overall performance was confirmed by the team 

members, who thought that all important properties set-up had been incorporated. The team 

members also found the property balance significantly improved. Based on interview responses, 

Almefelt concluded that use of the method facilitated project management. All team members 

thought that the method supported making ‘agreed’ decisions, as well as the establishment of 

common views and mutual understanding. This was attributed to the availability of all relevant 

information and the fact that the solutions were produced in collaboration. Finally, the team 

members thought that the method’s level of structure was adequate: “a structure is good to 
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focus one’s creative efforts on the right issues”. The question however remains what was 

considered as the ‘right issue’? 

Interestingly, Almefelt explained that during the concept synthesis one of the groups 

applied the synthesis procedure in a disciplined manner, while the other group made synthesis of 

multiple functions instead of the intended stepwise procedure. Accordingly, the groups made 

their concept syntheses in seven and two steps respectively. Almefelt clearly stated that the 

method does not guarantee the ‘ultimate, optimal concept’, since its intention was not to study 

all possible combinations in morphological matrices, while factors not included in the method 

may also affect the overall performance. However, it is difficult to see how the strict application of 

the procedure as shown in Figure 7 does produce an ‘effective concept solution using minimal 

resources’, which clearly was the claim, when different applications apparently lead to the same 

results. Nevertheless, the proposed concept synthesis and balancing method was shown to be 

well accepted by the team members, which in a way demonstrated a different type of 

effectiveness for which the strict application of the method is not necessary. Although the results 

presented by Almefelt were basically bound to the context of the method application, in a holistic 

sense many of his findings can be transferred to other settings.  

To conclude the review, the research questions is restated and answers are given.  

Q5. Can General Morphological Analyis be used to systematically ‘force’ the integration of 

team member knowledge? 

A5. Yes! 

Q5.1 If so, where does this lead? 

A5.1 At present it currently leads to optimisations. 

4.3.5 Influence of the identified factors on the measurable criteria 

In a setting where one is dealing with highly complex design problems that include sustainability 

aspects as additional requirements to an already complex task of building design, an integral 

design method for team design is needed since: 

a. different disciplines are involved at different times in the design process, as De Wilde’s 

case-studies showed, resulting in decisions based mostly on intuition and previous pro-

jects (references); 

b. the design activities of participants are not (sufficiently) interrelated, resulting in treatment 

of sustainability issues as add-ons to be ‘selected’, highly reducing possibility of integral 

design. 

 

In section 4.2 three measurable criteria regarding integral building design were presented: 

1. The amount of considered sub solutions represented as object-design-knowledge, 

2. Acceptance of the ID-method as a suitable support for multidisciplinary team design, and 

3. The emergence of integral design concepts using the ID-method. 

 

The ‘Integral Design project’ [Quanjel 2003] showed that bringing designers together is the first 

prerequisite for knowledge exchange between different disciplines. This is the major factor that 

influences the first two measurable criteria: the actual presence of different disciplines, bringing 

them together in a design team setting. Research on communication in construction teams 
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[Emmitt and Gorse 2003, Emmitt and Gorse 2007] shows that face-to-face (interpersonal) commu-

nication is the most effective communication medium, which is the first step towards team 

design. The involvement of different disciplines needs to be facilitated in a way that makes 

knowledge exchange and its subsequent use for design possible. 

The two literature studies, the first of the Swedish Research Agency (FOI) and the second of 

a Swedish car manufacturer, demonstrate this need. The FOI’s aim was to find a way to present 

the ‘field of possibilities’ for complex problems. This can be seen as explicating the available 

discipline-based object-design-knowledge for each defined ‘parameter’. The totality of the 

parameters and their respective values are presented in FOI’s approach in a morphological field. 

The main activity is then to exclude combinations that are mutually contradictory, preferably in 

an automated fashion. After that, one can focus on selection between the remaining ‘valid’ 

solutions. The ‘morphological field’ clearly helps as a tool to communicate the parameters and its 

solutions. However, there is no concept creation, and therefore no team design involved in 

subsequent decision making process. The other case, of a Swedish car company, attempts to go 

one step further. In that case the initial ‘solution catalogue’, in which a number of alternative 

solutions are listed for each of a number of selected functions using a ‘morphological matrix’ 

[Almefelt 2005b, p.60], is re-arranged after which a stepwise top-down synthesis is performed. 

Although very rigid and systemized, the procedure comes close to ‘partitioning the concepts’ as 

described by C-K theory, but by only (re)combining the initially presented solutions it continues 

to operate solely in K space.  

Both approaches used two-dimensional representations of Zwicky’s morphological box: 

calling them morphological field and morphological matrix. In both cases their use refers to a 

general method for “widen[ing] the area of search for solutions to a design problem” [Jones 1970, 

p.292 in 1992’s 2nd edition], described as the ‘morphological chart’ by Jones, which has become 

the common term for the two-dimensional morphological box of Zwicky. Morphological charts 

require all functions to be defined and all possible solutions for each function to be listed, 

resulting in framing of the solution space. This is essentially the common starting point of both 

presented Swedish cases. The difference is that while one tries to reduce the number of possible 

solution combinations, the other focuses on stepwise hierarchical optimisation and selection 

process. While both approaches always operate in initial K spaces, and as such are not suitable 

for integral concept development, they do, however, succeed in explicating the available design 

knowledge using general morphological analysis.  

In explaining morphological charts, Jones remarks that “there appears to be some 

justification for the belief that to make a morphological chart one must already possess sufficient 

knowledge, or sufficient imagination, to predict what the chart is going to reveal” [Jones 1992, 

p.295]. For the individual or mono-discipline view on design this remark can understandably pose 

a significant problem, but seen from a multi-discipline design team view on design it highlights 

the possible role that morphological charts can have in team design. As such, the use of 

morphological analysis can be seen as the second factor that influences the measurable criteria. 

Although morphological charts are based on Zwicky’s ‘totality research box’, morphological 

analysis is not meant to be imposed on architects as an objective and rational engineering 

method. Rather, it’s neutral and hands-on characteristics are seen as appropriate to accom-

modate variety of design approaches, and as such it is considered suitable for use in 
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multidisciplinary building design teams. Seen from C-K perspective, morphological charts simply 

offer a framework to explicate and structure a design team’s knowledge space. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Morphological overviews are made by merging morphological charts  

 

In case of building design, morphological charts can be used to explicate discipline-based object-

design knowledge. Merging morphological charts of all involved disciplines results in 

morphological overview of the available object-design-knowledge within a design team. 

However, morphological overviews are not to be regarded as the end result of the team design 

process, rather as the initial phase based on which integral design can be done. Contrary to 

Almefelt’s approach in the context of a Swedish car company, morphological overviews need to 

be incorporated into the ID-method as primarily a design and not decision making tool. 

The third and last factor that influences the measurable criteria is not the direct result of 

the descriptive study, but the conclusion that a learning tool for the ID-method is also needed. 

Generally, in order to be able to effectively apply a new method, one has to first understand it, 

make it his own [Jones 1992]. It can be said that the ID-method technological design is based on 

‘CIMO-logic’ [Denyer et al 2008], which is constructed as follows: in this class of problematic 

Contexts, use this Intervention type to invoke these generative Mechanism(s), to deliver these 

Outcome(s). This translates into: in case of highly complex building design problems involving 

sustainability aspects (Context), use morphological approach for team design (Intervention) in 

order to transform the initial discipline-based object-design knowledge, following the notion of 

knowledge and concept space expansions of the C-K theory (Mechanism), into integral design 

concepts (Outcome). Denyer et al [2008] state that in application, design propositions based on 

CIMO-logic and those taken from academic research often involve a comprehensive learning 

process rather than the straightforward execution of a simple rule. 

As demonstrated by the ‘Integral Design project’ [Quanjel 2003], a workshop setting can be 

applied as ‘training’ for integral design, both in practice and education. Using it primarily as a 

learning tool, a workshop setting can at the same time serve to test the ID-method. As other 

research fields show, using human subjects in laboratory experiments as a study object can 

provide valuable insights [Frey and Dym 2006]. However, generalizing the results from 
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experiments entails a certain risk. The real-world setting requires activities in ways that artificial 

settings can rarely simulate. Schön [1987] proposes a practicum as a means to ‘test’ design, 

where a practicum is “a virtual world, relatively free of the pressures, distractions, and risks of 

the real one, to which, nevertheless, it refers” [Schön 1987, p. 37]. In Schön’s practicum a person 

or a team of persons has to carry out the design. A practicum can asses a design method and the 

degree to which it fits human cognitive and psychological attributes [Frey and Dym, 2006]. The 

simulation of the ‘typical’ design situation is crucial. A workshop can be seen as a specific kind of 

practicum. It is a self-evident way of working for designers that occurs both in practice and during 

their education. As such, a workshop provides a suitable environment for testing one’s approach. 

Besides a full design team line-up there are a number of other advantages of workshops with 

regard to standard office situations, while at the same time retaining practice-like situations as 

much as possible. Workshops make it possible to gather a large number of professionals in a 

relatively short time, to repeat the same assignment and to compare different design teams and 

their results. Nevertheless the workshops are a virtual world: ‘contexts for experiment within 

which practitioners can suspend or control some of everyday impediments to rigorous reflection-

in-action’ [Schön 1983, p. 162]. Schön refers further to the dilemma of rigor and relevance in 

professional practice [p. 42]: there is a choice to stay on ‘high, hard grounds were practitioners 

can make effective use of research-based theory and technique’, or to descend to ‘swampy 

lowland where situations are confusing’ and engage the most important and challenging 

problems. 

The basis for the development of support to improve building design was provided by a 

workshop formula, where different disciplines could engage in face-to-face team design, in 

combination with a morphological approach for the explication of discipline-based object-design-

knowledge using morphological charts, and the transformation of this knowledge into integral 

design concepts using the resulting morphological overviews. 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

On the basis of the findings of descriptive study I, described in the previous chapter, the 

prescriptive study progresses towards realising the aims of the research. To this end, 

assumptions are made upon which the research design is developed and subsequently tested. 

This process can be iteratively repeated. In this research project, the prescriptive study 

comprised a number of workshops in which the method was developed. The design of both the 

setting and of the model was iteratively improved upon after the analysis of each workshop. The 

results of the prescriptive study are described chronologically in section 5.2, where each 

conducted workshop is presented and the acquired sub results explained. The final result, the 

Integral Design Method, is presented in section 5.3.  

 

5.2 DRM stage 3: Prescriptive study 
 

In this section, the development of the main Integral Design method elements, namely workshop 

setting and integral design model, is presented.  

During the research project a total of 5 workshop series for BNA and ONRI professionals 

were organized between 2005 and 2008: 

1. May/June 2005, BNA-ONRI 3-day series 

2. October/November 2005, BNA-ONRI 3-day series 

3. June 2006, BNA-ONRI 3-day series 

4. May 2007, BNA-ONRI 2-day series 

5. February 2008, BNA-ONRI 2-day series  

The first four workshop series represent the iterative steps in the development of the ID-

method, which are explained in this section. The analysis of the fifth workshop series is part of 

the last DRM stage, and as such is presented in section 6.2. The last workshop series concerns 

repetition of the final workshop setting, which was confirmed as the final setting in May 2007 

(workshop series 4). Before conducting testing in the above workshops, some pretesting was 

deemed necessary. Two key aspects were investigated: the appropriate level of prescription of 

the design tool, and the usefulness of team design in a face-to-face setting. 

5.2.1 Pre-test workshop 1: over prescription of the design tool will lead to  

unsuccessful application 

This workshop was based on the following assumptions:  

1) Face-to-face meetings are usable for design in teams. 

2) More than one representative per discipline leads to greater consideration and thus greater 

restraint in forwarding ideas, leaving more space for input from other team members. 

3) Over prescription of the design tool leads to unsuccessful application. 

5 Prescriptive study results: developing  
the integral design method 
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These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did face-to-face workshop setting prove usable? 

Did arrangement of two architects per design team result in greater consideration of design 

aspects? 

To what extent were the predefined morphological overviews used? 

A central aim of the 1st pre-test workshop was to assess the reaction of the designers to the 

proposed face-to-face setting, which was seen as a vital prerequisite for integral building design 

and as such for the development of the ID-method. Partly based on the results from the ‘Integral 

Design’ project [Quanjel 2003], it was assumed that architects would occupy the leading role 

within design teams. Therefore, two architects per team were used with the hope that this would 

mitigate their influence in the process and provide more ‘space’ for other disciplines. Morpho-

logical analysis was used in a rigidly prescriptive way to assess the reactions of building design 

disciplines. Additionally, two specific sustainable systems, PV/T (photovoltaic thermal collector) 

and Oxycell (indirect adiabatic cooling system), not yet commonly used but deemed very 

promising for the future, were ‘forced’ upon design teams as solution drivers. 

 

Workshop 
Test workshop 1 

June 2004 

Length � day 
Design sessions 1 

Length design sessions 90 minutes 
Design task ‘zero energy office’ 

Number of participants 15 
Architects 8 

Building services 
consultants 

3 

Structural engineers 4 
Teams 4 (2A+BS+SE) 3-discipline 

Observation 1 TU/e researcher per team 
Additional  Questionnaire  

 
Table 2. First �-day test workshop (A stands for architect, BS for building services consultant, SE for 

structural engineer, where a number precedes the initial this represents the number of individuals); see 
Appendix for detailed descriptions of workshop programs, used design tasks and questionnaires 

 
Solutions 
Functions 

Form Construction Building services 

 
Cooling 

 
         

 
Heating 

 
         

 
Ventilating 

 
         

 
Lighting 

 
         

Figure 9. Prescribed morphological overview for the first pre-test workshop 
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The positive response to the face-to-face setting, which was repeatedly witnessed in all following 

workshops, actually exceeded expectations. The readiness to work in design teams and 

eagerness to jointly proceed with design tasks was such that one could not help but wonder why 

this was not happening on a regular basis in practice. There was a clear demonstration of the 

willingness of all disciplines to do things together. However, the manner in which different 

disciplines approached the design task appeared to be influenced by current practice in the field. 

That is, although the engineering disciplines were integrated at the outset, there was evidence 

that they still, to some extent, reacted to the architect. It could be said then that while all 

disciplines were working together, they were not working in the truly integral way that is desired.  

In an attempt to affect this reactive approach of the engineering disciplines, in the 

following pre-test workshop two researchers, both qualified architects, played the role of 

architect in respective teams. One performed the traditional leading role of the architect, while 

the other sought to provoke more proactive input from the engineering disciplines.  

Where all disciplines agreed was in their rejection of the strictly prescribed application of 

morphological analysis, and the ‘obliged’ use of specific sustainable systems. In both cases the 

teams essentially refused to follow the prescriptions. This shows that within the present culture 

of the building domain, designers tend to see their role as those who ‘discover’ solutions on their 

own. For the development of the ID-method the 1st pre-test workshop demonstrated that 

morphological analysis cannot be prescribed rigidly.  

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q6. Did face-to-face workshop setting prove usable? 

A6. Yes! There were no complaints or discussions regarding the face-to-face setting, all 

participants enthusiastically engaged in team activities. 

Q7. Did arrangement of two architects per design team result in greater consideration of 

design aspects? 

A7. No. There was no evidence that number of architects influence the level of constraint in 

terms of introduction of ideas, leading to the preliminary conclusion that it is not the 

number of representatives but the presence of a certain discipline that matters. 

Q8. To what extent were predefined morphological overviews used? 

A8. Not at all. The participants did not use predefined morphological overviews 

whatsoever, just as they did not try to implement the suggested specific sustainable 

comfort systems. 
 

5.2.2 Pre-test workshop 2: loose prescription of the design tool will lead to successful 

application 
This workshop was based on the following assumptions:  
1) Proactive participation of the architect results in ‘functional’ design team. 

2) Reactive participation of the architect results in ‘non-functional’ design team. 

3) When given a chance, team members voluntarily engage in consultations with clients. 

4) Loose prescription of the design tool leads to successful application. 
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These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did the proactive approach of the architect-researcher result in ‘functional’ design team? 

Did the reactive approach of the architect-researcher result in ‘non-functional’ design 

team? 

Did the presence of the client result in voluntary consultations from design teams? 

Did design teams use the loosely prescribed, ‘blank’ morphological overviews? 

 

The 2nd test workshop was used to assess a more ‘loose’ application of morphological analysis, 

and to acquire first-hand experience of the dynamics within the design teams via active 

participation. Additionally, one of the organisers acted as the client, and could be consulted at 

any time during the design sessions. 

 

Workshop 
Test workshop 2 
September 2004 

Duration � day 
Design sessions 2 

Total duration design sessions 180 minutes 
Design task ‘zero energy office’ 

Number of participants 22 
Architects 7 

Building services consultants 8 
Structural engineers 7 

Teams 7 (A+BS+SE) 3-discipline 
Observation 1 TU/e student per team 

Additional  Questionnaire 
 

Table 3. Second -day test workshop; see Appendix for detailed descriptions of workshop programs, used 
design tasks and questionnaires  

 
 
Functions: 

 
Solutions: 
 

 
 
 

         

 
 
 

         

 
 
 

         

 
 
 

         

Figure 10. Morphological overview used during the second pre-test workshop 

 

Morphological overviews were used during the workshop. However, their use was purely for 

communication purposes. In essence, the overviews were not used by design teams to introduce 

their object design knowledge. Rather, the teams used the overviews for archiving and 

presentation purposes. The experience of the researchers playing the role of architects in two of 
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the teams demonstrated the largely reactive nature of the engineering disciplines. This 

observation was also confirmed in the other five design teams within the same workshop 

session. Although the client’s role was also introduced during the workshop, none of the teams 

took the opportunity to speak to the client before the presentation of results. Again, the 2nd pre-

test workshop further demonstrated the suitability of a face-to-face workshop setting. 

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q9. Did the proactive approach of the architect-researcher result in ‘functional’ design 

team? 

A9. Yes! 

Q10. Did the reactive approach of the architect-researcher result in ‘non-functional’ design 

team? 

A10. Yes! 

Q11. Did the presence of the client result in voluntary consultations from design teams? 

A11. No. 

Q12. Did design teams use the loosely prescribed, ‘blank’ morphological overviews? 

A12. Yes! (but only for communication purposes) 
 
In summary, the two pre-test workshops showed that a face-to-face setting for team design was a 

good medium. Two representatives from the same discipline in one design team did not result in 

any changes to team design, since they automatically divided the responsibility and actually 

acted as one unit within a team. It indicated that not the number of individuals, but the number of 

disciplines within a team might be more important. The workshops also showed that rigid 

application of prescriptive methods does not work within the domain of building design. The test 

workshops demonstrated that morphological analysis needs to be used ‘loosely’; detailed 

prescription of criteria and/or the introduction of (sub) solution directions were not appreciated. 

However, when used ‘loosely’, it was apparent that designers needed (more) time to learn to use 

the method. The participation in team design demonstrated the mainly reactive attitude of other 

disciplines besides architecture, reflected in the use of morphological charts by all design teams 

mainly for communication purposes. This led to the definition of a new workshop setting were 

Extended Methodical Design model steps were used as a guideline. 

 

Figure 11. Extended Methodical Design Model steps 

5.2.3 Extended Methodical Design Model based workshop (configuration A) 

This workshop was based on the following assumptions:  

1) Morphological charts can be used for all four steps of the Extended Methodical Design 

model. 

2) Additionally, using the ‘Kesselring method’ for the third, selection step would result in 

inclusion of the client in the team design process. 
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These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did the design teams use morphological charts for four steps of the EMD model? 

Did the design teams use the ‘Kesselring method’? And, if so, did it lead to inclusion of the 

client in the design process? 

 
 BNA-ONRI  

May/June 2005 

Duration three �-days 
Design sessions 3x 2 (total 6) 

Total duration design sessions 3x120min (total 360 minutes) 
Design task Day 1 ‘parasite’ 

Day 2&3 ‘zero-energy office’ 
Number of participants 24 in total, (day 1 – 20, day 2 – 17, day 3 – 17)  

11 during all three days 
Architects 5 (d1-5, d2-4, d3-4) 4 same 

Building physics consultants 5 (d1-5, d2-5, d3-4) 4 same 
Building services consultants 8 (d1-6, d2-5, d3-5) 2 same 

Structural engineers 6 (d1-4, d2-3, d3-4) 1 same 
Teams 5 (see Table 7) 

Observation 3 TU/e students per team 
Additional  Questionnaires 

Photographs 

Table 4. The first BNA-ONRI workshop series; see Appendix for detailed descriptions of the workshop 

programs, used design tasks and questionnaires 

 

The first BNA-ONRI workshop series was conducted in May/June ’05. The main focus was on the 

use of morphological charts for the four steps of the Extended Methodical Design model, and not 

solely for general communication purposes. Focus was also placed on providing more time for the 

teams to adapt to working with morphological charts. Accordingly, the workshop setup was 

reconfigured into three �-days, where two design team tasks were used; one to get acquainted 

to working with morphological charts (during the first �-day) and the other to accommodate all 

four Extended Methodical Design model steps (during the second and third �-day).  

The first �-day essentially resembled the configuration of the test workshops. The 

emphasis was on the use of morphological overviews solely for generating solutions and 

structuring of the object-design-knowledge. The ‘parasite’ design task used during this first �-

day was less complex compared to the ‘zero-energy office’ design task (see Appendix II for 

description of both), worked on during both the second and third �-days.  

One additional discipline was added to the design teams: building physics consultants. 

Besides the fact that they are frequently needed during the conceptual building design phase, 

the addition of building physics consultants seemed to add more balance to design teams since 

they can be seen to relate to building services consultants in a similar way as structural engineers 

relate to architects. One could then say that structural engineers and building physics 

consultants formed a connection between architects and building services consultants. 

These professionals, members of the BNA and the ONRI, were informed about the 

organisation of the ‘Integral Design’ workshop series. Since there was no pre-selection, the ones 
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that applied were randomly split into design teams. The aim was to have at least one participant 

from each design discipline per design team. After the initial team configurations, the 

participants stayed in the same teams during the whole workshop series. The idea was to 

observe the use of morphological overviews for different design activities by the same design 

team, in order to be able to assess their usability. However, similar to what happens in practice, 

there were changes within design teams’ arrangements due to replacements or participants 

having other priorities and missing some of the workshop days. 

 

 

Figure 12. The workshop series 1 lasted three �-days; MC stands for morphological charts, MO 

stands for morphological overviews 

 

In this series the client was only involved during the last �-day, when a separate session for the 

selection step was planned (Figure 12). This was done because of previous experiences where 

design teams did not voluntarily consult the client during design sessions. Theoretically, the 

feedback with the client could take place after each Extended Methodical Design- model step. 

Since there was not enough time to simulate all of these steps during the workshop, and based 

on the consideration that the crucial moment in relation with the client is decision making / 

selection, the choice was made to emphasise only this specific feedback. The idea was, besides 

the importance of interaction with the client, to encourage design teams to reflect on their use of 

morphological charts (Figure 13). It was considered that the obligation to present and hence 

receive the reactions of an external stakeholder would result in the design team having to reflect 

on their work. To this end, the potential of morphological overviews for archiving design 

decisions was emphasized, which proves helpful when design team members change or projects 

experience long periods of delay.  
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Figure 13. The client feedback provides an opportunity to reflect on team’s use of morphological charts 

 

Although making choices remains largely subjective, in order to increase both process 

transparency and solution understanding, the selection step involving the client was to be aided 

by an additional tool, the Kesselring method [Kesselring 1954]. 
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Figure 14. S-diagram of Kesselring 

 

Kesselring developed a simple but very effective visualization technique, where different solution 

alternatives can be compared with each other. Within the ‘Kesselring method’ criteria are 

separated into a category for realization and a category for functionality. The determined values 

for each category have to be aggregated into a score for the overall value of each alternative, 

which is then expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible score.  Thus, the strengths can 

be located in a so called S(Stärke)–diagram (Figure 14). In the diagram the percentage of the 

functionality is set out on one axis and the percentage of the realization on the other. The best 

variants lie near the diagonal and have high scores. A practicality is to set values to limit the 

selection area, for example by dividing the area in two by a minimum border set by x- and y-value 

of 40% and by (x+y)-value of 55%. The Kesselring method makes singularities visible, whereas in 
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normal tables and bar diagrams they can only be retrieved with much effort. In the Kesselring 

diagram it is easy to see if the improvements must take place on the functionality or on the 

realization side.  

In order to better understand how the various team members interacted and in order to 

gather data for analysis of the workshop, observation was necessary. For the 1st BNA-ONRI 

workshop series the idea was that the TU/e master students could represent the link in the 

practice-research-education chain. The students would provide data for research and at the same 

time would acquire first-hand experience of how different building design disciplines collaborate. 

The students deployed as observers were all following, or had followed the TU/e course ‘Design 

Methodology’, and were extensively instructed on which aspects of team design they needed to 

record. In addition to observations, design teams were photographed at ten minute intervals. All 

of the produced material was collected and the participants were asked to fill in the 

questionnaires at the end of each workshop day. 

 

 

Figure 15. Design teams and student observers during the 1st BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

Since live observation of design activities is extremely difficult even for experienced researchers, 

the students were instructed to observe only specific aspects of team design. They were given 

predefined forms, on which they could note the specific activities. There were three students 

deployed per design team, using three different forms. One student had to record the individual 

contributions of team members (Figure 16), one recorded communication patterns within design 

team (Figure 17), and one recorded the use of morphological charts (Figure 18). 

Even though student observations worked relatively well, the participants complained that 

the presence of three students per one design team was overwhelming and distracting. The 

students necessarily required some space around the tables, which resulted in more physical 

distance between team members. The awareness of participants that they were watched was 

notably high in this setup. This led to subsequent adjustments to observation methods in future 

workshops. 
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Figure 16. Observation form (1) and example of its use 

 

 

 
Figure 17. Observation form (2) and example of its use 
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Figure 18. Observation form (3) and example of its use 

 

The observations showed that the ‘Kesselring method’ proved to be a bridge too far for the 

participants: their argument for not using the method was that adapting to the team setting and 

learning to use morphological overviews was already enough to deal with. However, an 

alternative explanation could be that since the workshop was just a simulation of authentic 

practice, the participants may not have taken the simulated role of the client seriously. Indeed, 

many participants mentioned that their main interest in the workshops lay in learning integral 

design in design team setting. Because the Kesselring method was not used, and it was meant as 

part of the selection step op the EMD model, this selection step was not performed during the 

workshop series. However, observations also showed that designers tended to combine the four 

separate EMD steps into essentially two activities, resulting in sub solutions and overall design 

proposals respectively. 

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q13. Did design teams use morphological charts for four steps of the EMD model? 

A13. No, they combined the steps into two design activities. 

Q14. Did design teams use the ‘Kesselring method’? 

A14. No. 

Q14.1. If so, did it lead to inclusion of the client in the design process? 

A14.1. - 

 

In summary, this workshop showed that the participants tended towards simplifying steps in the 

process when possible. This was clear from the collapsing of the steps in the EMD model, which 

allowed the participants to move through the task more quickly and shift the teams’ focus to the 
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areas that they considered most important. This prioritising tendency of the participants was also 

evident in their omission of the Kesselring method. It appeared that the teams considered the 

Kesselring method an unwarranted complication, and as such chose to focus on other aspects of 

the design tasks. The participants demonstrated a clear tendency towards simplification, which 

consolidated the idea that the more generic the method the more applicable it becomes.  

5.2.4 Extended Methodical Design Model based workshop (configuration B) 

This workshop was based on the following assumptions:  

1) Using morphological charts to provide feedback to the client would emphasize and 

explicate the selection step, and therefore separate it from other activities. 

This assumption led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did the design teams use morphological charts for feedback with the client? And, if so, did 

it result in explication of the selection step of the EDM model? 

 
 BNA-ONRI 

Oct/Nov 2005 

Duration three �-days 
Design sessions 3x 2 (total 6) 

Total duration design sessions 3x120min (total 360 minutes) 
Design task Day 1 ‘parasite’ 

Day 2&3 ‘zero-en. office’ 
Number of participants 19 in total, (day 1 – 18, day 2 – 17, day 3 – 17)  

14 during all three days 
Architects 6 (d1-5, d2-5, d3-5) 4 same 

Building physics con. 5 (d1-5, d2-5, d3-4) 4 same 
Building services con. 6 (d1-6, d2-5, d3-6) 5 same 

Structural engineers 1 (d1-1, d2-1, d3-1) 1 same 
Manager 1 (d1-1, d2-0, d3-1) 

Teams 5 (see Table 7) 
Observation 1 ADMS student per team 

Additional  Questionnaires 
Photographs 

Table 5. The first three-�-day BNA-ONRI workshop series; see Appendix for detailed descriptions of the 

workshop programs, used design tasks and questionnaires 

 
In order to explicate the third EMD model step the feedback with the client was changed during 

the second BNA-ONRI series (October/November ’05). In this workshop set-up the Kesselring 

method was not used for reasons explained above. It was considered more useful to ask the 

participants to discuss the results of the first two EMD model steps (interpretation of the design 

task and subsequent production of sub solutions; overview of available object-design-

knowledge) with the client, and jointly select the ‘reviewed’ object-design-knowledge for further 

design activities.  
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Figure 19. The client feedback session was introduced during the last -day of the 2nd workshop series 
 

 
 

 
Figure 20. Observation form and example of its use 

 

The need for a reduced number of observers was identified by the participants during the 1st BNA-

ONRI workshop series. For the 2nd series only one student per team was deployed, using a new 

observation form (Figure 20) that was derived from the separate ‘observation form for 

communication’ and ‘observation form for use of design tool’ used during the previous workshop. 
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The ‘individual activities’ needed no separate observation, since it was possible to derive this 

aspect from the data acquired using the other two forms.  

These changes also placed new requirements on the observers. Since the observation task 

had became more complex, it was considered necessary to use more experienced students to 

perform it. While during the 1st BNA-ONRI workshop series TU/e master students were used, for 

the 2nd series the students from the postgraduate technological designers program ‘Architectural 

Design Management Systems (ADMS)’ were used. The ADMS students were regarded as more 

competent compared to the TU/e master students, since a number of them also had experience in 

practice in addition to a completed master education. Just as the TU/e students, they were also 

highly motivated to participate in the workshops as non-participant observers after getting 

extensive explanation on how to perform these observations. However, even though the presence 

of observers was significantly reduced, a number of participants still complained about 

distraction they caused during the workshop. 

Again, the observations showed that design teams still did not execute the four Extended 

Methodical Design model steps separately, which resulted in overall solutions being proposed 

already before the client feedback. The effect was that the selection step essentially changed into 

evaluation and optimisation of the proposed solutions. The consequence of the first two BNA-

ONRI workshop series was adjustment of the Extended Methodical Design model into a working 

design model for team design during the third BNA-ONRI workshop series (Figure 25 in section 

5.2.7). Furthermore, the client role within the design process was definitely excluded from the 

workshop setting. This decision was taken based on the reactions of participants, and after 

exclusion of the ‘Kesselring method’ it added to a further reduction of the complexity of the 

workshop. 

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q15. Did design teams use morphological charts for feedback with the client? 

A15. No. 

Q15.1. If so, did it result in explication of the selection step of the EDM model? 

A15.1. No. (design teams still combined four steps of the EDM model into two design 

activities) 

 

In summary, the second workshop series showed that the EDM model was not suitable for team 

design in the conceptual building design phase. This was a very important step in the develop-

ment of the method, since had the EDM model not been tested with experienced professionals, 

the final method would have been entirely based only on theoretical assumptions. Because the 

aim of the research was to work on closing the gap between theory and practice, it was very 

important to be sure that the interventions made had a desirable effect. This was clearly not the 

case with the EDM model, even after the first workshop series. However, in order to avoid making 

changes too hastily, the model was given a second chance so to speak, and was used for first two 

workshop series. The second workshop series also showed that the focus of the participants was 

solely on the team design, and that the role of the client was effectively only seen as a distraction 

by the participants in the workshops. 
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5.2.5 Comparison between Extended Methodical Design Model based workshop 

configurations A and B 

Despite not resulting in confirmation of the suitability of the EMD model for team design, the first 

two workshop series produced some interesting results, leading to valuable insights regarding 

team configurations and differences between 3-discipline and 4-discipline design teams. Prior to 

presenting the comparisons between different design teams, it is important to note that just as 

there was effectively no interaction between design teams and the client, there was also no 

interaction whatsoever between the design teams. Besides the exclusion of the ‘Kesselring 

method’, and adjustment of the feedback with the client, the most significant change between 

the 1st and the 2nd BNA-ONRI workshop series occurred organically. Namely, since the participants 

voluntarily applied for the workshop via their respective branch organisations, it transpired that 

only one structural engineer participated during the 2nd workshop series. This proved not to be an 

exception, since there were always less structural engineers than representatives from other 

disciplines in later workshops. Also, the structural engineers that did participate were often 

marked by others as the most passive within the design team. 

Because of the almost identical setting of the 1st and the 2nd workshop series, the two 

series could be compared by looking at the averages of the design teams’ results. To emphasize 

again, the most important finding during the first two workshop series was the combination of 

interpretation/generation and generation/selection activities by the participants. However, 

general communication patterns and use of morphological overviews were also observed. 

Overall, clear differences between the two workshop series could be recognized (see average 

results in Table 6). At the same time, two tendencies were identified: an increase of team 

communication over the course of workshops and more extensive use of morphological 

overviews for the generation of design possibilities during the second day. 

 

1st and 2nd workshop series comparison 
Day 1 

1st        2nd 
Day 2 

1st        2nd 
Day 3 

1st        2nd  
average 
1st       2nd  

arch – cons 44% 52% 41% 32% 36% 27% 40% 37% 
1 on 1 

cons – cons 37% 11% 31% 14% 34% 14% 34% 13% Communication 

Team 19% 37% 28% 55% 30% 59% 26% 50% 

Report 24% 43% 62% 60% 24% 40% 37% 48% 
Design 

Insight 16% 23% 2% 18% 19% 16% 12% 19% 

Report 12% 14% 5% 4% 20% 19% 12% 12% 

Morphological 
charts 

Comm. 
Insight 48% 20% 31% 18% 37% 25% 39% 21% 

Table 6. Observation results of the 1st and 2nd BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

The fact that there were not enough structural engineers during the 2nd workshop series made it 

possible to make a comparison based on different design teams’ configurations. The distinction 

between design teams with four (A3, A4), and design teams with three (B2, B3, B5) design 

disciplines was made (Table 7).  
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1st  workshop series 2nd workshop series 

Day 
Team 
A1 

Team 
A2 

Team  
A3 

Team 
A4 

Team 
A5 

Team 
B1 

Team 
B2 

Team 
B3 

Team 
B4 

Team 
B5 

1 AB-K ABCK ABCK ABCK ABCKK ABCK AB-K AB-KK ABBMK AB-K 

2 ABCK  ABCKK ABCK ABB-K ABCK AB-K AB-K AB-K AAB-K 

3 ABCK  ABCKK ABCK ABCK A-CK AB-K AB-KK ABBMK AB-K 

Table 7. Design teams configurations during the first two BNA-ONRI workshop series (A=architect, 

B=building physics consultant, BM=building manager, C=structural engineer, K=building services 

consultant); in bold are the team members that remained the same 

 

A3-A4 vs. B2-B3-B5 
Day 1 

A’s        B’s 
Day 2 

A’s        B’s 
Day 3 

A’s        B’s  
average 

A’s        B’s  

arch – cons 35% 67% 44% 29% 33% 31% 37% 42% 
1 on 1 

cons – cons 42% 11% 34% 12% 34% 16% 37% 13% Communication 

Team 23% 22% 23% 58% 33% 53% 26% 44% 

Report 22%* 41% 68% 71% 31% 53% 40% 55% 
Design 

Insight 0%* 25% 1% 11% 6% 13% 2% 16% 

Report 13%* 13% 3% 4% 15% 15% 10% 11% 

Morphological 
charts 

Comm. 
Insight 64%* 21% 28% 14% 48% 18% 47% 18% 

Table 8. Comparison between 4-discipline (A’s) and 3-discipline (B’s) design teams; (*- A3 not observed) 

 

A number of observations could be pointed out (Table 8). First, the amount of reporting/archiving 

(‘morphological chart – communication – report’ fields) were similar, which means that all teams 

presented their design proposals more or less in the same way. This could be confirmed by the 

overall observation results (Table 6). Second, the main difference between design teams was the 

extent to which morphological overviews were used for explanatory communication 

(‘morphological chart – communication – insight’ fields), which was bigger within 4-discipline 

team configurations. Third, the amount of team communication was clearly bigger within 3-

discipline design teams, suggesting that some kind of mutual understanding was reached faster 

– leading to less explanatory communication and more new design insights. 

 

A1-A5-B1 changes 
Day 1 

A5-B1    A1 
Day 2 

A1-B1    A5 
Day 3 

A1-A5     B1 
average 

4-disc   3-disc  

arch – cons 41% 60% 30% 33% 38% 0% 36% 31% 
1 on 1 

cons – cons 24% 25% 26% 8% 34% 0% 28% 11% Communication 

Team 35% 15% 45% 59% 27% 100 36% 58% 

Report 43% 20% 55% 78% 19% 24% 39% 41% 
Design 

Insight 8% 29% 8% 0% 30% 22% 15% 17% 

Report 14% 15% 8% 22% 19% 34% 14% 24% 

Morphological 
overviews 

Comm. 
Insight 36% 37% 31% 0% 33% 20% 33% 19% 

Table 9. Comparison of observations regarding teams with shifting configurations (left columns show the 

results of 4-discipline and right columns of 3-discipline configurations for each day) 

 

An additional evaluation of observation results of 3- and 4-discipline configurations was made 

(Table 9). Three design teams (A1, A5 and B1) shifted during the workshop series either from 3- to 

4-discipline or from 4- to 3-discipline configurations (Table 7). This made it possible to see if the 

configuration had an impact on communication and use of morphological overviews. On average, 
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it could be confirmed that team communication in 3-discipline design teams was much greater. In 

addition, morphological overviews were used more for communication in 4-discipline design 

teams, in the sense of providing insight to other team members. The amount of repor-

ting/archiving differed, however, from the overall observations. Curiously, this difference 

originated from the 3-discipline design teams. More specifically, the high amount of reporting/ar-

chiving on days 2 and 3 represented the real difference, precisely at the moments when team 

configuration changes occurred. These changes in configuration, which did not occur within 

‘standard’ teams, could be the explanation for the encountered differing results. Since the 

sample is small, these results can only be considered as indicative. 

Based on the above findings, the first conclusion that could be drawn is that (development 

of) design team communication was dependent on the number of design disciplines within a 

design team. The 3-discipline design teams developed some kind of mutual understanding and 

agreement faster than 4-discipline design teams. An additional conclusion was that this was not 

directly related to the use of morphological overviews for communication purposes. On the 

contrary, the 4-discipline design teams, which internally communicated more on a 1-on-1 basis, 

used morphological overviews more frequently for communication purposes. However, the 

influence of morphological overviews in achieving mutual understanding in 3-discipline teams 

was not assessed. Generally, from observation results it could be concluded that morphological 

overviews were helpful in aiding communication and structuring object-design-knowledge of the 

design teams, especially in more complex situations (when more disciplines were involved). 

Morphological overviews also proved useful for archiving discussed proposals. The results 

showed that in 10-15% of cases they were used for this purpose.  
 

 
Figure 21. A design team’s presentation during the 2nd BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

By photographically recording the teams at work it was possible to register the amount of 

proposals generated in time. The second day was the most important for this type of 

measurement, since morphological charts were then used for generation of solution proposals. 

The first day was a training session, while during the third day the focus was on the selection of 

the generated proposals. It was observed that both 3- and 4-discipline design teams needed the 
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same amount of time to define the functions/aspects they were going to work on (this lasted 

between 35-45 minutes). From there on the number of produced alternatives by 4-discipline 

teams was much bigger than by 3-discipline teams (Figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22. Interpretation vs. generation activity of the 3- and 4-discipline design teams 
 

In order to get feedback from professionals, at the end of both workshop series the participants 

were asked to fill in a questionnaire (see Appendix III). In general, these opinions were largely 

positive. The following are the average results of the questionnaires that the participants filled in 

at the end of both workshop series. The importance of the proposed approach for daily practice 

was confirmed by 61% of participants, 29% was in doubt, and 10% thought of it as unimportant. 

Only 6% of participants considered the use of morphological charts irrelevant for their discipline, 

while thirteen percent thought they were not positive for communication within design teams. 

The majority of participants were convinced that the use of morphological charts was beneficial 

for many purposes. Sixty six percent of participants (average rating of 6.8 on a scale 1-10) 

answered that they considered charts to lead to an increased number of relevant alternatives. 

The average scores for three key areas were also encouragingly high: team design process (7.2), 

awareness-raising on contribution by other disciplines (7.4), and communication (7.2). Overall, 

participants deemed working within design teams as very positive; 76% of participants 

vindicated this approach, and the average rating of all participants was 7.8. However, some 

negative results were also found. Only 43% of the participants considered morphological 

charts/overviews to have a positive effect on the final design proposals. In short, as will be 

discussed later, this could well be due to the participants focus in the workshops being different 

from the researchers. Finally, only 36% of participants considered it highly likely that 

morphological overviews would be exploited in their own future practice. Later discussion of this 

point (section 6.3) will argue that this may have more to do with cultural norms than with the 

usefulness of the approach. 
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5.2.6 Comparison with Extended Methodical Design Model based student workshops 

Because interaction between practice, research and education forms the core of the ‘integral 

approach’, the same workshop series was applied within the multidisciplinary master project in 

the Department of Architecture, Building and Planning at the TU/e. The first edition of this 

project, initiated by the Building Services chair of Building Physics and Systems unit, took place 

in the academic year 2005/06. Students from architecture, building physics, building services, 

building technology and structural engineering were offered the opportunity to participate. The 

procedure was the same as for the BNA-ONRI workshops: the only criterion for participation was 

‘membership’ of a ‘master students group’; just as architects were members of the BNA and other 

professionals of the ONRI. The students were randomly assigned per discipline to design teams, 

with the aim of having all disciplines represented in each team. However, largely because of the 

differences in time schedules of their curricula, building physics and structural engineering 

students did not participate. This effectively resulted in the same type of situation as the one that 

occurred with practitioner teams during the 2nd BNA-ONRI workshop series, namely the formation 

of a 3-discipline instead of the preferred 4-discipline design team configuration. Because 

evaluation of the results from practitioners’ workshops showed that the number of disciplines 

within design teams is relevant, only the results from the BNA-ONRI workshop 3-discipline design 

teams were compared with the results of master project student design teams. 

This workshop was based on the following assumption:  

1) Students and professionals will follow the same pattern of functions/aspects definition and 

(sub) solutions generation. 

 

This assumption led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did students follow the same pattern of design aspects/functions definition? 

Did students follow the same pattern of sub solutions generation? 

 
 TU/e 

September 2005 

Duration three �-days 
Design sessions 3x 2 (total 6) 

Total duration design sessions 3x120min (total 360 minutes) 
Design task Day 1 ‘parasite’ 

Day 2&3 ‘zero-en. office’ 
Number of participants 25 in total, (day 1 – 25, day 2 – 23, day 3 - 25)  

23 during all three days 
Architects 9 (d1-9, d2-9, d3-9) 9 same 

Building services con. 10 (d1-10,d2-9,d3-10) 9 same 
Building technology 6 (d1-6, d2-5, d3-6) 5 same 

Teams 6 (A+BS+BT+observer) 
Observation 1 team member (team)+ 

3 TU/e researchers 
Additional  Questionnaires 

Photographs 
Table 10. Three-�-day TU/e workshop series; see Appendix for detailed descriptions of the workshop 

programs, used design tasks and questionnaires 
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A comparison of experienced professionals and students revealed big differences regarding 

communication as well as use of morphological charts (Table 11). The student teams showed 

much more difficulty in reaching shared understanding, leading to less team communication but 

at the same time to more intensive use of morphological overviews for communication purposes. 

 

   3-discipline teams comparison  
professionals vs. students 

averages 
prac. vs  stud. 

arch – cons 42% 58% 1 on 1 
cons – cons 13% 27% Communication: 

Team 44% 14% 

Design 71% 36% 
Morphological overviews use: 

Communication 29% 64% 

Table 11. Comparison of observation results between practitioners’ and students’ 3-discipline design teams 

(arch stands for architect, cons for consultant) 

 

Conducting questionnaires helped to further evaluate the use of morphological charts. The 

importance of the proposed approach for education purposes was underlined by 52% of 

students, while 41% was in doubt and only 7% did not see any benefit in its use. The student 

evaluations showed that students were generally more cautious than professionals: 21% of 

students considered the use of morphological overviews irrelevant for their discipline. However, 

none of the students thought that the use of morphological overviews had a negative impact on 

communication within design teams. The majority of students were convinced that the use of 

morphological overviews was beneficial in many aspects. Seventy four percent (with an average 

rating of 7.8) considered morphological overviews to lead to a greater number of relevant 

alternatives. Similar to professionals, the students also considered morphological overviews 

beneficial in three key areas: team design process (6.6), to raise the awareness of the 

contribution from other disciplines (7.5) and for communication (7.4). Again, student results were 

highly positive in terms of the benefit of working within design teams. Here, the average rating 

was 7.8. There were key differences between the results of students and professionals. Students 

on average considered the effect that morphological overviews had on final design proposals 

rather negatively, with only 37% of participants considering it beneficial. This aspect was given 

slightly higher rating by professionals with 43% considering it positive. However, the students 

were more positive than the professionals in their expectation of use of morphological overviews 

in their future carriers. Here, 50% of students rated their future use as ‘highly likely’.  

 
Morphological charts are relevant for: BNA-ONRI TU/e 
number of alternatives 6.8 7.8 
team design process 7.2 6.6 
contribution of ‘others’ 7.4 7.5 
Communication 7.2 7.4 

Table 12. Ratings of BNA-ONRI and TU/e workshop participants (on 1-10 scale) regarding the use of 

morphological charts 
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 BNA-ONRI TU/e 
Find proposed approach important 61% 52% 
Liked working within design teams 76% 74% 
Expect to use morphological overviews 36% 50% 
Overviews beneficial for final proposals 43% 37% 

Table 13. Percentage of positive reactions by practitioners and students respectively 

 

Figure 23. The number of produced functions/aspects and alternatives by professional and student design 

teams 

 

The work of student design teams was also photographed in 10 minute intervals. In the above 

figure the average development of the number of generated alternatives by the professional and 

by the student design teams is shown. It is interesting to see that there is no big difference in the 

definition of the amount of aspects, but the number of proposed alternatives and the way the 

teams generate them is completely different. Generally speaking the professional design teams 

tended to define the aspects first and then produce the relevant alternatives. This was even more 

obvious with 4-discipline design teams. In the above figure only the results of the 3-discipline 

design teams are shown. The student design teams generated the proposals and the 

functions/aspects more in parallel. However, they continued generating new proposals even 

during the third and final day of the workshop series. It appeared that they often did not know 

what to do with the produced (sub) results. The experience of the professional designers seemed 

to give them some advantage regarding this phase of the conceptual building design. These 

results indicated that students should not be used for the development of an integral design 

method, since they apparently have difficulties making the integration step. Instead, the 

development should be done with professionals and the developed method used for education of 

students. On the other hand the amount of proposed alternatives by student teams was much 

bigger, meaning that the potential for discovering new possibilities could also be larger. It needs 

to be stressed that the quality of the generated alternatives/proposals was not assessed. The 
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purpose was to research if the use of the morphological charts would lead to a widening of the 

field of possibilities, which did seem to be the case. The comparison between 3-discipline and 4-

discipline professional design teams showed that this is even more evident with the more 

complex teams. That is something we were not able to confirm with the student design teams, 

because all of them consisted of the three different design disciplines. 

 

 

Figure 24. A student design team working with morphological overviews during the 3rd workshop day 

 

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q16. Did students follow the same pattern of design aspects/functions definition? 

A16. Yes! 

Q17. Did students follow the same pattern of sub solutions generation? 

A17. No. (they continued generating new proposals, appearing to have difficulties to 

produce overall solutions) 
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5.2.7 Working Design Model based workshop configuration 

For the third BNA-ONRI workshop series (June 2006) the newly derived working design model 

was used (Figure 25), with the sole focus on defining a workshop setting that would allow 

comparison of different types of design settings. 

 

 

Figure 25. Working Design Model for team design during BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

This workshop was based on the following assumptions:  

1) This is the right workshop set-up for testing the use of morphological charts. 

2) This is the right workshop set-up for participants to apply the morphological charts. 

3) The application of the morphological charts will be successful.  

These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Is this workshop setup suitable to test the use of morphological charts? 

Is this workshop setup suitable to allow participants to apply the morphological charts? 

Was the application of the morphological charts successful? 

 
 BNA-ONRI  

June 2006 
Duration three �-days 

Design sessions 3x 2 (total 6) 
Total duration design 

sessions 
3x120min (total 360 minutes) 

Design task Day 1 ‘zero-energy office’ 
Day 2 ‘parasite’ 
Day 3 ‘school’ 

Number of participants 23 in total, (day 1 – 23, day 2 – 21, day 3 – 20)  
20 during all three days 

Architects 7 (d1-7, d2-6, d3-6) 6 same 
Building physics con. 6 (d1-6, d2-6, d3-6) 6 same 

Building services con. 7 (d1-7, d2-6, d3-5) 5 same 
Structural engineers 3 (d1-3, d2-3, d3-3) 3 same 

Teams 6 to 5 on d3 
Observation 1 ADMS student per team 

Additional  Questionnaires 
Photographs 

Table 14. Third three-�-day BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

The previous workshops confirmed that morphological analysis and use of morphological charts 

were useful for building team design. Therefore, a workshop setting was needed where the 
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effects of morphological analysis could be measured. This workshop series started with the 

traditional design setting, in order to provide a reference point, followed by the stepwise 

introduction of the two main changes to the traditional building design. In the second design 

setting all disciplines were brought together in a face-to-face team design configuration. Finally, 

in the third setting morphological analysis was included, using morphological charts and 

overviews. The resulting workshop setup again followed a 3-day format, but this time different 

teams worked on different design tasks in different design settings. 

 

 

Figure 26. New workshop configuration, with gradual introduction of the two main changes to the 

traditional design process; using one design task per day 

 

During previous workshops the average results of different workshop days were compared, 

focusing on different activities within the same design process type. The focus shifted now to 

comparison of the same activities within different types of design processes. The usual approach 

for this type of enquiry would be ‘matched design teams’ [Van Vliet 1995, Herzog 1996]. However, 

the (random) use of experienced professionals in a semi-authentic setting excluded this 

possibility. The solution was not to have the same design team(s) performing different design 

processes, but to compare average results of each design setting while changing the design 

team’s configurations. This meant different teams for different settings, but at the same time 

consisting of the same group of participating designers. In order to prevent design team 

members from becoming too familiar with each other and to avoid any learning effect, the only 

rule was that two designers could be in the same team only once. In addition to methodological 

research requirements, this design team shuffling offered more possibilities for socialising; one 

of the reasons why designers applied to participate in workshops. 

The aim was to have 4-6 design teams during each design setting; using the same 

designers in different design team configurations would then make it possible to compare the 

average results of different design processes. The first design setting needed to simulate 

traditional design, since there were no known situations in Dutch building design that could 
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provide reference values. Besides, this approach requires that the same participants are used in 

all design settings. The approach also meant that morphological analysis could not be introduced 

at the start of the workshop series. The sequence of different design settings was as follows: 

first, a traditional building design was simulated; then, team design was introduced at the 

beginning of the conceptual design phase; finally, the design teams were required to use 

morphological analysis during the last design task (Figure 26). Any other order or use of 

counterbalancing was not possible, since it would clearly result in a learning effect. The 

empirically derived working design model, which consisted of two combined design activities, 

made it possible to use two design sessions per design task. The result was one design task per 

design setting per one �-day (Figure 26). During the first �-day the traditional design process 

was simulated. In the first design session only the architect worked on the design task, while 

after the break design teams including other building design disciplines were formed. During the 

second �-day new design teams were formed directly at the start of the first design session to 

work on a new design task; the teams remained the same during the first and second sessions. 

During the third �-day again newly formed design teams started working on the third design task 

using morphological analysis. Although different, all the design assignments had the same 

sustainability requirements, which made them classifiable as very complex design tasks. 

Descriptions of all design tasks can be found in Appendix II. 

Since the practice setting was to be as authentic as possible, attempts were made to 

remove all distractions reported in previous workshops. Therefore, for this, 3rd BNA-ONRI 

workshop series, two adjustments were made. Firstly, to remove undesired distractions from 

observers, two out of five design teams involved in the workshop were video recorded as a trial 

measure. Secondly, where observers remained, their position, relative to the observed design 

teams, was adjusted (Figure 27). The observers, ADMS students, were asked not to sit at the 

table with the designers as a part of the team, as was usually the case during previous 

workshops, but in a way that would cause the minimum distraction possible. This allowed us to 

determine whether our preferred observation method, human observation, could be achieved in a 

non-obtrusive way and thus used in future workshops. 

The teams that were observed via video camera reported almost no distraction at all, apart 

from the first couple of minutes of design sessions.  The teams that were observed by students 

reported much less distraction than in previous workshops, although it was noticeable that the 

observers and the teams did interact. Regarding the video recordings of the two design teams, 

some problems were experienced. Because all the teams were situated in the same room, it was 

hard and in some cases even impossible to discern which ‘sounds’ were being made by what 

design team. The poor sound quality meant that the recordings of the 3rd BNA-ONRI workshop 

series could not be fully analysed. This, perhaps, was not as serious a problem for the research 

as it may sound, since, as explained below, the overall goal of the workshop setup was not 

reached. Ultimately, this meant that our setup needed further refinement.  
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Figure 27. Position of the observer, within (above, 2nd workshop series) and outside design team ‘circle’ 

(below, 3rd workshop series) 

 

The workshop series resulted for the first time in overwhelmingly negative reactions from the 

participants. This was remarkable since the working atmosphere created by changing design 

teams was felt to be generally better than during previous workshops, with visibly more 

enthusiastic participants. However, the participants were disappointed about, in their eyes, the 

abrupt end to the workshop series. From the participants’ perspective the disappointment arose 

from the morphological analysis being introduced “too late”. Since morphological analysis forms 

the core of the ID-method, the participants felt the need for greater feedback. Essentially, they 

felt that they missed the possibility of a full learning cycle in which they could try-out the 

proposed design tool. This perceived lack of a ‘training’ also meant that observation results 

would have limited value. Since participants struggled to apply the proposed approach, no 

sensible comparison between different design settings could be made.  

There was one important positive aspect observed during the workshop. Due to unforeseen 

circumstances the first day of the workshop program needed to be adjusted at the last minute. 

Whereas it was planned to run a 60+60 minute format for the two design sessions, external 

factors meant that only 30 minutes were available for the first session. Therefore, the second 

session was allotted 90 minutes by way of compensation. In order to keep the same format, this 

‘accidentally’ adjusted duration of design sessions was repeated during the second and third 
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workshop day. From observation and feedback it transpired that this new time setup was more 

advantageous than the previous, since it improved the balance between interpretation of design 

task and generation of possible solutions during the team design.  

The participants also reacted positively to the used sequence of design settings. Their 

comments indicated that ‘learning by doing’ was indeed an effective formula for the introduction 

of a new team design approach. It could be said then that the main effect of the 3rd BNA-ONRI 

workshop series was the realization of the importance of the learning aspect of the ID-method. 

The consequence was however that the workshop and the ID-method became entangled to a 

degree that it was difficult to separate them.  

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q18. Is this workshop setup suitable to test the use of morphological charts? 

A18. Yes! The setup where average results for each design setting were compared offered 

the possibility to test the use of morphological charts. 

Q19. Is this workshop setup suitable to allow participants to apply the morphological 

charts? 

A19. No. The absence of practice sessions made the application of morphological charts too 

difficult for design teams. 

Q20. Was the application of the morphological charts successful?? 

A20. No. Morphological charts could not even be applied in the first place, let alone 

successfully. 

 

To emphasize once again, the main lesson learned from the third workshop series was the need 

for a learning cycle. The participants indicated that it was very difficult for them to use the 

proposed approach in ‘one-go’ within design teams; this was the case for all involved disciplines. 

The participants acted as a true team in this regard. The importance of a learning cycle means 

that the workshop-like learning environment is required for successful application of the method 

developed, and as such becomes almost a part of it. 

5.2.8 Integral Design workshop configuration 

On the basis of the results from the previous workshop, changes to the setup were necessary. 

However, the present workshop set out to achieve the very same goals as the previous setup. 

Therefore, very same assumptions and research questions are used. Since one of the research 

questions (Q18) from the previous setup received a positive answer, it was removed from 

consideration in the present setup. 

Assumptions:  

1) This is the right workshop set-up for participants to apply the morphological charts. 

2) The application of the morphological charts will be successful.  

These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Is this workshop setup suitable to allow participants to apply the morphological charts? 

Was the application of the morphological charts successful? 
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 BNA-ONRI 

May 2007 

Duration two days 
Design sessions 2x 4 (total 8) 

Total duration design sessions 2x2x120min (total 480 minutes) 
Design task Day 1 ‘parasite’ & ‘office’ 

Day 2 ‘renovation’ & ‘school’ 
Number of participants 30 in total, (day 1 – 28, day 2 – 22) 18 same 

for all four tasks 
Architects 9 (t1-8, t2-9, t3-7, t4-6) 6 same 

Building physics con. 6 (t1-6, t2-6, t3-6, t4-6) 6 same 
Building services con. 8 (t1-7, t2-7, t3-5, t4-5) 4 same 

Structural engineers 1 (t1-1, t2-1, t3-0, t4-0) 
Managers 2 (t1-2, t2-2, t3-0, t4-0) 

Developers 2 (t1-1, t2-1, t3-2, t4-2) 1 same 
Project leaders 2 (t1-2, t2-2, t3-2, t4-1) 1 same 

Teams 7 to 6 for last task 
Observation 1 ADMS student per team 

Additional  Questionnaires 
Photographs 
Videos 

Table 15. The first two-day BNA-ONRI workshop series 

 

 

Figure 28. Integral design workshop setting  

 

Bearing in mind the need for an individual learning cycle in order to render morphological charts 

usable for the participants, the final workshop setting involved an additional, fourth design task. 

This meant that an extra �-day had to be included. Rather than running four �-day workshops on 

separate days, it was decided to run two �-day workshop sessions per day for two days. With 

changes in workshop configurations it was hoped that this extra session would remedy the main 

objections from previous workshop, namely a lack of feedback and the abrupt ending of 

workshop. 
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During the workshop series the transition from traditional to team design consisted of first 

letting all disciplines start working on a design task at the same time, but separately, offering 

them the possibility to practice working with morphological analysis, before finally joining them 

in design teams (Figure 28).  

During this workshop two observation methods were used. Notwithstanding the problem of 

needing to analyse recordings, it was deemed essential to record all teams to ensure that no 

important data was missed. On top of this it was deemed worthwhile to make a final attempt at 

using live observers in an unobtrusive way.  

Structured observational measures, such as Interaction Process Analysis [Bales 1950], offer 

a possible solution to the problem of objectivity in observations by helping observers categorize 

group behaviour. As one of the most widely used techniques to study group interaction [Emmitt 

and Gorse 2003], the IPA was considered a suitable basis for BNA-ONRI workshops observations. 

The IPA has proved to be a consistent and reliable tool in social sciences research, and has also 

been used for research in building construction [Gorse 2002]. Emmitt and Gorse found that the 

majority of construction professionals were reluctant to be recorded during projects. However, 

this disadvantage was not found in our previous workshops, perhaps because the workshops 

were simulations and as such did not contain any confidential or sensitive information. 

Nonetheless, due to the inherent risk noted by Emmitt and Gorse, the IPA presented an alterna-

tive, tried and tested method allowing the observation and classification of communication acts 

without the need for recordings [Emmitt and Gorse 2003].  

The IPA coding systems consists of 12 categories (Table 16), divided into socio-emotional 

and task activity areas. 

 
1 Shows solidarity 
2 Shows tension release 
3 Agrees 

Positive reactions 

4 Disagrees 
5 Shows tension 
6 Shows antagonism 

Negative reactions 

Social-emotional area 

7 Asks for orientation 
8 Asks for opinion 
9 Asks for suggestion 

Questions 

10 Gives suggestion 
11 Gives opinion 
12 Gives orientation 

Attempted answers 

Task area 

Table 16. Bales’ Interaction Process Analysis (IPA) coding 

 

To use the IPA, observers must learn to identify the 12 types of behaviour defined by Bales [1950]. 

They must practice listening to a group discussion, break the verbal content down into the 

smallest meaningful units that can be identified, and then categorise these units [p.7]. Thus, 

considerable training is involved in this form of observation. For this reason, but also in order to 

exclusively focus on task related activities, the IPA coding needed to be simplified. In developing 

the ID-method, the focus was always primarily on the task related communication and activities. 

Within all used workshop settings design teams had a restricted amount of time to work on 

design tasks. The assumption was that this would automatically lead to more task related 

communication; some research results support this assumption by showing that time pressure 
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prevents teams from engaging in ‘social niceties’ [De Grada et al 1999]. Therefore, the IPA’s 

coding for socio-emotional activities was excluded in the observation form used during the 4th 

BNA-ONRI workshop series. 

 
 IPA 4th BNA-ONRI workshop 

1 Asks for orientation 1 Asks for orientation 
2 Asks for opinion 2 Asks for opinion 
3 Asks for suggestion - Workshop question! 

4 Gives suggestion - Design task! 

3 Gives positive opinion 
5 Gives opinion 

4 Gives negative opinion 

Task area 

6 Gives orientation 5 Gives orientation 

Table 17. For the 4th BNA-ONRI workshop some of IPA’s task area coding were used 

 

The resulting observation form (Figure 29) was used once again for live observations. The 

observers were the same ADMS students that also observed the 3rd workshop series. Since ADMS 

students already had experience of attending the previous workshop, the idea was that they 

could perform the observations without the extensive preparations advised when using the IPA 

coding. 

In order to improve the sound quality, separate external microphones for each design team 

were used for the 4th BNA-ONRI workshop series. All design teams remained situated in one room 

in order to minimize the laboratory feel. Situating the design teams in one room created a design-

studio-like atmosphere, which was appreciated by the workshop participants. The observers 

were asked to try not to interfere in team work in any way, and if possible to physically distance 

themselves from the tables design teams were working at. 

The adjusted IPA coding scheme proved to be not workable, both for live observations 

using the forms (Figure 29) and for analysis of the recordings. The coding scheme caused 

confusion in interpretation of explicit design object related aspects, such as functions and 

solution proposals, and design process related aspects, such as evaluations of 

functions/proposals, which were not followed by concrete implications for / adjustments of the 

object being designed. The aim of the PhD project was to concentrate on the former, while the 

latter appeared to consume most attention of the observers. The result was a clear lack of focus 

and acquisition of less relevant data.  

The video recordings of design sessions were of good quality. The situation that initially 

was aimed to be avoided re-emerged, where live observation was either not wanted or did not 

work. This resulted in protocol analysis being the only available means to analyse the recorded 

material. The IPA coding also proved to be misleading for quick (scan) analysis of recorded team 

design sessions. Even though the test sessions went well, the researchers who tried to analyse 

recordings as if doing live observations could not reach consensus on the coding interpretation. 
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Figure 29. The observation form and an example of its use during the 4th BNA-ONRI workshop series 
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Figure 30. Position of the observer during the videotaped design sessions of the 4th BNA-ONRI 

workshop series 

 

Ultimately, the last design setting of the 4th BNA-ONRI workshop series was, even before 

experiencing it, seen as needless by the participants. After the third design task the majority of 

participants agreed that this could be the optimal formula and were reluctant to proceed with the 

fourth and last design setting. Their clear preference to start working individually with morpho-

logical charts and then move on to the design team configuration was based on reasoning 

(expressed both before and after the last two design sessions) that within design teams there is 

always somebody who takes the lead, leaving less assertive team members little space to bring 

their views forward. Although it was observed that it was often the architect that led the design 

sessions, assuming its ‘natural’ role of design leader, the participants did not single out 

architect’s influence when making these remarks. Rather, they ascribed the possibility to the 

personal characteristics of individual designers, regardless of the discipline they represented. 

Using morphological charts to separately interpret the design task and propose solutions from 

one’s own perspective, by actually getting it on paper as preparation for discussion, was 

according to them a good solution to these problems. It was interesting to observe that the 

‘mutiny’ was led by developers and project leaders, who were the first to raise the issue and were 

the most vocal on the subject. Although it was rewarding to hear that participants regarded the 

proposed changes to traditional building design worthwhile, the reactions of the participants to 

the 4th workshop series setup suggesting that the last design setting was obsolete were 

disappointing. More importantly, due to their lack of faith in the last design setting they 

approached the last task with very little enthusiasm, which made it unsuitable for the intended 

comparison with the first, traditional design setting.  

Notwithstanding the problems relating to the last design setting, overall the fourth BNA-

ONRI workshop series proved largely to be a success, as the positive answers to the research 

questions below show. This positive evaluation will be discussed further in the analysis of the 

participant questionnaires in section 6.3. As such, this setting was considered as the final one, 
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and was used for the fifth and final BNA-ONRI workshop series in February 2008, but only with 

the participation of design disciplines. 

To conclude, the research questions are restated and answers are given.  

Q19. Is this workshop setup suitable to allow participants to apply the morphological 

charts? 

A19. Yes! Introduction of a full ‘learning cycle’ enables participants to apply morphological 

charts during the last, integral design setting. 

Q20. Was the application of the morphological charts successful? 

A20. Yes! This can be seen in the successful application of the morphological charts as 

shown in Appendix IV. 

 

To summarize the last crucial step in the development of the method, the fourth workshop series 

showed that an individual learning cycle was needed for the new method. This learning cycle, 

represented by the third design setting, was so successful that the participants even thought that 

the final design setting, the one for which the method was actually developed, was not needed. 

In a sense, this firm standpoint of the participants justified the conclusion that the fourth 

workshop setting was sufficiently good for both the learning and testing of the developed 

method.  

 

5.3 The Integral Design Method 
 

The goal of developing a workable Integral Design Method was reached iteratively by using 

workshops in which different design tasks involving sustainability aspects (Appendix II) were 

worked on by different design teams in different design settings. As mentioned earlier, the four 

key elements that needed to be integrated to reach this goal are: design team, design model, 

design tool and setting. At this point in the research all four elements have been determined, 

which allows full explanation of the ID-method. 

As pointed out in Descriptive study I (section 4.3.5), the ID-method technological design 

can also be explained by CCIMO-logic: in case of highly complex building design problems 

involving sustainability aspects (CContext), use morphological approach for team design 

(IIntervention) in order to transform the initial discipline-based object-design knowledge, 

following the notion of knowledge and concept space expansions of the C-K theory (MMechanism), 

into integral design concepts (OOutcome). In order to describe the intended results, the four key 

elements of the ID-method are discussed using CIMO-logic. 

The configuration of the design team turned out not to need any iterative improvement 

upon our original conception. Indeed, in situations where the team design differed from our 

original conception, results sometimes suffered as a consequence. By the end of the workshop 

series observations, feedback from participants and the results gained verified the configuration 

of the design team defined in the working definition section (2.5). Briefly, design team consisted 

of a minimum of one representative of the following disciplines: architecture, building physics 

consultancy, building services consultancy and structural engineering. This defines the first 
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intervention in using the ID-method, namely that a multidisciplinary building design team that 

works on a design task from the outset of conceptual design phase is needed. 

 

 

Figure  31. Extended Methodical Design Model 

 

As a starting point, the Extended Methodical Design model was chosen (Figure 31). In this model 

four steps (generating, synthesising, selecting, shaping) are defined. However, on the basis of 

observed design teams’ activities, the Working Design Model was derived (Figure 32), which was 

used to improve the workshop setting. 

 

 

Figure  32. Working Design Model 

 

Whereas in the EMD model the focus was placed on the selection step, the working design model 

shows no distinction between RE-design and ID-concepts. In order to show this distinction and 

help explain the mechanism of the ID-method, the Integral Design model (Figure 33) was 

developed. The ID-model, which is based on the two-step pattern of the WD model, seeks to force 

the focus on the distinction between redesign (K-K) and concept generation (K-C).  

 

 

Figure 33. Integral Design model 
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The ID-model is relevant for both aims of this research. In terms of aim one, the model can be 

used to demonstrate the need for the explication of individual disciplines object-design-

knowledge. In terms of aim two, the model can focus design teams on this object-knowledge in 

order to encourage the creation of ID-concepts. Although object-design representations can be 

driven by individual interpretations of the design task, as explained in section 2.3, in order to 

arrive at integral design concepts it is necessary that at a certain point the team agrees on design 

aspects / functions. 

The main characteristic of the ID-method is the use of design teams’ object-design-

knowledge as ‘building blocks’ for either redesign (RE) or integral design concepts (ID). The clear 

distinction between the two, redesign and design concepts, is only possible by using C-K theory. 

Building object-design-knowledge is discipline based, and getting an overview of the knowledge 

needed to produce a sustainable building concept in a specific context implies a team design 

approach as the first prerequisite. A most promising way to get different disciplines truly working 

together is in a face-to-face setting [Abadi 2005, Emmitt and Gorse 2007]. Our experiences 

through the workshops and the feedback from the participants confirmed this. In addition, 

creating a workshop environment allowed professionals to work openly and freely, without the 

burdens that a laboratory setting brings with it. The workshop setting also proved suitable as a 

learning setting for both professionals and students. 

The second prerequisite is making this knowledge explicit and structuring it in a 

transparent way, in order to provide the possibility for all involved disciplines to use it. Within the 

ID-approach the structured presentation of object-design-knowledge is guided by morphological 

analysis; the second intervention in using the ID-method. The general morphological analysis 

principle is translated to building team design through use of morphological charts and 

morphological overviews, which are a refinement of Zwicky’s morphological box [Zwicky 1969]. 

The advantage of using morphological design tools is that they allow the assimilation of 

contributions from all team members. As such, they represent an audit trail for the design task 

which can prove very useful when presenting to a client or when returning to a project after some 

delay.  

Even though the use of morphological charts and overviews would be ‘theoretically 

optimal’ if carried out according to strict prescription, pre-tests showed that rigid prescription 

essentially did not work. The designers either refused to follow the prescribed steps or simply 

proceed in a different way. This is the motivation for allowing design teams to use morphological 

charts/overviews the way they think fits best, even though research-wise this can create 

problems (no consistent definitions, the structure does not follow clear pattern and/or 

abstraction levels etc.). Team interpretation of the design task is therefore the single most 

emphasized aspect of the ID-method. 

Figure 8 in section 4.3.5 shows how morphological charts and overviews can be used to 

generate, define and record design aspects/functions and sub solutions. The interpretation of the 

design task results in a dynamic lists of functions/aspects, preferably arranged according to 

abstraction levels (different building scales). Since the aim is to realise the design team’s 

interpretation of the design task, this process can take several forms: 

I. direct design team interpretation using morphological overviews, or 
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II. design discipline interpretations using morphological charts, followed by I, or 

III. individual designer interpretations using morphological charts, followed either by II+I or 

directly by I. 

 

Although mechanism of the method has several variations, the simultaneous generation of sub 

solutions per defined function/aspect needs to remain based on individual discipline in order to 

result in an overview of the design team’s object-design-knowledge. As shown by the ID-model 

(Figure 33), iterations are possible and this is where the added value of morphological overviews’ 

structuring is most apparent. Feedback can take place after each iteration; morphological 

overviews represent a transparent record of the design process, which external parties can refer 

to in order to determine whether all necessary functions and aspects are adequately addressed. 

 

 
Figure 34. RE-design through sub solution combinations, ID-concepts through transformation of the 

existing object-design-knowledge  

 

The next step of the ID-method concerns the combination of generated sub solutions, resulting in 

RE-designs, and/or transformation of generated sub solutions, resulting in ID-concepts.  

This step can take two forms: 

1) design team combining sub solutions into RE-designs, 

2) design team transforming object-design-knowledge into ID-concepts. 

 

Situations where team design process cannot be called integral design are when an individual 

designer proposes a new concept without using, or without being able to show the use of, the 

design teams’ object-design-knowledge. It can be said that the result in this type of situation is 

based purely on a ‘creative leap’ of individual designers, the explanation often used when 

describing concept definition. A large amount of design thinking research is concerned with this 

‘fascination’. The morphological overview of the explicit object-design-knowledge shows the 

source of the knowledge used, and in that sense brings us one step closer to the explanation of a 

designer’s ‘creative leap’. The aim of the ID-method is however not to understand the way an 
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individual designer might think. Instead, it aims to provide the relevant input in the relevant 

setting for, and tries to track and explain the results of, team design process. The ID-method 

makes the team design process explicit, and thanks to C-K theory it is possible to follow and act 

on it. 

 

 

Figure 35. The ID-method steps according to the C-K theory operators 

 

In this research the main area of interest lies in the conceptual phase of the design process. Here, 

the focus is on K-K and K-C relations. Nonetheless, C-K theory also presents value in subsequent 

building design stages, where it can be used to focus on C-C and C-K relations. In essence, in the 

current research ID-concepts are seen as essential for the creation of new, innovative building 

designs, which increase the possibility to ultimately realise sustainable building solutions. 

Perhaps more importantly, ID-concepts represent the potential for the definition of new object 

design knowledge, which can then be exploited to solve future design problems. 

Following CIMO-logic, ID-concepts, which are defined as the measurable criterion for the 

second goal of the current research project, represent the ultimate outcome of the ID-method. 

The emergence of ID-concepts is measured against in the fourth and final stage of DRM.  
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6.1 Introduction 
 

This research has been housed within the framework of DRM. As such, after trying to establish a 

clear picture of the status quo in descriptive study I, the research design progressed on the basis 

of assumptions which were tested in this research via the observation of the workshops. The 

resulting findings led to iterative improvements of the research design in prescriptive study 

stage. Descriptive study II represents the final stage of DRM research, in which validation is 

sought for the final research design by looking at the outcomes of the ID-method use. In other 

words, this stage represents the testing of the solution to the identified problem in the status 

quo.  

At this point it is useful to restate the goals of the research project. Essentially, there are 

two main goals, one a short term, practical goal, and one more abstract, long term goal. The first 

goal is to integrate engineering disciplines into a team design process with the view to gaining 

access to their knowledge from the outset of the conceptual design process. Following the DRM 

approach, determining whether a goal has been reached, is a matter of determining whether 

measurable criteria have been realized. The measurable criterion for the first goal is the amount 

of aspects and solutions generated within the conceptual design phase. If the assumptions in this 

research are correct, then the interventions should lead to a greater amount of aspects and sub 

solutions than in the status quo.  

In terms of the second goal, merging such knowledge is seen as a necessary precondition 

for the creation of innovative design concepts, which are desirable in the context of complex 

design tasks such as designing sustainable buildings. The measurable criterion for this goal is 

creation of integral design concepts. The final workshop set-up needed to be able to test against 

these measurable criteria. 

 

6.2 DRM stage 4: Descriptive study II 
 

In the final workshop set-up the same four design settings as in the previous workshop were 

used. Here, the first setting functions to simulate the status quo in building design in which the 

architect takes a leading role in the design process. In the second setting, in contrast to the 

status quo, individual disciplines are required to work on the design brief from the outset before 

integrating into multidisciplinary teams. A comparison of settings one and two will show the 

impact that a simultaneous approach has on the design task.  

This comparison will serve the purpose of testing whether goal 1 can be reached with the 

method developed from the research design. Setting three, as mentioned earlier, essentially 

represents a learning phase for the participants of the workshops. What is to be learned here is 

how to structure the knowledge of the individual design team members into an integrated picture 

6  Descriptive study II results:  
testing the integral design method 
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of the design team’s knowledge. To do this successfully within the ID-method is a matter of 

mastering the use of morphological charts and overviews within the context of an integral design 

team. In the first design session of setting 3 the participants are given the opportunity to record 

their knowledge input in an individual morphological chart. In the second design session each 

team seeks to integrate these charts into morphological overviews, which represents the team’s 

object design knowledge of the design task. At the end of the setting 3 / start of the setting 4 

time was reserved for extensive feedback on the teams’ application of morphological analysis. It 

was imperative that the teams became adept at this task in order that they could use the tools 

correctly from the outset in design setting four, where both of the research goals were to be 

tested. Therefore, setting four was considered to be the main area of interest in this research 

project. The analysis of setting four is the place to determine whether either or both research 

goals had been achieved. 

6.2.1 Final Integral Design workshop analysis 

Assumptions:  

1) Simultaneous involvement of all design disciplines on a same design task results in more 

considered design functions/aspects and more generated sub solutions. 

2) Formation of multidisciplinary design teams at the outset of a design task, combined with 

their use of morphological charts / overviews additionally results in creation of integral 

design concepts. 

 

These assumptions led to the formulation of the following research questions: 

 

Did simultaneous involvement of all design disciplines result in more considered design 

aspects/functions and more generated sub solutions? 

Did formation of multidisciplinary design teams at the outset of a design task, combined 

with use of morphological analysis additionally result in creation of integral design 

concepts? 

 
 BNA-ONRI  

February 2008 

Duration two days 
Design sessions 2x 4 (total 8) 

Total duration design sessions 2x2x120min (total 480 minutes) 
Design task Day 1 ‘parasite’ & ‘office’ 

Day 2 ‘renovation’ & ‘school’ 
Number of participants 19 in total, (day 1 – 18, day 2 – 16) 14 same for all four tasks 

Architects 5 (task 1-5 architects, t2-5, t3-5, t4-5); 5 same for all tasks 
Building physics con. 4 (task 1 – 4 consultants, t2-4, t3-2, t4-2); 2 same for all tasks 

Building services con. 7 (task 1 – 6 consultants, t2-6, t3-6, t4-5); 4 same for all tasks 
Structural engineers 3 (task 1 – 3 engineers, t2-3, t3-3, t4-3); 3 same for all tasks 

Teams 5 
Observation - 

Additional  Questionnaires, Photographs, Videos 

Table 18. Final two-day BNA-ONRI workshop 
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Figure 36. Workshop series 5 set-up; design teams were changed for each  

of the four design tasks / settings 

 

By this point in the research various observation methods and tools had been used. As explained, 

feedback forms, used by the student observers, had undergone various transformations. 

However, none of these forms turned out to be without problems. Either they did not capture all 

of the information sought or their use did not provide unified results. That is, different observers 

interpreted the coding in different ways. Essentially, what was needed was a categorisation 

based only on functions/design aspects and solutions. Indeed, these are the things that 

participants needed to make explicit during the workshops. The idea appealed that the proposed 

design tool to structure these elements might just as well be used as a research tool to 

categorise them. Another advantage of using this tool is that it removes the need for live 

observation, which had received consistently negative feedback from the participants and had 

also not yielded desirable results. For the sake of clarity, the tool in question is a morphological 

overview.  

The morphological overview was put to use as a recording device in the following way. 

First, all design teams were video recorded. Then, as a pre-test measure, in order to check 

whether separate individuals could arrive at the same analysis, two researchers independently 

reviewed the video recording of one team per design setting and recorded the relevant aspects on 

the overview. Here, what was considered relevant was limited to the explicitly noted aspects and 

sub solutions of the design teams. Following this logic, the task appeared more than mana-

geable. The comparison of the two overviews turned out to be successful. The morphological 

overviews (MO’s) provided a simple yet powerful support for the analysis of design meetings. 

Besides being usable for presenting the development of design concepts, MO’s proved to be very 

effective in reducing the complexity of the rich research data, while maintaining enough accuracy 

for the intended analysis. MO’s offered the possibility for selective examination of those aspects 

considered important, providing a good alternative to the protocol analysis approach, which is 
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more suitable for analysis of a limited amount of data, as was the case with the famous Delft 

Protocols Workshop explained by Cross et al [1996].  

In design setting 1 each team was given the same design task: to design a ‘parasite’ 

structure to be placed on the building the workshop was taking place in. For full description of 

the design task see Appendix II. All teams proceeded with the task in the same way. Initially, in 

the first design session, which lasted approximately 30 minutes, the architect worked alone on 

the design. Basically, this was done to mirror the status quo in which the architect is responsible 

for the original design, which is then presented to engineering disciplines. Incidentally, in one 

team (team 1), the architect came up with two alternative sketches. Nevertheless, since one of the 

sketches was quickly rejected even by the architect himself, this had no real effect on the 

process. Following this, the other engineering disciplines of the design team joined the architect 

in order to discuss the proposed design. In this sense, the design team members of the 

engineering disciplines adopted the reactive role that is the norm in the status quo, and gave 

their reactions to different aspect of the design proposal. On the basis of these reactions the 

architect made adjustments to his original design. These adjustments led to optimisation of the 

design in all but one of the teams, where the input led to a redesign. As will be explained, the 

team that ended up redesigning did not strictly follow the design brief that was set, and for this 

reason their result can be considered as anomalous.  

In order to demonstrate what occurred in design setting 1, the work and analysis of two 

teams is presented below, while the work of the other three teams can be found in Appendix V. As 

the work of four of the teams (1, 2, 4 and 5) followed the same pattern, analysis of any of those 

teams is sufficient to demonstrate the results. For this purpose the work of team 4 will be 

analysed below. The work of team 3 is included in order to demonstrate why their end result was 

different from the other four groups. The analysis of each team’s work proceeded as follows: 

• First, the architect’s explanation of the initial proposal at the beginning of second design 

session is translated into table of aspects and sub solutions; 

• This resulting sequential list is then structured into the architect’s morphological chart; 

• After which the architect’s sketches are shown; 

• Then, a table of aspects and sub solutions considered by the design team is made based on 

videotaped design team activities; 

• Again, the resulting sequential list is structured into the design team’s morphological 

overview; 

• Finally, the design team’s proposal is depicted. 

 

As mentioned above the design process of team 4 and the product that resulted from it was 

essentially the same as three of the other four groups. After the initial design session, in which 

the architect worked alone, all team members met to discuss the design. Here, the architect led 

the discussion. He did so by first explaining the considerations he took into account while 

working on his design. Through analysis of the session, these considerations were recorded in 

the Table 19.  
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Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch  

or verbally 

00h04min A Sub solution (1-1) On the roof playground Verbally  

00h07min A Aspect (2) Form / image  Text (session I) 

00h07min A Sub solution (2-1) Contrasting existing building, with ‘natural flowing’ roof Sketch, text  (session I) 

00h08min A Sub solution (3-1) Photo voltaic on the roof Text (session I) 

00h08min A Aspect (4) Materialisation  Text (session I) 

00h08min A Sub solution (4-1) Wood (façade, roof structure) Text (session I) 

00h09min A Aspect (5) Roof  Sketch (session I) 

00h09min A Sub solution (5-1) ‘tick’, for building services etc. Sketch (session I) 

00h09min A Aspect (6) Façade  Verbally  

00h09min A Sub solution (6-1) Curtain wall Sketch (session I) 

Table 19. Aspects and (sub) solutions as explained by architect 4 to design team 4 (session II)  

 

In terms of analysis, a morphological chart was created in order to categorise and visualise the 

considerations of the architect. The analytically derived morphological chart of team 4’s architect 

is presented below.  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
[positioning]  

 

(1-1)  
On the building 

{A} 
(2)  

Form / image 
{A} 

(2-1)   
Contrasting (roof)  

{A} 
(3) 

[self-supporting] 
 

(3-1)  
PV on the new roof 

{A} 
(4) 

Materialisation 
{A} 

(4-1)  
Wood (façade, roof) 

{A} 
(5) 

Roof  
{A} 

(5-1)  
‘tick’, for var. provisions 

{A} 
(6) 

[Façade] 
 

(6-1) 
Curtain wall 

{A} 

Figure 37. Architect 4’s morphological chart 

 

While explaining his reasoning to the other team members, the architect also presented a sketch 

of his design as a basis for further discussion. The sketch from the architect of team four is shown 

in Figure 38.  
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Figure 38. Architect 4’s sketch 

 

Mirroring authentic practice, the architect led the discussion and the other team members from 

engineering disciplines reacted to the architect’s input. The architect also used this discussion to 

evaluate aspects of his design on the basis of the knowledge of the relevant engineering 

disciplines. In other words, he was interested in determining whether his ideas were workable 

from an engineering perspective. Where his solutions turned out not to be workable, the architect 

asked for solutions from the other team members. Analysis of this discussion allowed the 

elements brought up to be depicted in the following table. 

 

Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch  

or  verbally 

00h11min BP Aspect (7) Inside climate Verbally 

00h11min BP Sub solution (7-1) Adjustable individually per function Verbally 

00h13min BP Optimisation (7-1) With use of windows Verbally  

00h15min A Sub solution (5-2) Light construction Verbally 

00h16min BS Sub solution (5-3) ‘tropical roof’ Verbally 

00h17min BS Aspect (8) Sustainable building Verbally 

00h17min BS Sub solution (8-1) ‘Gray water circuit’ Verbally  

00h18min A Aspect (3) Self-supporting Verbally 

00h19min BP Aspect (9) Acoustic  Verbally 

00h20min BP Sub solution (9-1) High quality inner walls Verbally 

00h20min A Sub solution (7-2) Building services in floor Verbally 

00h20min BS Optimisation (7-2) Standard ‘grid size’ Verbally 

00h25min BP Aspect (10) Construction  Verbally 

00h25min BP Sub solution (10-1) Wooden framework Verbally 

00h30min BP Optimisation(10-1) Columns in the space, and façade Sketch (A) 

00h32min A  Draws (7-2) Sketch 

00h33min A Optimisation (7-2) ‘Computer floor’ Verbally 

00h34min BP Sub solution (9-2), 

optimisation (7-2) 

High quality sound isolation computer floors Verbally 

00h37min BP Sub solution (7-3) Locally natural air intake Sketch (A) 

00h39min BS Optimisation (7-3) Combined with induction units Sketch  

00h43min BP Sub solution (7-4) Balanced ventilation  Text (A) 
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00h50min BS Sub solution (3-2) Wind turbine Text (A) 

00h50min BS Sub solution (3-3) Fuel cell  Text (A) 

00h51min BS Sub solution (3-4) ‘trombe wall’ / mass activation... Sketch 

00h53min BP Optimisation (3-4) ... as ventilated double wall const. Sketch 

00h55min BP Sub solution (10-2) Steel frame (as ducts/piping) Text 

00h58min A Aspect (11) Light (shading) Text  

00h59min BP Sub solution (11-1) Screens Text 

01h04min BS Sub solution (11-2) ‘climate facade’ Text 

01h09min BP Optimisation (3-4) Energy production from airflow; ‘thermal 

pressure difference’ 

Sketch  

01h13min BS Optimisation (3-4) Warmed air also use for ventilation Sketch 

01h20min A,BP,BS  Draw presentation sheets Sketch 

Table 20. Sequential overview of aspects and (sub) solutions produced by design team 4 

 

In order to allow comparison between different design teams and settings, these tables were 

reconfigured into the form of morphological overviews. The analytically derived morphological 

overview of team 4 is presented below.  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(3) 
self-supporting 

{A} 

(3-1) PV on the 
new roof 

{A} 

(3-2) 
Wind turbine 

{BS} 

(3-3) 
Fuel cell 

{BS} 

(3-4) 
‘trombewand’ 

{BP} 
(5) 

Roof  

{A} 

(5-1) ‘tick’, for 
var. provisions 

{A} 

(5-2) Light 
construction 

{A} 

(5-3) 
‘tropical roof’ 

{BS} 

 

(7) 
Inside climate 

{BP} 

(7-1) adjustable 
per function 

{BP} 

(7-2) building 
services in floor 

{A} 

(7-3) locally 
natural air intake 

{BP} 

(7-4) balanced 
ventilation 

{BP} 
(8) 

Sustainable 
building {BS} 

(8-1) ‘gray 
water circuit’ 

{BS} 

   

(9) 
Acoustic 

{BP} 

(9-1) high 
quality walls 

{BP} 

(9-2) high quality 
floor 
{BP} 

  

(10) 
Construction 

{BP} 

(10-1) wooden 
framework {BP}  

(10-2) Steel frame 
(as ducts / 

piping) {BP} 

  

(11) 
Light (shading) 

{A} 

(11-1) 
Screens 

{BP} 

(11-2)  
‘climate facade’ 

{BS} 

  

Figure 39. Design team’s morphological overview (italic – items defined during the first design session) 

 

On the basis of these discussion points, the architect made relevant adjustments to his plan. In 

essence, what the architect did was optimize his design. This optimized design was subsequently 

agreed upon by the other team members. The teams were asked to present the end product of 

this process on acetate sheets to be used for overhead projection. The end product of team 4 is 

presented below. As can be deduced by looking at the end product, the team did not work in what 
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we would call an integral manner. Although the final design sketch can be said to belong to the 

team, it was in effect the responsibility of the architect. The two other sheets depicted below 

represent the input of other team members. It was the job of the architect to consider these 

points and seek to assimilate them into his design sketch. 

 

 

Figure 40. Final proposal presented by design team 4 

 

The work of design team 3 is included in order to demonstrate how this team deviated from the 

task, and thus why their results differed from the other four teams. Essentially, while the other 

four teams ended up optimising the original design of the architect, the input from team 3 led to a 

new proposal, and hence to a complete redesign of the architect’s original sketch.  

In terms of the process, team 3 followed the same steps as the other four teams. However, 

the critical difference lay in the nature of the input from the engineering disciplines. While the 

input of the other four groups focused on the workability of the aspects and solutions provided 

by the architect, the input of the third group introduced a completely new parameter. That is, 

members of team 3 suggested an entirely new location for the design task. This ultimately led the 

architect to jettison his original design and begin the design process anew. Since this occurred 

very early in the discussion of the original sketch, very few of the aspects and sub solutions from 

the original sketch made it to the discussion. The original sketch and the aspects/functions and 

sub solutions that were discussed are presented below. 
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Figure 41. Architect 3’s initial idea, a new structure above rooftop playground with 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
Sustainability  

{A} 

(1-1) 
materialisation 

{A} 
(2)  

Positioning 
{A} 

(2-1)  
Above roof playground 

{A} 
(3) 

Energy 
{A} 

(3-1) 
Self-supporting 

{A} 

Figure 42. Architect 3’s morphological chart 

 

In contrast to the other four groups who essentially accepted the original sketch of the architect, 

in team three a completely new idea was put forward by the team. Interestingly, the architect 

chose to accept the idea, and from this point forward he adopted the traditional role of the 

architect as designer and led the subsequent discussion on design solution. The table below 

(Table 21) presents these items, followed by the analytically derived morphological overview 

(Figure 43). 

 

Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 

or verbally 

00h15min BS Sub solution (2-2) In the empty atrium (not realised garden) of the existing 

building 

Verbally 

00h17min BS Sub solution (3-2) Phase-changing-materials Verbally 

00h24min SE Optimisation (2-2) Ground floor open, the volume on the first level Verbally 

00h26min A Sub solution (2-3) Free ‘containers’ in atrium space Sketch  

00h40min SE Sub solution (4-1) Wooden floor volume first level Verbally 

00h41min BS Sub solution (3-3) Heat pump on atrium roof  Verbally  

00h45min SE Sub solution (4-2) ‘tree’-columns to carry the volume  Verbally 

00h53min SE/A Sub solution (4-3) Bridges to the existing corridor Sketch 

00h53min A Optimisation (4-3) Make a tour using existing stairs Verbally 
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00h56min SE Sub solution (1-2) Use of waste material / elements Verbally 

00h58min SE Sub solution (1-3) Demountable Verbally 

01h00min A Aspect (5) Inside climate Text 

01h01min BS Sub solution (5-1) From exist. nozzles to ‘containers’ Sketch 

01h01min A Sub solution (5-2) Self supporting ‘containers’ Verbally 

01h01min BS Optimisation (5-2) Air intake from above / roof Sketch 

01h05min BS Sub solution (5-3) PCM’s as walls in exposition space  Verbally 

01h10min A  Draws presentation sheets Sketch 

01h15min SE Optimisation (4-2) ‘trees’ leaning in opposite directions for stability Verbally 

01h29min Team  Design brief check Verbally 

Table 21. Sequential overview of aspects and (sub) solutions produced by design team 3 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 

(1)  
Sustainability  

{A} 

(1-1) 
materialisation 

{A} 

(1-2) waste 
material 

{SE} 

(1-3) 
Demountable 

{SE} 
(2)  

Positioning 

{A} 

(2-1) Above roof 
playground 

{A} 

(2-2) In existing 
(empty) atrium 

{BS} 

(2-3) 
‘Containers’ 

{A} 
(3) 

Energy 

{A} 

(3-1) 

Self-supporting 

{A} 

(3-2) phase 
changing 

materials {BS} 

(3-3) Heat pump 
on atrium {BS} 

(4) 
[volume / 

‘container’] 

(4-1) 
Wooden floors 

{SE} 

(4-2) 
‘tree’ columns 

{SE} 

(4-3) Bridges to 
existing corridor 

{SE/A} 
(5) 

Inside climate 
{A} 

(5-1) use existing 
nozzles 

{BS} 

(5-2) Self-
supporting 

‘containers’ {A} 

(5-3) 
PCM’s as walls 

{BS} 

Figure 43. Design team’s morphological overview (italic – items defined during the first design session) 

 

As in the other teams, the architect took the responsibility to assimilate the information from the 

various team members in order to arrive at the final design. The final design of team 3 is 

presented below. A quick comparison of the architect’s original sketch (Figure 41) shows that 

rather than being a case of optimisation, this final product is a striking example of redesign. 

Although the end product was markedly different from the architect’s original sketch, the process 

that the team went through to arrive at the final product was essentially the same as that 

followed by the other teams and professionals in the field. 
An important point to make of all teams is that their end products represented nothing 

more than the recombination of existing solutions. In the work of none of the teams can we 

identify the emergence of new design concepts. All of the work is simply optimisation and 

redesign. In this process only aspects and sub solutions were discussed. These aspects and sub 

solutions will prove useful for comparison purposes with those generated under the conditions of 

settings 2 and 4. 
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Figure 44. Final proposal presented by design team 3; structure inside atrium attached to the existing 

traffic spaces/elements 

 

The primary goal of this research was to find a way to integrate engineering disciplines into the 

design process from the outset. Throughout the workshops that we conducted the participants 

routinely expressed their desire for all disciplines to be involved at the beginning of design 

process. There was a general dissatisfaction even among the architects at the hierarchical nature 

of design processes in the status quo, in which the architect is the sole professional involved at 

the outset and engineering disciplines are brought in later and occupy a largely reactive role. The 

end goal of this research is to provide a means to integrate engineers at the outset of the design 

process in a meaningful way. This is attempted in setting four when the teams had learned the 

prerequisite aspects to do so. The goal of setting two was to make minimal changes to the status 

quo and measure the effect on the design process and the final product. To reach this goal, at the 

beginning of the design process in design session 1 all disciplines were asked to respond to the 

design brief, as opposed to only the architect in the previous setting. In practice the participants 

worked together with members of the other teams from the same discipline. In effect, this led to 

the creation of four mono-disciplinary teams. All of these teams ended up with one finished 

product. The individual disciplines took this product back to the multidisciplinary team. These 

discipline-based responses were then brought to a team discussion in design session two. How 

much of this product was used in the multidisciplinary team and in what way was down to the 

representative of each discipline.  

The logic for following this procedure was to see if asking all disciplines to work on the task 

from the outset had any effect on the amount of aspects/functions and sub solutions that were 

generated by design teams during design session II. To make this determination the sub 

solutions generated are first presented and then compared to those in setting I. First, the results 

of design session I are presented, after which the analysis of the team work in design session II is 

shown.  

The analysis of design sessions of the second workshop design setting is presented as 

follows: 

• First, chronological lists and morphological charts from mono-disciplinary teams in design 

session I are shown;  

• Then, a table of aspects and sub solutions considered by design teams during session II 

made based on videotaped design team activities is shown; 
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• The resulting sequential list is structured into design team’s morphological overviews; 

• After which final design team proposals are shown. 

 

The mono-disciplinary team of architects (group of five) focused on spatial arrangement during 

the first design session. However, they made a misinterpretation of the design brief, replacing a 

‘cluster of offices’ requirement with a ‘technical workshops area’. This meant that their spatial 

organisation principle would prove to be wrong during design sessions II. 

 

Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 

or verbally 

00h17min A4 Sub solution (1-1) Garage and storehouse underground Verbally 

00h17min A1 Sub solution (1-2) Entrance on first floor Verbally 

00h20min A3 Optimisation (1-1) Half floor underground Verbally   

00h26min A2 Sub solution (1-3) Workshops low in the building Verbally  

00h33min A4 Sub solution (1-4) Canteen on the top floor Verbally  

Table 22. Aspects and (sub) solutions discussed by architects (session I)  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
[spatial 

organisation] 

(1-1) garage / 
storehouse 

underground 

(1-2) entrance on 
the first floor 

(1-3) workshops 
low in the 
building 

(1-4) canteen 
on the top 

floor 

Figure 45. Architects’ morphological chart 

 

The mono-disciplinary team of building physics consultants (group of three) mainly discussed on 

which abstraction level to tackle the problem. The focus was on specific building solutions and on 

general functions clustering and what that meant for concept forming and eventually building 

design. 

 

Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 

or verbally 

00h07min BP5 Aspect (1) Clustering functions Text  

00h13min BP2 Sub solution (1-1) Climate zones in the building Text  

00h14min BP2 Sub solution (1-2) Atrium  Verbally  

00h15min BP1 Aspect (2) Light, sun Verbally  

00h19min BP2 Aspect (3) Orientation  Text  

00h20min BP1 Sub solution (2-1) Shading on southern side Verbally  

00h21min BP2 Sub solution (3-1) Southern façade longest/biggest Sketch  

00h23min BP2 Sub solution (4-1) Office heat use for storehouse Verbally  

00h25min BP2 Sub solution (4-2) Heat buffer in parking garage Text  

00h29min BP5 Sub solution (4-3) Climate façade / hybrid ventilation Verbally 

Table 23. Aspects and (sub) solutions discussed by building physics consultants (session I)  
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Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
Clustering 
functions 

(1-1) 
Climate zones 
in the building 

(1-2) 
Atrium 

 

(2) 
Light, sun 

 

(2-1) Shading 
on southern 

side 

  

(3) 
Orientation 

 

(3-1) southern 
façade longest 

/ biggest 

  

(4) [energy; heat 
/ cooling / 
ventilation] 

(4-1) office heat 
for storehouse 

(4-2) heat buffer 
in parking garage 

(4-3) 
Climate façade 

Figure 46. Building physics consultants’ morphological chart 

 

The mono-disciplinary team of building services consultants (group of seven) discussed specific 

systems that could be used to solve the ‘zero-energy’ requirement of the design task. 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h05min BS2 Aspect (1) Light, sun (shading) Verbally 

00h08min BS2 Aspect (2) Prevent complaints caused by mechanical 

cooling 

Text  

00h09min BS2 Sub solution (2-1) Sedum roof Verbally  

00h09min BS2 Sub solution (1-1) Use existing trees Verbally 

00h10min BS3 Sub solution (2-2) Adiabatic cooling (water from canal) Verbally 

00h11min BS4 Sub solution (2-3) Thermal seasonal storage with Heat pump Verbally  

00h13min BS3 Sub solution (2-4) Hybrid cool tower (closed system) Verbally 

00h17min BS4 Sub solution (1-2) Permanent shades (external) Text  

00h17min BS4 Sub solution (1-3) High insulation glass Text 

00h17min BS2 Aspect (3) Energy Verbally 

00h17min BS2 Sub solution (3-1) PV panels on façade Verbally 

00h17min BS4 Optimisation Combine (1-2) and (4-1) Verbally 

00h19min BS2 Optimisation (1-2) Movable... Sketch  

00h20min BS2 Sub solution (4-1) Air intake: ground level from trees... Verbally 

00h21min BS4 Sub solution (4-2) ... or underground Verbally 

00h21min BS2 Sub solution (4-3) Thermal draft, natural ventilation Sketch  

00h23min BS3 Sub solution (4-4) Mechanical ventilation Verbally 

00h26min BS2 Sub solution (1-4) Solar tubes Verbally  

00h26min BS2 Sub solution (1-5) Light reflection (towards plafond) Verbally  

00h31min BS4 Sub solution (3-2) Wind mill (turby) Verbally 

Table 24. Aspects and (sub) solutions discussed by building services consultants (session I)  
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Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
Light, sun 
(shading) 

(1-1)  
Existing trees 

(1-2) 
Permanent 

external shades 

(1-3) 
High insulation 

glass 

(1-4) 
Solar tubes 

(1-5) 
Light reflection  

(2) mechanical 
cooling 

complaints 

(2-1) 
Sedum roof 

 

(2-2) 
Adiabatic cooling 

(2-3) 
Thermal 

seasonal storage 
with heat pump 

(2-4) hybrid cool 
tower (closed 

system) 

 

(3) 
Energy (solar) 

 

(3-1) PV panels 
on façade 

(3-2) 
Wind mill (turby) 

   

(4) 
[ventilation] 

 

(4-1)  
Ground level 

air intake 

(4-2) 
Underground air 

intake 

(4-3)  
natural thermal 

draft 

(4-4) 
Mechanical 
ventilation 

 

Figure 47. Building services consultants’ morphological chart 

 

The mono-disciplinary team of structural engineers (group of three) used design session I for 

discussion on sustainable materials. More specifically, the question they posed was if it was 

possible to use a material other than the traditionally used concrete, steel, glass and wood. 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h00min SE4 Aspect (1) Materials Text  

00h02min SE5 Optimisation (1) Up-cycling Verbally 

00h03min SE3 Aspect (2) Demountable  Verbally   

00h04min SE3 Sub solution (2-1) Mechanical joints for concrete Verbally  

00h05min SE5 Sub solution (1-1) Steel  Verbally 

00h08min SE5 Sub solution (1-2) Strokes concrete reuse 

(cutting) 

Verbally  

00h10min SE3 Sub solution (1-3) Wood (good detailed joints) Verbally  

00h27min SE3 Sub solution (1-4) Glass (load bearing) Verbally 

Table 25. Aspects and (sub) solutions discussed by structural engineers (session I)  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
Materials 

 

(1-1) 
Steel  

(1-2) strokes 
concrete reuse 

(cutting) 

(1-3) wood, good 
detailing 

(1-4) 
Glass, load-

bearing 
(2) 

Demountable  
 

(2-1) concrete, 
mechanical 

joints 

   

Figure 48. Structural engineers’ morphological chart 

 

In order to demonstrate what occurred in design setting 2, the work and analysis of two teams is 

presented below, while the work of the other three teams can be found in Appendix V. As the 

work of four of the teams (1, 2, 4 and 5) followed the same pattern, analysis of any of those teams 

is sufficient to demonstrate the results. For this purpose the work of team 2 will be analysed 
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below. Again, the work of team 3 differed markedly from the other teams. It is presented here to 

demonstrate these differences.  

Teams 1, 2, 4 and 5 all followed very similar pattern during design session two. First, 

representatives of the individual disciplines explained the results of their work from the mono-

disciplinary team in design session 1. After these individual explanations, team discussion 

ensued. The focus of this discussion was on fitting sub solutions into a final design. Here, the 

majority of participants motivated their turns by mentioning personal experience in previous 

projects. Decisions on how to fit these sub solutions into a final design were made relatively 

quickly in these four teams. All of these four teams managed to produce a final design sketch 

accompanied by explanations of specific systems or building elements used. The focus of all four 

teams was largely on building parts rather than on building as a whole. 

In design team 2, after the results of the first design session were presented, the building 

physics consultant remarked that that the sub solutions and ideas presented were reminiscent of 

a sustainable office building that his firm had recently completed in The Netherlands (Figure 49), 

and represented a successful solution. This benchmark building is presented below. 

 

Figure 49. Example project – Rabobank De Lier (Architectenbureau Böhtlingk) 

 

After accepting the building physics consultant’s argument, the team agreed to use this 

completed building as a benchmark with which to work out which sub solutions to use and how 

to fit them into the final design proposal. 

 
Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 

or verbally 

00h32min Team Solution! Oval building, example Rabobank ‘De Lier’ Verbally 

00h35min BS Sub solution (1-1) Solar tubes for parking garage Verbally  

00h38min BP Sub solution (1-2) Rainwater for pond in atrium – light reflection + ‘gray water circuit’ Verbally   

00h49min BS Sub solution (2-1) Ventilation with air via ground Verbally  

00h57min BP Sub solution (2-2) Hybrid ventilation  Verbally  

01h05min BS Sub solution (2-3) Season regulated double façade Sketch 

Table 26. Aspects and (sub) solutions explicated by design team 2 (session II)  
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Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
[light] 

 

(1-1) solar 
tubes for 

garage {BS} 

(1-2) rainwater for 
pond in atrium 

{BP} 

 

(2) 
[ventilation] 

 

(2-1) 
Air via ground 

{BS} 

(2-2) 
Hybrid 

{BP} 

(2-3) season 
regulated façade 

{BS} 

Figure 50. Design team 2’s morphological chart 

 

The design team essentially recombined the successfully applied systems of the existing building 

in order to arrive at the following sketch representing their solution to the design task. 

 

 
Figure 51. Final proposal presented by design team 2 

 

Design team 3 differed from the other four teams in two key aspects. First, although they 

followed more or less the same steps as the other groups, rather than focusing on specifics as the 

other teams did, team 3 focused more on general principles. Second, whereas the other four 

teams arrived at a well developed final building design sketch, team 3 did not. Rather, it 

produced proposals for specific building parts. As such, the team essentially did not answer the 

given task, since they produced no building design. The table containing the aspects and sub 

solutions considered by design team 3, and the morphological overview where these are 

structured, are shown below. 

 
Time (design 

session II) 

Who Aspect  

or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 

or verbally 

00h11min BS Sub solution (1-1) Water cooled ventilation system Verbally  

00h15min BS Sub solution (1-2) Mechanical air outlet Sketch  

00h18min A Aspect (2) High-tech image Verbally  

00h21min A Sub solution (2-1) Nearby Amsterdam Rijn canal water for heating and cooling Verbally  
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00h26min A Aspect (3) Materialisation  Verbally 

00h28min SE Sub solution (3-1) Recycled concrete floor elements... Verbally  

00h29min A Sub solution (3-2) ... in steel framework Verbally  

00h31min A Optimisation (2-1) Concrete core activation Verbally  

00h41min BS Sub solution (2-2) PV panels on (south) façade Verbally 

00h46min BS Sub solution (2-3) LED lighting Verbally  

Table 27. Aspects and (sub) solutions explicated by design team 3 (session II)  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
[ventilation] 

 

(1-1) water 
cooled system 

{BS} 

(1-2) mechanical 
air outlet 

{BS} 

 

(2) 
High-tech image 

{A} 

(2-1) canal 
water heating / 

cooling {A} 

(2-2) PV panels 
on façade  

{BS} 

(2-3) 
LED lighting 

{BS} 
(3) 

Materialisation  
{A} 

(3-1) recycled 
concrete 

elements {SE} 

(3-2) 
Steel framework 

{A} 

 

Figure 52. Design team 3’s morphological chart 

 

As mentioned above, the work of design team 3 did not culminate in a building design proposal. 

Rather, what was presented were a collection of sub principles that would need to be integrated 

into a final design. Their end product is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 53. Final proposal presented by design team 3; principles only, without building design 

 

In order to determine the effect of the set-up of setting two it must be compared to setting one. 

The main point of interest is to assess whether requiring individual disciplines to consider the 
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task from the outset had any effect on the number of sub solutions generated when the 

individuals came together as a multi-disciplinary team. 

In order to make this comparison two tables are presented below: the first table contains 

the aspects and sub solutions from each individual team in setting I, the second table contains 

the aspects and sub solutions from each individual team in setting II. 

 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 7 2 5 7 5.2 

No. of sub solutions 13 16 12 16 17 14.8 

Table 28. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (setting I) 

 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 2 3 3 3 3.2 

No. of sub solutions 13 5 7 8 7 8.0 

Table 29. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (setting II) 

 

As can be seen from the table, contrary to what one might have expected, the intervention of 

introducing other disciplines into the design process from the outset did not result in the 

generation of a greater number of aspects and sub solutions. On the contrary, in setting two 

fewer aspects and sub solutions were generated than in setting I, which was meant to simulate 

the status quo. The graphic below clearly demonstrates that the intervention led to a declining 

number of generated aspects and sub solutions.  

 

 
Figure 54. Averages of the amount of design aspects and sub solutions generated  

by design teams during design settings 1 and 2 
 

In brief, a likely explanation for this is that the teams proceeded with the design task in what can 

be described as an integrated rather than the desired integral approach. In effect, this integrated 

approach led to the teams seeking to quickly assimilate aspects that were seen as workable in 

terms of the final design. This approach therefore did not led to the accomplishment of the first 

goal of this research.  

The aim of setting three was to train the participants to produce morphological charts and 

morphological overviews. The morphological charts are used to record and structure discipline 
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knowledge of individual team members. The morphological overview is the end result of the 

combination of the morphological charts. Figure 55 below depicts individual morphological charts 

on the left, and the morphological overview on the right.  

 

 

Figure 55. From discipline-based morphological charts to a team morphological overview 

 

The f’s in the morphological overview are aspects / functions that represent team’s interpretation 

of the design task. The process of combining the knowledge from the charts into an overview is 

negotiated within the design team. The team may complete the overview solely by transferring 

items from the charts into the overview. However, during this negotiation process the team may 

discover other options that did not originate from the charts, but from the discussion arising from 

them. As the overview becomes an essential reference text throughout the design process, not 

only does it keep the team focused on the recorded elements, those elements that need to be 

adjusted or replaced can be done so easily. The overview, it could be said, is often more than the 

sum of the parts. The numbered items in the overview represent proposed sub solutions, or in 

other words representations of object-design-knowledge, from one or another individual 

discipline. It may be the case that one discipline offers more than one sub solution for the given 

aspect, yet another discipline offers none. It may also be the case that some aspects have no 

recorded or workable sub solutions from any of the individual disciplines. Once the overview has 

been filled in, the design team can proceed in one of two ways. When possible, they could select 

the most desirable sub solution for each aspect and fit them into a final design proposal. 

However, arriving at the final design proposal on the basis of a first version of the overview is 

rarely possible. It is often necessary for the team to think past the knowledge that has been 

derived from the individual charts. When this is necessary the overview can act as the basis to 

stimulate the transformation of the recorded knowledge into new concepts.  

Design setting 3 represented a learning-by-doing opportunity for the individual disciplines 

and the design teams. The ideal outcome would be that each team could clearly demonstrate 

successful use of the design tools during the design process. However, as a key part of learning is 
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feedback, after the teams completed tasks set in setting 3, time was given to compare and 

appraise the teams’ work and to answer any questions that arose.  

It turned out that all teams managed the tasks at least partially and three of the teams completed 

the tasks fully. The first two teams, 3 and 4, successfully created individual morphological charts. 

It appeared that they spent a good deal of time discussing the contents of the individual charts 

during the second design session. What they did not achieve was to derive from the charts a 

morphological overview. Instead, they deemed morphological charts as sufficient to proceed 

directly to address the design task. During the feedback, however, both groups demonstrated 

that they understood how charts may be converted into an overview. As an example of fully 

completed task the charts and overview of team 1 are displayed in Figure 56 below. 
 

A

 

BS

 

SE

 

 
Figure 56. Design team 1’s morphological overview; note that only some aspects are taken over from 

individual morphological charts 

 

Design setting 4 represents the very last stage in the cycle of research in this research project. All 

of the individual interventions that were used in the earlier research stages are combined so that 

1 1-1 1-2

3 
3-2 

4 4-1 4-2 4-3 

2-2 

4-4 

5 

6 6-1 6-2
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in setting 4 the ID-method can be tested. To be explicit, what has been combined is: design team, 

design model, design tool and design setting.  

The analysis of the fourth and final workshop design setting is presented as follows: 
• table of aspects and sub solutions considered by design team is made, based on video-

taped design team activities; 

• this resulting chronological list is structured into design team’s morphological overview; 

• the resulting overview is compared to morphological overviews presented by design team 

during the workshop; 

• the final design proposal is shown. 

In this setting, all of the design teams’ proposed sub solutions were recorded directly on 

morphological overviews. Interestingly, all of the teams bypassed the prescribed preparatory 

step of producing individual morphological charts. Although all teams used overviews, they used 

them in different ways. Three teams (1, 3 and 5) used them in the way they had been shown in the 

previous setting. That is, they used them to define team design aspects/functions, and to 

generate sub solutions for each one of them. After that, the teams chose to select their preferred 

sub solutions and combine them into the final design proposals. Team 2 also used morphological 

overviews to combine sub solutions. However, within this team there existed two overviews, one 

recorded by the architect and the other by the building services consultant. Although this was far 

from an ideal application, the team did use these two recordings to inform the decisions they 

made throughout their design process. From the analysis of the work of team 2, it appears that 

they used these two overviews in the way that we envisaged morphological charts should be 

used. In practice, the team used the two ‘overviews’ to record individual interpretations of 

aspects and sub solutions. Through subsequent discussion the team made a selection of sub 

solutions from both overviews in order to arrive at final design proposal. Finally, design team 4 

used the morphological overview solely for the purposes of archiving and presenting the 

solutions they agreed upon. Interestingly, the combinations that all of the design teams made did 

not result in any adjustments or additions to the initially introduced aspects or sub solutions.  

Perhaps the most interesting application of morphological overviews was present in the 

work of team 5. For this reason their work is analysed below. Analysis of other design teams can 

be found in Appendix V. Design team 5 used a morphological overview from the outset of the 

design task. Their first step was to record design aspects directly onto the overview. Next, they 

discussed these defined aspects as a basis to generate sub solutions. These sub solutions was 

also directly recorded in the overview. Figure 57 shows team 5 engaged in this process.  
 

  
Figure 57. A morphological overview of design team 5 
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The most interesting aspect of team 5’s work was their appreciation that morphological 

overviews could be applied at different levels of abstraction. This realisation came to team 5 

while they were discussing a particular aspect they recorded in their morphological overview. 

They considered the sub solutions generated to warrant further consideration. What they did 

then is essentially to convert these sub solutions into aspects, which could then be worked on 

further. Figure 58 below illustrates this move. In the left picture the row of sub solutions is 

bordered. In the right picture the contents of this row are arranged into the left hand column, 

which is the placeholder for aspects in an overview.  

 

 
Figure 58. Sub solutions from one overview used as aspects in other overview 

 

The aspects and sub solutions generated by team 5 were analysed and recorded in Table 30 

below. The recording was arranged chronologically. Below this table, in Figure 59 a 

morphological overview was constructed out of these items. This was done by the researcher for 

all design teams in setting 4 to allow for a comparison with the results from the workshop setting 

1, representing the status quo. 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h06min A Aspect (1) Spatial organisation Text  

00h07min BP Aspect (2) Health  Text  

00h07min BP Aspect (3) Sustainable energy Text  

00h08min A Aspect (4) Materials (sustainable) Text  

00h10min BS Aspect (5) Learning-by-doing Text  

00h11min A Sub solution (1-1) Corridor with rooms Sketch  

00h11min A Sub solution (1-2) Hall with rooms  Sketch  

00h11min BP Sub solution (1-3) ‘wings’ with central space Sketch  

00h12min BP Sub solution (1-4) Clusters  Sketch  

00h13min A Sub solution (2-1) Light (natural) Text  

00h16min BP Sub solution (2-2) Air (CO2) Text  

00h16min BP Sub solution (2-3) Sound  Text  

00h16min BS Sub solution (2-4) Heat/cool Text  

00h20min BP Sub solution (1-5) Dome with units underneath Sketch  

00h21min BP Sub solution (3-1) PV/T Text  

00h21min BP Sub solution (3-2) Adiabatic cooling Text  

00h22min BS Sub solution (3-3) Balanced CO2 driven ventilation  Text  

00h23min BP Sub solution (3-4) Greenhouse; 2nd façade Text  

00h24min BS Sub solution (3-5) Wind (as learning case) Text 
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00h24min BP Sub solution (5-1) PV meter Text  

00h25min BP Sub solution (5-2) Visible what’s happening Text  

00h25min A Sub solution (5-3) Wind mill  Text  

00h26min A Sub solution (4-1) Gray water; drainage  Text  

00h26min BP Sub solution (4-2) Garden (vegetables, fruit) Text  

00h28min BS Sub solution (4-3) ‘pure’ materials Text  

00h28min BP Sub solution (4-4) Green roof Text  

00h29min BP Sub solution (4-5) Reused materials Text  

00h29min BP Sub solution (5-4) Reuse of materials in school Text  

00h32min BP Sub solution (1-6)  Combination (1-4) and (1-5) Sketch  

00h40min Team  Decides which sub solutions to use  

00h41min Team Aspects (6)-(9) Sub solutions worked out Text  

00h42min BP Sub solution (6-1) From opposite façades Sketch 

00h43min BP Sub solution (6-2) Atrium, square spacing Sketch  

00h43min BP Sub solution (6-3) Light ‘streets’ on the roof Sketch  

00h44min BP Sub solution (6-4) Glass roof with units underneath Sketch  

00h44min BP Sub solution (6-5) Tower with light from 4 sides Sketch  

00h45min A Sub solution (7-1) Natural  Text 

00h45min A Sub solution (7-2) Natural in, mechanical out (hybrid) Text  

00h45min BS Sub solution (7-3) Mechanical, balanced Text  

00h46min BP Sub solution (7-4) Demand driven Text  

00h47min BP Sub solution (7-5) Windows  Text 

00h48min BP Sub solution (8-1) Barrier for outer noise (highway) Text  

00h48min BP Sub solution (8-2) Barrier for inner noise (in the dome) Text  

00h48min A Sub solution (8-3) Acoustic (measures) Text  

00h49min BP Sub solution (8-4) Building services noise Text  

00h50min A Sub solution (9-1) Sun  Text  

00h51min BP Sub solution (9-2) Convection  Text  

00h51min BP Sub solution (9-3) Radiation  Text  

00h53min Team  Further selection of sub solutions  

01h00min A  Draws chosen combination, other team members mainly pose remarks Sketch  

Table 30. Sequence of design aspects and sub solutions explicitly considered by design team 5 
 

Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) spatial 
organisation 

{A} 

(1-1) corridor 
with rooms 

{A} 

(1-2)  
hall with rooms 

{A} 

(1-3) ‘wings’ with 
hall 
{BP} 

(1-4) 
Clusters 

{BP} 

(1-5) 
Dome with units 

 {BP} 

(1-6) stapled 
clusters under 

‘dome’ {BP} 
(2) 

Health  
{BP} 

(2-1) 
Light (natural) 

{A} 

(2-2) 
Air / CO2 

{BP} 

(2-3) 
Sound 

{BP} 

(2-4) 
Heat/cool 

{BS} 

  

(3) energy 
sustainable 

{BP} 

(3-1) 
PV/T 
{BP} 

(3-2) 
Adiabatic 

cooling {BP} 

(3-3) balanced 
CO2 driven 

ventilation {BS} 

(3-4) 
greenhouse 

{BP} 

(3-5) 
Wind 
{BS} 

 

(4) 
Materials  

{A} 

(4-1) 
Drainage 

{A} 

(4-2) 
Garden 

{BP} 

(4-3) 
‘pure’ materials 

{BS} 

(4-4) 
Green roof 

{BP} 

(4-5)  
reused materials 

{BP} 

 

(5) 
Learning-by-
doing {BS} 

(5-1) 
PV meter 

{BP} 

(5-2) 
Visible effects 

{BP} 

(5-3) 
Wind mill 

{A} 

(5-4) reuse of 
materials in 
school {BP} 

  

(6) 
Light  

{Team} 

(6-1) light from 
opposite façades 

{BP} 

(6-2) atrium 
square spacing 

{BP} 

(6-3) 
Light ‘streets’ 

{BP} 

(6-4) glass roof 
above free units 

{BP} 

(6-5) tower, light 
from 4 sides 

{BP} 
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(7) 
Air 

{Team} 

(7-1) 
Natural  

{A} 

(7-2) 
Hybrid 

{A} 

(7-3) 
Balanced 

{BS} 

(7-4) 
Demand driven 

{BP} 

(7-5) 
Windows  

{BP} 

 

(8) 
Sound 
{Team} 

(8-1)  
barrier outer 

noise {BP} 

(8-2) barrier 
inner noise 

{BP} 

(8-3) 
Acoustic 

{A} 

(8-4) building 
services noise 

{BP} 

  

(9) 
Heat/cool 

{Team} 

(9-1) 
Sun 
{A} 

(9-2) 
Convection 

{BP} 

(9-3) 
Radiation 

{BP} 

   

(10)  
school experience 

(10-1) 
Discovery 

(10-2) 
experience 

(10-3) 
learning 

(10-4) 
doing 

(10-5) 
Interactive 

 

 

Figure 59. Morphological overview of design team 5 
 

The morphological overview above was made by the researcher, while team 5 generated two 

small overviews which they used during the design process. On the basis of these two overviews 

the architect from team 5 sketched the final design proposal. Both of the overviews and the final 

design proposal are presented below. The overviews clearly show how the design team made 

selections from the knowledge they had recorded.  

 

 

 
Figure 60. The presented solution by design team 5 

 

To conclude this section comparison is made between settings 1 and 4, and the research 

questions that were stated for setting 4 are answered. The two tables below contain information 
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on the number of aspects and sub solutions generated by the teams in the two different settings. 

The tables clearly show that, as expected, more aspects and sub solutions were generated in 

setting 4.  

 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 7 2 5 7 5.2 

No. of sub solutions 13 16 12 16 17 14.8 

Table 31. Design aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (setting I) 
 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 11 11 5 10 8.4 

No. of sub solutions 24 26 39 20 46 31.0 

Table 32. Design aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (setting IV) 
 

In order to offer an even clearer demonstration of the effect of the intervention a further graphic is 

provided. Here, the result is abundantly evident.  

 

 
Figure 61. Averages of the amount of design aspects and sub solutions generated by design teams during 

design settings 1 and 4 

 

The research questions that were stated for this workshop are repeated below and answered. The 

first question (Q21) pertains to the comparison between design settings 2 and 1, while the second 

question (Q22) pertains to the comparison between design settings 4 and 1. The reasoning was 

that involvement of all disciplines from the outset of the conceptual design phase would create 

the opportunity for more contributions and hence likely result in more aspects and sub solutions 

being considered than in the traditional setting. The subsequent introduction of morphological 

analysis was expected to force the teams to explicate their input and reflect on it, which would 

likely increase these amounts even further. However, it was also hoped that the use of 

morphological overviews would, as explained earlier, stimulate creation of new design concepts. 

Q21. Did simultaneous involvement of all design disciplines result in more considered 

design aspects/functions and more generated sub solutions? 

A21. No. On the contrary, there were less aspects and sub solutions considered in setting 2. 
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Q22. Did formation of multidisciplinary design teams at the outset of a design task, 

combined with use of morphological analysis, additionally result in creation of integral 

design concepts? 

A22. No. There were no concepts created in setting 4, all teams used explicated object 

design knowledge to make recombination of existing solutions. However, there were more 

aspects and sub solutions considered than in setting 1. 

 

6.3 Evaluations of the workshops by the participants 
 

A practical aim of this research was to develop a working method that would allow architectural 

and engineering professionals to work in an integral team approach with the view to arriving at a 

more efficient design process and better design products. Ultimately, the measurable criterion to 

determine whether this aim has been met is the level of the acceptance of the method by the 

designers (BNA and ONRI professionals) involved in its development and use. 

Since the workshops were designed for professionals in practice, great value was attached 

to their responses. Based on these results the workshop and the ID-method were adjusted and 

applied in education. All workshop participants were asked to fill in questionnaires. The same 

questionnaires (Appendix III) were used for all five workshops, which allowed for a general 

comparison of the workshops series. The designers that were present during all design settings 

of the workshop they participated in were approached six months after the sessions in order to 

get their ‘second opinion’ (a post-evaluation) on the proposed approach and to assess the effects 

it might have had on their practices. The number of design disciplines participants that were 

present during all design sessions was 73, out of a total of 108 that participated in five BNA-ONRI 

workshop series. The response to post-evaluations was 66%, meaning that 48 out of 73 

designers reacted. The response to the questionnaire directly after the workshops was 

comparatively much higher at 95%. 

 
Evaluations directly after the workshop Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Series 5 

1. Workshop rating 7,8 6,7 6,6 6,7 7,7 
2. Importance of approach for practice 7,8 8,2 6,6 7,6 7,5 
3. Relevance of morphological charts use 7,4 7,6 6,4 7,8 8,0 
4. Need to stimulate use of morph. charts 6,7 7,2 6,4 7,9 8,2 
5. Expected use of morphological charts 6,6 6,1 5,3 6,9 7,2 
6. Workshop as professional education 9,0 7,6 7,6 8,3 8,9 

Reactions from last-day participants 16 (94%) 17(100%) 19 (95%) 21 (95%) 15 (94%) 

Table 33. Selection of participants’ workshop series evaluations 

 
Evaluations after six months Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Series 5 

1. Workshop rating 8,0 6,6 7,0 6,7 6,8 
2. Importance of approach for practice 4,8 6,0 6,3 5,1 5,2 
3. Relevance of morphological charts use 6,5 6,9 6,4 5,8 6,8 
4. Need to stimulate use of morh.ch. 6,5 6,9 6,7 6,2 8,0 
5. Morphological charts used in last 6 m. 5,0 4,0 3,6 4,0 4,4 
6. Workshop for professionals education 9,5 7,4 8,7 7,8 8,6 

Reactions from all-days participants 8 (73%) 7 (50%) 14 (70%) 9 (56%) 10 (71%) 

Table 34. Selection of participants’ workshop series post-evaluations 
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Comparing the results of the 4th and 5th workshop series in Tables 33 and 34, the biggest 

difference (more than one point) can be seen regarding item four. After six months the 

participants of the 5th workshop series responded strongly that it was necessary to stimulate the 

use of morphological charts, even though they, just as the participants from previous workshops, 

had not managed to use them in practice (Table 34, item 5). The main reason provided by the 

ones that tried but did not succeed in using the ID-method and morphological analysis in their 

practice was that they were “stuck in ongoing projects”. The results indicate that designers 

appreciate the value of the ID-method and desire opportunities to use it in the real world. In this 

sense it can be concluded that the measurable criteria for the acceptance of the ID-method have 

indeed been met at least to some extent. 

Working within design teams from the beginning of the preliminary design phase was 

positively experienced by more than 80% of all workshop series participants; with � of them 

even thinking that it led to the creation of synergy within design teams. The average rating of the 

workshop after six months was similar to the average rating directly after the workshops: 7.0 and 

7.3 respectively on a 1 to 10 scale. The importance of the proposed approach in the last six 

months of their practices was rated 5.5. Although this raw figure may appear as a rather negative 

evaluation, the participant explanations that accompanied this item show a rather more mixed 

picture. On the one hand, many participants reported that day-to-day working methods had not 

radically changed after the workshops, but their general awareness of others’ positions within 

building design process had increased. For some, the approach was too theoretical and therefore 

hard to apply in such a short period of time. Because projects usually last far longer than six 

months, the majority of participants were not able to (try to) apply the method during the 

preliminary/conceptual design phases (mainly because being ‘stuck’ in ongoing projects).  

 

 

Figure 62. Participants’ ratings from all five workshop series  

on use of morphological tools for * 

 

The lack of application in practice also resulted in lower ratings regarding the relevance of 

working with morphological charts/overviews: average of 6.5 compared to 7.4 immediately after 

the workshops. Figure 62 shows participants’ ratings for all five workshop series regarding the 
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use of morphological design tools. In cases where practitioners were in a position to experiment 

with them during projects, they found that both the type of projects and clients’ attitude towards 

integral design had to be favourable in order to be able to use them as during the workshops. The 

majority of respondents was still in favour of stimulating use of morphological analysis and 

regarded the workshop series as highly important for professionals’ education with an average 

rating of 8.5 out of 10.  
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This research set out with two goals in mind. First and foremost, a method needed to be 

developed to allow engineering disciplines to be included into the building design process from 

the outset in a meaningful way. The second more abstract and longer term goal of the research, 

although not the main aim of this particular project, is that the method developed here, given the 

right cultural environment, may in time lead to the generation of innovative building concepts. 

In order to achieve these goals this research was housed within the framework of Design 

Research Methodology (DRM). In the first stage of DRM the research problem is clarified and the 

measurable and success criteria are derived. Stages two, three and four of DRM allow the 

researcher to decompose the research problem into discrete and manageable solution steps. 

These three stages of DRM research allow the researcher to progress stepwise towards the 

research goal. DRM facilitates iterative improvement of the research design where necessary. 

Within the DRM approach research design is iteratively improved on the basis of the results of 

the research steps taken. Therefore, the significance of many individual results has already been 

discussed in the results chapters. As such, only a selection of key results is discussed here, after 

which the extent to which the main goals of this project have been realised are discussed. 

The goal of the research was to arrive at the ID-method. Doing so amounted to mani-

pulating the four key elements of design team, design model, design setting and design tools. 

However, these elements were not tested in isolation, but rather in combination. Although the 

discussion section is loosely structured around these elements, there will be overlap on many of 

the points made. The section ends with recommendations for future research. 

The configuration of the design team was the easiest aspect of the ID-method design to 

decide. Bearing the goals of the research project in mind, choosing the required individual 

disciplines was a straight forward matter. All that was needed was to identify the key engineering 

disciplines to work alongside the architect. The key engineering disciplines whose design 

knowledge is seen as relevant to the conceptual phase of building design are: building physics 

consultants, building services consultants and structural engineers. Therefore, the design teams 

used in this research ideally consisted of one member of each of these disciplines. Although at 

times more than one representative of each discipline was present in a team, the included 

disciplines remained the same throughout the entire research.  

On a small number of occasions some of the participants turned out not to belong to the 

disciplines named above, but to some other building related disciplines, such as building 

managers, developers, project leaders. Rather than exclude these individuals from participation 

in the workshops, they were assigned to design teams. Interestingly, the design teams effectively 

excluded these disciplines from their consideration of design tasks. Ultimately, these individuals 

themselves reported that they could not contribute to the tasks at hand. This could be seen as a 

vindication for the chosen configuration of the design teams in our research. 

Since it was not possible to conduct the research in an authentic setting, a semi-authentic 

setting needed to be devised. As workshops had proved a useful setting for similar research in 

the past, it was considered a good choice here also. The first pre-test workshop confirmed the 

usefulness of the setting. The need for face-to-face communication within the workshop setting 

7 Discussion and conclusion 
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seemed to facilitate the required interaction among the design team members. Indeed, all of the 

individual design disciplines expressed their enthusiasm for this face-to-face setting. The 

workshop format remained throughout the research, yet the configuration of individual workshop 

series needed to reflect the different elements that were being tested. Therefore, the 

configuration of design settings was particular for a given workshop series.  

The design of each workshop series was based to some extent on the results of previous 

series. What resulted in the biggest change was the participants’ difficulty in completing the task 

set in the third workshop series. Analysis and discussion of this series showed that the 

participants felt the need for a learning cycle before being asked to use the design tools fully. The 

necessity for an individual learning cycle arose from the fact that in third workshop series many 

participants felt that the teams still operated under some kind of hierarchy in which one team 

member or another seemed to be taking a leading role. This leading of the team represented a 

potential threat to the learning of individual participants. Since operationalising the tool was 

essential for the research it was considered imperative to provide the best learning possibility 

available to the participants. This meant an individual learning cycle. Workshop series four then 

was adapted to include this element. Since it could not be presumed that all teams would 

manage to use the tools to their best advantage, feedback time was made available to discuss 

the teams’ attempts. Here, C-K theory was used to explain the distinction between redesign and 

real Design. This explanation focused the participants on the need to record the knowledge of all 

included disciplines as a basis upon which to approach a design task. In effect, this explanation 

served to remove the participants’ scepticism of the need to exploit new design tools to go 

further than the norm in the status quo. 

Although this adaptation did have a positive effect overall in that it led to a largely 

successful application of the design tool, it did also result in a significant limitation in the 

research. Ideally, a comparison should have been possible between a setting in which the design 

teams began a task from the outset with the prescribed design tool, and an earlier setting where 

the design teams worked on a task without the prescribed design tool. Although workshop series 

three was designed with this end in mind, the failure of the teams to use the tool effectively in 

this workshop set-up made a comparison impossible. It was not possible to solve this problem 

simply by repeating the final design setting, as this would also imply a learning effect. 

Much of the research conducted in the workshops was done in order to arrive at the final 

set-up in which the main aims of the research could be tested. Descriptive study II represents this 

final stage of the research. Looking at descriptive study II is in itself enough to determine 

whether or not the aims had been realised. The first aim was to develop a method that was 

capable of integrating engineering design knowledge into the design process during the 

conceptual design phase. This aim was undoubtedly realised. The evidence for this is abundant. 

All of the teams managed to exploit the morphological design tools to successfully include 

knowledge from the individual disciplines. The one caveat that needs to be made here is that 

regardless of these successful applications of the ID-method, many participants expressed a view 

that it may be difficult to use the ID-method in actual practice. The reasons participants cited 

were largely cultural ones. This should come as little surprise as the status quo is categorised by 

a lack of such integral approaches. In this sense, it is not a lack of merit in the method itself, but a 

lack of will that may hinder its future use. 
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In terms of the first goal, the ID-method did prove successful in facilitating inclusion of 

engineering knowledge from the outset of the conceptual design phase. This in itself rendered 

the design process more efficient as it removed an unnecessary iteration, that is, the architect 

beginning the design task on his own before seeing input from engineering disciplines. The 

efficiency was also improved by the exigent way in which the participants used the design tools. 

Often, the teams sought to achieve their goals in the quickest way possible. This could be seen in 

their collapsing of the EMD model from four steps to two and also in many instances in the 

application of the morphological tools. While the morphological chart was seen as necessary to 

safeguard the input of individual disciplines, during the workshops there were many instances 

when this safeguard appeared unnecessary. The teams seemed to be working so well that it was 

possible for them to record all of the individual knowledge directly onto one team overview. 

When this was done, there were no complaints from any of the participants that their input had 

been neglected or minimised. However, an important point needs to be made here. These exigent 

approaches of the teams could be said to result from the roles of individual disciplines within the 

status quo. What the disciplines ended up doing in many instances amounted to no more than 

seeking to fit solutions to design tasks. Their desire to do this as quickly as possible came at the 

expense of extensive discussion of proposed sub solutions and aspects.  

In essence, the teams’ approaches could best be categorised as integrated rather than 

desired integral design. To consolidate this point, participant responses, especially from the 

fourth workshop series, showed that the majority of the individuals considered the third design 

setting to be ideal. This third setting seemingly represents the comfort zone of the majority of 

professionals. Since within this setting none of the disciplines complained about use of 

morphological analysis, it shows that the tools are neutral enough to work with by all partici-

pants. It is not individual explication of one’s discipline-based object-design-knowledge using 

morphological analysis that posed a challenge, but its use within a design team setting.  

This research cannot claim to have realised the second aim of using the ID-method to arrive 

at integral design concepts. Nonetheless, this does not mean that the ID-method is not capable 

of doing so. It is argued here that what the ID-method represents is nothing more than a set of 

necessary conditions for the creation of ID-concepts. Neither the ID-method nor any other 

method that was developed could claim to represent sufficient conditions for the creation of ID-

concepts. This is so because the parameters of any given design task and the individuals that set 

out to realise it will always be important variables influencing the emergence or otherwise of 

creative Designs.  

The original motivation for this research arose from dissatisfaction with current practice. 

The method derived in this research would ideally be used on authentic tasks in the future. This, 

of course, will only be possible if professionals from the field accept its worth. In order to assess 

whether this is the case, participants of the workshops were asked to evaluate the method. In 

general, the majority of the participants expressed satisfaction with the ID-method. This 

satisfaction grew as iterative improvements were made to the method, and by the final setup the 

satisfaction ratings were very encouraging (see Appendix III). On top of participants’ satisfaction, 

BNA, the organisation that provided the architectural participants also displayed great satisfac-

tion with the ID approach. Not only did they positively appraise the workshops, they also 
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subsequently included an ID-method training course in their permanent professionals training 

program.  

An important caveat needs to be made here. The theoretical argument in this thesis is that 

the integration of architectural and engineering disciplines into integral design teams is both 

desirable and useful. However, practical considerations that vary by country must not be 

forgotten. One of the important aspects is the legal position of architects, which shows marked 

differences within the EU member states, varying from a wide ranging regulatory system to no 

legal regulations [Visscher and Meijer 2008]. In the first case not only the title of architect is 

protected, but also the architectural profession. This means, for example, that only architects can 

submit building plans to the local authorities to obtain a building permit. Hence, this legal 

requirement may lead to greater resistance of architects to work in non-hierarchical teams. In The 

Netherlands, where this research was carried out, the title of architect gained legal protection in 

1988, but the profession has no such official status. Although sometimes described as 

threatening for architects, this situation is arguably more favourable for implementation of 

integral design, than other, more regulatory systems offer. 

A final measure of the acceptance of the ID-method came rather unexpectedly. A number of 

the participants considered the method so desirable that they sought to integrate it into their 

working practice. This led in two instances to real companies inviting the researchers to 

implement the ID-method on real projects. These projects obviously fell outside of the current 

research project and as such the results are not included herein. In addition, although 

researchers from this project were invited by these companies to help introduce the ID-method 

into the projects at hand, the researchers did not remain as part of the process. Therefore, 

unfortunately, the end results of this application of the ID-method in an authentic setting were 

not known at the time of publication of this thesis. Nonetheless, the fact that real companies 

sought to use the ID-method on authentic design tasks goes a long way in itself. This gives hope 

that the method may indeed be used in practice in the future. 

The value of the current research can be seen as twofold. First, the method that has been 

developed has been shown to have a practical use within the building design process. Second, 

the development of the ID-method represents an important step in what is argued as a necessary 

cultural change within the Dutch building domain. Not only have many individual professionals 

been included, a variety of professional organisations and companies have also embraced this 

change.  

Although the overall result of the research done in the workshops had led us to conclude 

that the ID-method has been proved usable and successful, at least to some extent, the results 

are not truly generalisible, due to the way the research was carried out. Many areas of the 

research design could be altered in order to yield more scientific results. This research was 

conducted in workshops, which were observed and analysed. However, this could not be 

described as true empirical observation as many variables could not be accounted for within the 

current research design. For example, in which way the teams were variables themselves was not 

checked. Subsequent research could employ matched teams to control for this variable. Doing so 

would also remove the problem, noted in the discussion, of not being able to conduct the design 

setting where the learning cycle takes place at the level of the team rather than the individual. By 
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employing controlled groups of participants the learning effect of repeating the same design 

setting could be taken into account. 

Although much of the data that was analysed in this research was triangulated, the 

research methods employed were not. For example, although in the current research different 

observation methods were used, they were used at different times for different tasks. To add 

more value to the research, multiple means of observation could be employed on each task.  

Despite the fact that this research set out to bring fields in design practice together, the 

research design was in effect mono-disciplinary. A multi-disciplinary research design would 

automatically bring with it certain advantages. First, it would provide researchers from a variety 

of fields. In all likelihood integrating the knowledge from these other fields would allow for the 

triangulation of methods and possibly also of theory. The fields that could make an interesting 

contribution include industrial design, engineering, management and social sciences.  

The second goal of the research was to arrive at integral design concepts, which also 

involves a certain amount of creativity. Unfortunately, no great creative leaps occurred so to 

speak as a result of applying the method in building design teams. In addition to the use of 

existing team’s object-design-knowledge future research could go one step further and propose 

initial concepts as a driver for integral design. The problems associated with researching 

creativity are well documented and outside of the realm of what is generally accepted as 

architectural or engineering knowledge. Social science researchers and psychologist could offer 

useful insights into how research might seek to stimulate and measure creativity. In addition, 

since the notion of integral teams is central to the research, and this implies a common view on 

design, it would be interesting to investigate if and how shared mental models can be generated 

within building design teams. 

A final recommendation is that future research should be carried out in an authentic 

setting, if and when possible. As mentioned earlier, it was not possible at the time of this 

research to look to practice to see what result an integral approach to building design would 

yield. Therefore, the research had to simulate this situation, which led to certain problems. First, 

it could not be guaranteed that all of the roles that needed to be simulated were taken seriously. 

This was most evident in the role of the client, whose importance was overlooked by all teams. An 

application of the ID-method in practice should result in all of the roles being fully respected. An 

initial attempt to determine the usability of the method was done through post-evaluation 

questionnaires. Although the responses could be seen as an encouraging first small step towards 

external validation, in addition to designers’ appreciation of the potential value of the ID-method 

for real-time projects, measurements of the method’s use and outcomes in authentic settings are 

needed in order to be able to truly validate it. A live application of the ID-method would also 

present the opportunity to test the potential of using morphological overviews as a means to 

record key activities of the design team working on a design task in real time. In the workshop 

settings the design task was compressed into a 120-minute time slot. Here, the morphological 

overview proved to be a useful observation tool. It would be useful to confirm the worth of the 

overview as an observation tool during the much greater time span taken to complete an 

authentic design task. 

In addition, an authentic application may serve to improve the confidence of potential end 

users of the ID-method. A first step towards an authentic application is the course that the Royal 
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Institute of Dutch Architects (BNA) and the Dutch Society for Building Services (TVVL), the two 

parties that back in 2000 initiated the first research project on Integral Design, plan to run in the 

near future. As the course is aimed at experienced professionals, it is hoped that their 

participation may help to disseminate news of the integral approach into the Dutch building 

domain. This may improve the chances that the ID-method can be applied on a truly authentic 

design task. Because of the logic of the market, it may always prove difficult to convince 

commercial enterprises to proceed with a new approach. Although there are trailblazers in every 

market, a more likely source of support may be found in building projects where economic factors 

are not the only drivers. Examples may include pilot projects conducted primarily to learn, or non-

profit and public sector projects, which are driven by a variety of concerns, such as the desire to 

stimulate innovation. 
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I Workshop programs 
 

A. Test-workshop 1 program 

Test-workshop 1 lasted in total 5 hours. 

[15 min] Welcome 

[15 min] Introduction and background 

[30 min] 1st presentation – Sustainable energy in the built environment 

[30 min] 2nd presentation – Architectural integration of solar energy systems 

[15 min]  Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation 

[30 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign session 

[15 min] Break 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion  

B. Test-workshop 2 program 

Test-workshop 2 lasted in total 5 hours 15 minutes. 

[15 min] Welcome 

[15 min] Introduction and background 

[15 min] Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation 

[1120  min] DDesign session  1 

[30 min] Break, the client reflects on the produced material 

[660 min] DDesign session  2 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

C. Extended Methodical Design Model based workshops 

The workshops consisted of three �-days, lasting in total 14� hours. 

Day 1 (5 hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[15 min] Introduction and background 

[30 min] presentation – Methodical design 

[15 min] Break 

[15 min] Design task ‘parasite’ explanation 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  1 

[30 min] Break 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  2  

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

Appendix 
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Day 2 (4� hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[15 min] Feedback day 1 

[30 min] presentation – Sustainable comfort systems 

[15 min] Break 

[15 min] Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 1 

[30 min] Break 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 2 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

Day 3 (5 hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[15 min] Feedback day 2 

[30 min] presentation – Kesselring method (workshop configuration A), Relation between the client and design 

team guarantee for quality (configuration B) 

[15 min] Break 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 3 

[30 min] Break 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 4 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

[15 min] BNA and ONRI reflection 

D. Working Design Model based workshop 

The workshop consisted of three �-days, lasting in total 16 hours. 

Day 1 (6 hours) 

[10 min] Welcome (architects) 

[10 min] Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation 

[660 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  1 

[10 min] Welcome (consultants) 

[60 min] Tour of the building the workshop is held in 

[30 min] Break 

[10 min] ‘Introduction’ and background 

[20 min] presentation – Sustainable comfort systems 

[10 min] Break 

[10 min] Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation  

[660 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  2 

[10 min] Break 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 
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Day 2 (5 hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[30 min] presentation – Joint vision of the BNA and ONRI on ‘standard’ tasks 

[20 min] Feedback day 1 

[10 min] Design task ‘parasite’ explanation  

[330 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 1 

[30 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 2 

[15 min] Break 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

Day 3 (5 hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[30 min] presentation – Methodical design 

[20 min] Feedback day 1 

[10 min] Design task ‘school’ explanation  

[330 min] DDesign setting  I II,  design session  1 

[30 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign setting  I II,  design session  2 

[15 min] Break 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 

E. Integral Design workshops 

The workshops consisted of two days, lasting in total 17� hours. 

Day 1 (9 hours) 

[10 min] Welcome (architects) 

[10 min] Design task ‘parasite’ explanation 

[330 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  1 

[15 min] Break, welcome (consultants) 

[10 min] Design task ‘parasite’ explanation 

[990 min] DDesign setting  I,  design session  2 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[90 min] Tour of the building the workshop is held in 

[30 min] Break 

[15 min] ‘Introduction’ and background 

[20 min] presentation – Sustainable comfort systems 

[10 min] Design task ‘zero energy office’ explanation  

[330 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 1 

[15 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign setting  I I,  design  session 2 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[15 min] Evaluation and discussion 
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Day 2 (8� hours) 

[15 min] Welcome 

[45 min] Feedback day 1 

[20 min] presentation – Methodical design 

[10 min] Design task ‘renovation’ explanation 

[330 min] DDesign setting  I II,  design session  1 

[15 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign setting  I II,  design session  2 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Break 

[20 min] presentation/feedback – Morphological analysis and C-K theory 

[10 min] Design task ‘school’ explanation  

[330 min] DDesign setting  IV,  de sign session 1 

[15 min] Break 

[990 min] DDesign setting  IV,  de sign session 2 

[30 min] Team presentations 

[30 min] Evaluation and discussion 
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II Workshop design tasks 
 

The tasks are explained in the sequence of their introduction during the research project. The 

first one, ‘zero energy office’, was used during all workshops. It was the only task that was used 

in the test-workshops. The second one, ‘parasite’, was introduced during the first Extended 

Methodical Design Model workshop configuration. It was initially meant to be used only for 

practice in working with morphological charts/overviews, and not for design sessions that were 

‘measured’. However, the further adjustments of the workshop setting changed that. The third 

design task, ‘school’, was introduced for the Working Design Model workshop setting in order to 

provide three different design set-ups for measurements. Finally, the fourth design task, 

‘renovation’, was introduced for the Integral Design workshop setting, where four different 

design set-ups were used. The final sequence of design tasks use in four different design set-ups 

is: ‘parasite’, ‘zero energy office’, ‘renovation’ and ‘school’. 

A. Zero energy office 

 

 

Figure 63. Location 

 

The task was to design an energy neutral office that answers the following brief: 

• a pleasant and healthy working environment in which the workers are central; 

• sustainable and energy conscious, friendly for environment and human beings; 

• promotion of renewable (sun) energy; 

• avoid typical complaints of mechanically cooled buildings; 

• 5500 m2 gross (see Figure 64); 

• Maximum footprint location 28x46 meters (see Figure 65); 

• Maximum height 20m; 

• Budget 8 million Euros. 
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Figure 64. Spatial requirements 

 

 
Figure 65. Footprint and height restrictions 

 

During the 1st pre-test workshop participants were asked to use two specific sustainable systems as 

solution drivers, PV/T (photovoltaic thermal collector) and Oxycell (indirect adiabatic cooling 

system). The principle of Oxycell, as shown in below figure, was also presented during all 
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subsequent workshops as a new promising development, but it was not forced upon teams to use 

it. 

 
 Figure 66. Natural principle of Oxycell’s indirect adiabatic cooling 

B. Parasite 

The task was to design a multimedia pavilion for sustainable building; on the building in which 

the workshop was held. Besides the drawings of the building the design teams got the following 

‘brief’: 

• the pavilion has to be an appropriate addition to the existing building, qua form, function 

and appearance; 

• it has to be ‘a symbol’ of sustainable building; 

• it has to offer space for groups of up to 30 persons (students, scientists, researchers); 

• the orientation regarding the existing entrances/exits has to be ‘clear’, also for access of 

goods; 

• functioning of the pavilion must not negatively influence the existing building functions in 

any way, and vice versa; 

• all spaces need to comply to the general comfort requirements for A-location offices; 

• maximum occupancy 30 persons for maximum of 1� hours, permanent presence of only 1 

technician and 2 guides; 

• interior must be replaceable each year, the whole pavilion must be removable after 5 

years; 

• spatial requirements (net 308m2 total): welcome area 50 m2, information area general 20 

m2, presentation area, in theatre setting 80m2, presentation rooms 2x18m2, toilets 20m2, 

pantry 10m2, technical room 10m2. 

 

C. School 

The task was to design a school with healthy and sustainable environment for children. The most 

important requirement was to avoid typical complaint of naturally ventilated classes. The same 

location as for ‘zero energy office’ design task was used, with only adjustment the bigger 

footprint and reduced building height asked. 

 The students are clustered in two domains, ‘undergraduate’ (1st and 2nd year) and 

‘graduate’ (years 3-6). Each domain comprises of next spaces: silent room, working places for 

students and groups, and instruction rooms. All these spaces need to be designed in such way 

that they can ‘grow and shrink’, being it through interchange between the domains or through 
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changes in education system and/or the number of students. These changes must be possible by 

only minor structural adjustments. Spatial requirements (5500 m2 gross in total):   

• ‘undergraduate’ 1st and 2nd year 810 m2 (instruction room 225m2, group working room 

250m2, working places 125m2, silent rooms 125m2, teachers room 50m2, meeting room 

teachers 12m2, ‘media theca’ 24m2), 

• ‘graduate’ 3rd-6th year 1380m2, 

• Joint spaces/functions 500m2, 

• Meeting spaces 335m2, 

• Management 310m2, 

• Toilets 75m2, 

• Bicycles ~800m2. 

 

D. Renovation 

The task was to design an energy neutral office that answers the following wishes: 

• a zero energy apartments on the top floor of the building (roof); 

• a solution for both sustainable living and sustainable building; 

• suitable for different living styles / ‘life-long occupancy’. 

The participants had to provide overview of the considered aspects and possible solutions; the 

proposed design needed to be explained regarding the considered aspects, while renewable 

energy sources (such as photo-voltaic-thermal systems and adiabatic cooling) had to be used. 

 

 

 

Figure 67. Drawings of the existing warehouse the teams were given; only the top floor was asked to 

be designed for living 
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III Workshop questionnaires 
Two questionnaires were used, one directly after a workshop, and one six months after the 

workshops had taken place. 

 

A. Test directly after workshops 

Most of the questions, all but questions 7 and 10, were to be answered primarily by giving ratings 

on the scale 1-5. However, the participants could also additionally explain their ratings. The 

questionnaire was conducted directly after the workshops, the participants were asked to fill the 

questionnaires and turn them in before leaving the workshop. 

1. How important is the proposed approach for your daily practice? (Dutch: Hoe belangrijk is 

de behandelde aanpak voor uw dagelijkse praktijk?) 

2. In how far did the introduced information add to your (professional) knowledge? (Dutch: 

In welke mate heeft de aangedragen informatie bijgedragen aan de uitbreiding van uw 

(vak)kennis?) 

3. To what extent was the used setting suitable for the treated theme? (Dutch: In welke 

mate vond u de opzet passend bij het thema?) 

4. What do you think about the amount of information presented in relation to the available 

time? (Dutch: Wat vindt u van de hoeveelheid informatie in relatie tot de beschikbare 

tijd?) 

5. How would you rate the workshop? (Dutch: Welk cijfer zou u deze workshop willen 

geven?) 

6. How would you rate the speaker(s)? (Dutch: Welk cijfer zou u de inleider willen geven?) 

7. Which subjects did you miss in the workshop program? (Dutch: Welke onderwerpen heeft 

u gemist in de opzet voor de workshop?) 

8. How did you experience the collaboration within your team(s)? (Dutch: Hoe heeft u de 

samenwerking binnen uw groep ervaren?) 

9. Did you think that this collaboration led to synergy, and how was that? (Dutch: Vond u de 

samenwerking leiden tot synergie, waarom wel of juist niet?) 

10. Which disciplines you thought were passive, and which active? (Dutch: Welke disciplines 

in uw groep vond u actief en welke passief?) 

11. Does the use of morphological tools increase number of relevant alternatives, which 

otherwise would not be discussed? (Dutch: Vergroot het gebruik van morfologische 

overzichten het aantal relevante alternatieven, die anders mogelijk niet besproken 

zouden worden?) 

12. Does the use of morphological tools increase your insight in the possible contributions 

from other disciplines? (Dutch: Vergroot het gebruik van morfologische overzichten uw 

inzicht in de mogelijke bijdrage door andere disciplines?) 

13. Is use of morphological tools relevant for your discipline? (Dutch: Is het gebruik van 

morfologische overzichten relevant voor uw discipline?) 

14. Does the use of morphological tools help in communication with other design team 

members? (Dutch: Helpt het gebruik van morfologische overzichten in communicatie met 

andere ontwerpteamleden?) 
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15. Did morphological tools had a positive influence on the design process in your team? 

(Dutch: Hebben morfologische overzichten een positieve invloed gehad op het 

ontwerpproces in uw groep?) 

16. Did morphological tools had a positive influence on the final design proposal? (Dutch: 

Hebben morfologische overzichten een positieve invloed gehad op uw uiteindelijke 

ontwerp?) 

17. Do you think that its sensible to stimulate the use of morphological tools? (Dutch: Denkt 

u dat het zinvol is om het gebruik van morfologische overzichten te stimuleren?) 

18. Do you expect that you will use morphological design tools in your daily practice? (Dutch: 

Verwacht u dat u ooit in uw praktijk gebruik zult maken van morfologische overzichten?) 

19. Did this workshop meet your expectations? (Dutch: Heeft deze workshopreeks voldaan 

aan uw verwachtingen?) 

20. Do you think that the workshop setting regarding ‘Integral Design’ theme important 

enough as for it to be included in the permanent professionals education BNA-ONRI? 

(Dutch: Acht u de opzet van workshop rond het thema Integraal Ontwerpen belangrijk om 

opgenomen te worden als onderdeel van de permanente beroepseducatie BNA-ONRI?) 

 

Average ratings directly after 
workshops 

Series 
1 

Series 
2 

Series 
3 

Series 
4 

Series 
5 

Question 1 7,8 8,2 6,6 7,6 7,5 

Question 2 6,5 6,4 5,9 6,8 7,9 

Question 3 7,6 7,7 7,6 7,0 8,4 

Question 4 6,6 5,9 6,5 6,1 6,3 

Question 5 7,8 6,7 6,6 6,7 7,7 

Question 6 7,5 7,2 7,0 7,0 6,9 

Question 8 8,7 7,8 6,8 8,2 8,4 

Question 9 8,2 7,8 5,7 7,6 8,1 

Question 11 6,2 7,3 5,7 7,8 7,9 

Question 12 7,4 7,4 5,6 7,7 8,5 

Question 13 7,4 7,6 6,4 7,8 8,0 

Question 14 6,8 7,6 6,2 7,9 8,1 

Question 15 7,0 7,4 4,7 7,7 7,7 

Question 16 6,6 6,2 4,5 7,2 7,5 

Question 17 6,7 7,2 6,4 7,9 8,2 

Question 18 6,6 6,1 5,3 6,9 7,7 

Question 19 6,9 6,2 6,6 6,4 7,4 

Question 20 9,0 7,6 7,6 8,3 8,9 

number of questionnaires filled in: 16 17 19 21 15 

Table 35. Ratings from the last day workshop participants  
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B. Post-test six months after workshops 

The questionnaire was conducted using Surveyworld.net website, the participants had two weeks 

to respond. The participants were asked to rate the questions on the scale 1-5, and if deemed 

necessary to provide additional explanations: 

1. How would you, after a half year, rate the workshop series? (Dutch: Hoe zou u nu, na een 

half jaar, de workshop beoordelen?) 

2. Thinking back on workshop series, did it meet your expectations? (Dutch: Nu u 

terugdenkt aan de workshop, heeft deze voldaan aan uw verwachtingen?) 

3. How important was the proposed integral approach for your practice in the last six 

months? (Dutch: Hoe belangrijk was de behandelde aanpak in de laatste half jaar voor uw 

dagelijkse praktijk gebleken?) 

4. Did you apply the introduced/acquired knowledge about methodical design in the last six 

months? (Dutch: Heeft u in de laatste half jaar de aangedragen kennis over methodisch 

ontwerpen kunnen toepassen?) 

5. Did you apply the introduced/acquired knowledge about sustainable comfort systems in 

the last six months? (Dutch: Heeft u in de laatste half jaar de aangedragen kennis over 

duurzame comfort systemen kunnen toepassen?) 

6. Did you use morphological overviews in the last six months? (Dutch: Heeft u in de laatste 

half jaar gebruik gemaakt van de morfologische overzichten?) 

7. Is use of morphological overviews relevant for your discipline? (Dutch: Is het gebruik van 

morfologische overzichten relevant voor uw discipline?) 

8. Dou you think it’s appropriate to stimulate use of morphological overviews? (Dutch: 

Denkt u dat het zinvol is om het gebruik van morfologische overzichten te stimuleren?) 

9. Do you regard workshop series setting around ‘Integral Design’ as important for 

continuous BNA-ONRI professionals’ education? (Dutch: Acht u de opzet van de 

workshops rond het thema Integraal Ontwerpen belangrijk om onderdeel te zijn van de 

permanente beroepseducatie BNA-ONRI?) 

 

Average ratings six months after workshops 
Series 

1 
Series 

2 
Series 

3 
Series 

4 
Series 

5 

Question 1 8,0 6,6 7,0 6,7 6,8 

Question 2 6,8 6,9 7,4 6,7 7,4 

Question 3 4,8 6,0 6,3 5,1 5,2 

Question 4 6,3 5,1 6,4 5,6 5,2 

Question 5 5,0 5,1 4,9 5,6 5,6 

Question 6 5,0 4,0 3,6 4,0 4,4 

Question 7 6,5 6,9 6,4 5,8 6,8 

Question 8 6,5 6,9 6,7 6,2 8,0 

Question 9 9,5 7,4 8,7 7,8 8,6 

number of questionnaires filled in: 8 7 14 9 10 

Table 36. Ratings from the professionals that participated in all design sessions during a workshop series  
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IV Workshop series 5 analysis 
Only the things that were written or sketched were taken into consideration, all the rest that was 

discussed without noting it down or incorporating it into sketches was considered as something 

that quickly fades away and as such is/becomes not relevant. The as ‘verbally’ marked aspects 

and sub solutions presented in the below analysis have therefore to be seen as additional 

explanations to the (to be) proposed solutions. 

In addition to video recordings and the material produced by design teams, for the analysis 

of design sessions photographs were also used. The team design process was captured by taking 

a photograph of teams work in 10-minute intervals. An example of a series of photographs used 

in parallel with video recordings and final texts and sketches is given below. 

 

 

Figure 68. Each 10 minutes a photograph of each team at work was taken 

1st design setting, ‘parasite’ design task 

- Design session I: only architects, working individually  

o 5 architects 

- Design session II: team setting 

o 5 design teams 

� Design team 1: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, structural engineer (4 members from 4 disciplines); 

� Design team 2: architect, -, 2 building services consultant, structural engineer 

(4 members from 3 disciplines); 
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� Design team 3: architect, -, building services consultant, structural engineer  

(3 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 4: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, - (3 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 5: architect, building physics consultant, 2 building services 

consultants, - (4 members from 3 disciplines); 

The analysis of each team’s work proceeded as follows: 

• First, the architect’s explanation of the initial proposal at the beginning of second design 

session is translated into table of aspects and sub solutions; 

• This resulting sequential list is then structured into the architect’s morphological chart; 

• After which the architect’s sketches are shown; 

• Then, a table of aspects and sub solutions considered by the design team is made based on 

videotaped design team activities; 

• Again, the resulting sequential list is structured into the design team’s morphological 

overview; 

• Finally, the design team’s proposal is depicted. 

Design team 1 

A, BP, BS, and SE: architect, building physics consultant, building services consultant, structural 

engineer (4 members from 4 disciplines) 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch or 
verbally 

00h04min A Aspect (1) Form  Text (session I) 

00h04min A Aspect (2) Materialisation Text (session I) 

00h04min A Sub solution (1-1, 2-1) Contrasting to the existing building Text (session I)  

00h04min A Sub solution (2-2, 3-1) Wood Text (session I) 

00h05min A Sub solution (2-3) Open structure Text (session I) 

00h05min A Aspect (3) Sustainability  Text (session I) 

00h05min A Sub solution (4-1) On (the existing building) Text (session I) 

00h05min A Sub solution (4-2) Against (the existing building) Text (session I) 

00h05min A Sub solution (4-3) Loose (from to the existing building) Text (session I) 

00h06min A Sub solution (4-4) In the middle (of existing building) Text (session I) 

00h06min A Solution! ‘Roof’ on the existing roof… Sketch (session I) 

00h09min A Solution! Loose, vertical spiral addition… Sketch (session I) 

Table 37. Aspects and (sub) solutions as explained by architect 1 to design team 1 (session II) 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
Form  
{A} 

(1-1) 
Contrasting 

{A} 

 
 

 
 

 
 

(2) 
Materialisation 

{A} 

(2-1) 
Contrasting 

{A} 

(2-2) 
Wood 

{A} 

(2-3) 
Open structure 

{A} 
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(3) 
Sustainability 

{A} 

(3-1) 
Wood 

{A} 

 
 

 
 

 
 

(4) 
[positioning] 

 

(4-1) 
On 
{A} 

(4-2) 
Against 

{A} 

(4-3) 
Loose 

{A} 

(4-4) 
In the middle 

{A} 

Figure 69. Architect’s morphological chart 

 

 

Figure 70. Architect’s sketches, showing two proposals for the parasite pavilion 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h15min SE Aspect (5) Demountable Verbally 

00h16min SE Sub solution (5-1) Flexible, prefab system Verbally 

00h18min BP Sub solution (4-1-1) Rotate 90° and put on own ‘legs’ Verbally  

00h18min A  Draws the BF 4-1 optimization Sketch 

00h18min A Sub solution (6-1) Separate, independent, entrance Sketch 

00h19min A Optimization(4-1-2) Beam, from façade to façade  Verbally 

00h20min A Optimization (5-1) Base construction flexible Verbally 

00h21min Team Sub solution (5-2) Plug-and-play building services Verbally 

00h26min A Sub solution (6-2) Use, extend, existing entrance Verbally  

00h33min A  Draws 5-1 Sketch 

00h43min BS Aspect (7) Flexibility Verbally 

00h43min A Sub solution (7-1) Theatre space at the ‘end’ of pavilion Verbally  

00h43min BP Optimization (7-1) At the north side Verbally 

00h44min BP Aspect (8) Orientation (sun) Verbally 

00h44min A Sub solution (8-1) Roof wider than floor for shadow… Verbally 

00h44min BP Sub solution (7-2) Entrance on west side, rest on east Verbally 

00h51min SE Optimization(4-1-2) Two 35-meter beams… Sketch 

00h52min SE Optimization(4-1-2) … with prefab concrete floor Verbally  

01h00min BP Sub solution (3-2) Heat pump Verbally  

01h02min BP Sub solution (3-3) Natural ventilation… Verbally  

01h06min A Optimization(4-1-1) ...+ variable height for diff. functions Verbally  

01h08min A Optimization(4-1-2) Use the existing building for stability Verbally  
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01h10min BP Sub solution (4-1-3) In line and partly over ex. Building Verbally 

01h10min SE  Draws BF proposal Sketch  

01h21min A/SE Sub solution (4-1-4) V-shaped columns Sketch 

Table 38. Sequential overview of aspects and (sub) solutions produced by design team 1 

 
 DDesign 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(3) 

Sustainability 

{A} 

(3-1) 

Wood 

{A} 

(3-2) 
Heat pump 

{BP} 

(3-3) Natural 
ventilation 

{BP} 

 
 

(4-1) 
On 

[positioning] 

(4-1-1) 90° over 
the ex. 

building, on 
own legs {BP} 

(4-1-2)  
35-meter beams 

 
{SE} 

(4-1-3) In line and 
partly over the 

ex. building 
{BP} 

(4-1-4)  
V-shaped 
columns 
{A/SE} 

(5) 
Demountable  

{SE} 

(5-1) flexible, 
prefab system 

{SE} 

(5-2) plug’n’play 
building services 

{Team} 

  

(6) 
[Entrance] 

 

(6-1) 
Independent 

{A} 

(6-2)  
Extend existing 

entrance {A} 

  

(7) 
Flexibility 

{BS} 

(7-1) Theatre at 
the end 

{A} 

(7-2) entrance on 
west side 

{BP} 

  

(8) 
Orientation, sun 

{BP} 

(8-1) roof wider 
than floor {A} 

   

Figure 71. Design team’s morphological overview 

 

 
Figure 72. Final proposal presented by design team 1  

Design team 2 

A, BS, and SE: architect, 2x building services consultant, structural engineer (4 members from 3 

disciplines) 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch  
or verbally 

00h01min A Aspect (1) Location  Text (session I) 

00h01min A Sub solution (1-1) On (the middle) the existing building Text (session I) 

00h01min A Solution! Sphere  Sketch (session I)  
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 A  Sphere as solution for design brief... Verbally 

00h05min A Sub solution (2-1) Steal construction (oversized) Sketch (session I) 

Table 39. Aspects and (sub) solutions as explained by architect 2 to design team 2 (session II) 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
Location  

{A} 

(1-1) 
On, in the middle of the existing building 

{A} 
(2) 

[fire safety] 
 

(2-1) 
Steal construction (oversized) 

{A} 

Figure 73. Architect’s morphological chart 
 

 
Figure 74. Architect’s sketch, sphere on the existing building 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h11min BS Aspect (3) Heating / thermal comfort Text 

00h11min BS Aspect (4) Light(ing) Text 

00h11min BS Aspect (5) Casco flexibility (same building services system for 

diff. functions) 

Text 

00h12min BS Aspect (6) Energy Text 

00h17min BS Aspect (7) Theatre / presentation space Text 

00h17min A Sub solution (7-1) Different shape/form Verbally 

00h18min BS Aspect (8) Ventilation  Text 

00h24min BS Optimization (3) Cooling also needed Verbally 

00h25min BS Sub solution (8-1) Mechanical Verbally 

00h27min BS Optimization (8-1) Combined with heat recovery system Verbally 

00h27min BS Optimization (8-1), sub solution (3-1) Adiabatic cooling... Verbally 

00h33min BS Optimisation (3-1) ...using rain water Verbally 

00h33min BS Sub solution (3-2) Heating elements Verbally 

00h41min A Sub solution (3-3) Floor heating / ‘concrete activation’   Sketch 

00h43min BS Sub solution (7-2) Separate, closed spaces Verbally 

00h46min A Sub solution (3-4) Shades to keep the sun heat out Verbally 
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00h48min BS Sub solution (6-1) Couple to existing building Verbally 

00h49min Team  Decision (4-1)+(6-1)+(1-1) Verbally 

00h50min BS Sub solution (4-1) LED’s Verbally  

00h52min A Sub solution (4-2) Indirect lighting, example airports Sketch 

00h52min A Sub solution (4-3) (Projection) screen in the sphere Sketch 

00h55min BS Optimisation (4-1) In façade as screen/ shading, light reflection; (2-

2),(2-3) optimisation  

Verbally 

00h59min SE Aspect (9) Firmness of load bearing structure Text 

01h01min SE Sub solution (9-1) ‘umbrella principle’, load bearing façade with 

hanged in floors 

Sketch 

01h03min SE Optimisation (9-1) Light materials Verbally 

01h03min A Sub solution (9-2) Heavy floors with ‘free’ façade Verbally  

01h04min BS Optimisation (9-2) 

Sub solution (5-1) 

With separate ‘functional boxes’, loose from façade Verbally  

01h09min SE Optimisation (9-2) Central core for stability Sketch 

01h12min BS Optimisation (9-2) 

Sub solution (5-2) 

Aorta for water, air etc... Verbally 

01h12min BS Optimisation (9-2), (5-2) ...including staircases Verbally 

01h13min SE Optimisation (9-2) Octagon lay-out Sketch 

01h21min A Optimisation (3-4) Different panel-types façade (open/ closed/PV) Verbally 

01h25min BS Sub solution (8-2) Natural ventilation (through aorta) Sketch 

01h26min A,BS,SE  Draw presentation sheets Sketch  

Table 40. Sequential overview of aspects and (sub) solutions produced by design team 2 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(3) Thermal 
comfort 

{BS} 

(3-1) Adiabatic 
cooling 

{BS} 

(3-2) Heating 
elements 

{BS} 

(3-3) 
Floor heating 

{A} 

(3-4) 
Shades 

{A} 
(4)  

Light(ing) 
{BS} 

(4-1) 
LED 
{BS} 

(4-2) 
Indirect 

{A} 

(4-3) Projection 
screen 

{A} 

 

(5) 
Casco flexibility 

{BS} 

(5-1) functional 
‘boxes’ {BS} 

(5-2) central 
‘aorta’ 
{BS} 

  

(6) 
Energy 

{BS} 

(6-1) Existing 
building 

{BS} 

   

(7) 
Theatre space 

{BS} 

(7-1) different 
shape 

{A} 

(7-2) Separate, 
closed spaces 

{BS} 

  

(8) 
Ventilation 

{BS} 

(8-1) 
Mechanical  

{BS} 

(8-2) natural, 
through aorta 

{BS} 

  

(9) 
Firmness 

{SE} 

(9-1) Umbrella 
principle 

{SE} 

(9-2) central core 
/ floors 
{SE/A} 

  

Figure 75. Design team’s morphological overview 
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Figure 76. Final proposal presented by design team 2  

Design team 3 

A, BS, and SE: architect, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 

See section 4.6.1 for the analysis. 

Design team 4 

A, BP, and BS: architect, building physics consultant, building services consultant (3 members 

from 3 disciplines) 

See section 4.6.1 for the analysis. 

 

Design team 5 

A, BP and BS: architect, building physics consultant, 2x building services consultant (4 members 

from 3 disciplines) 

 

Figure 77. Architect’s sketches 
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Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch or 
verbally 

00h04min A Sub solution (1-1) On the middle roof playground Sketch (session I) 

00h06min BS Aspect (2) Materialisation Verbally 

00h07min BS Aspect (3) Sustainability  Verbally 

00h09min BS Sub solution (4-1) Natural ventilation Verbally  

00h10min BS Optimisation (4-1) Intake air via the ground Verbally 

00h12min BS Aspect (5) Demountable  Verbally 

00h12min A Sub solution (5-1) Light building Verbally 

00h12min BS Sub solution (3-1) Wood  Verbally 

00h13min BP Sub solution (3-2)  In any case prefabricated elements Verbally  

00h17min BS Aspect (6) Form / shape Verbally 

00h17min A Sub solution (6-1) ‘plain’ box, to spare material Sketch (session I) 

00h19min BS Sub solution (2-1) Contrasting  Verbally  

00h19min BP Sub solution (2-2) ‘plain’ materials, contrasting Verbally 

00h21min BS Sub solution (2-3) Plants, on the façade Verbally 

00h28min BP Aspect (7) Routing  Verbally 

00h28min BS Sub solution (6-2) Two levels / floors Verbally 

00h29min BP Sub solution (7-1) Entrance staircase Verbally 

00h30min BS Optimisation (7-1) Theatre space fits underneath Verbally  

00h33min A Sub solution (6-3) Reception under theatre space Sketch (session I) 

00h33min A Sub solution (3-3) Compact volume Sketch (session I) 

00h35min BS Sub solution (2-4) ‘Green’ roof Verbally  

00h38min BS Sub solution (6-4) ‘Coliseum’ idea; combination stairs and theatre space... Sketch  

00h44min A Optimisation (6-4), 

optimisation (7-1) 

...ending with presentation rooms on the roof, view on 

surroundings 

Verbally  

00h46min A  Draws (6-4) Sketch  

00h47min BP Sub solution (3-4) PV panels Verbally 

00h49min BP Optimisation (3-4) All-electric Verbally 

00h54min BS Optimisation (3-4) Semi transparent above theatre  Sketch  

00h56min BS Sub solution (8-1) cloths underneath PV/glass roof Sketch  

01h03min BS Sub solution (3-5) Wind turbines Sketch  

01h06min Team  Checks square meters but eventually decides not to solve 

form problems 

Sketch  

01h22min A  Draws presentation sheets Sketch 

Table 41. Sequential overview of aspects and (sub) solutions produced by design team 5 

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
[positioning] 

 

(1-1) On 
existing 

building {A} 

    

(2) 
Materialisation 

{BS} 

(2-1) 
Contrasting 

{BS} 

(2-2) 
‘plain’ materials 

{BP} 

(2-3) 
Plants, façade 

{BS} 

(2-4) 
Green roof 

{BS} 
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(3) 
Sustainability 

{BS} 

(3-1) 
Wood 
{BS} 

(3-2) 
Prefabricated 

{BP} 

(3-3) 
Compact volume 

{A} 

(3-4) 
PV/all-electric 

{BP} 

(3-5) 
Wind turbines 

{BS} 
(4) 

[ventilation] 
 

(4-1) 
Natural, via 
ground {BS} 

    

(5) 
Demountable 

{BS} 

(5-1) 
Light building 

{A} 

    

(6) 
Form 
{BS} 

(6-1) 
‘plain’ box 

{A} 

(6-2) 
Two-level volume 

{BS} 

(6-3) reception 
under theatre 

space {A} 

(6-4) 
Coliseum idea 

{BS} 

 

(7) 
Routing 

{BP} 

(7-1) entrance 
‘Spanish stair’ 

{BP} 

    

(8) 
[shading] 

 

(8-1) cloths 
under glass 

roof {BS} 

    

Figure 78. Design team’s morphological overview 

 

Figure 79. Final proposal presented by design team 5  

Average results of all five design teams 

 

 Architect 1 Architect 2 Architect 3 Architect 4 Architect 5 Average 

No. of aspects 4 2 3 6 1 3.2 

No. of sub solutions 9 2 3 6 1 4.2 

Table 42. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by architects (design session I) 

 

 BP 1 BP 4 BP 5 Average 

No. of aspects 1 3 1 1.7 

No. of sub solutions 5 9 4 6.0 

Table 43. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BP consultants (session II) 

 

 BS 1 BS 2 BS 3 BS 4 BS 5 Average 

No. of aspects 1 6 0 1 4 2.4 

No. of sub solutions 0 9 5 5 9 5.6 

Table 44. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BS consultants (session II) 
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 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 Average 

No. of aspects 1 1 0 0.7 

No. of sub solutions 3 2 5 3.3 

Table 45. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BS consultants (session II) 

 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 7 2 5 7 5.2 

No. of sub solutions 13 16 12 16 17 14.8 

Table 46. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (session II) 

 

Averages A’s BP’s BS’s SE’s Teams  

 No. of aspects 33.2 2.8 1.2 0.7 5.2 

No. of sub solutions 44.2 6.5 4.0 3.3 14.8 

Table 47. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (session II) 

2nd design setting, ‘zero energy office’ design task 

- Design session I all disciplines separately 

o 5 architects 

o 3 building physics consultants 

o 7 building services consultants 

o 3 structural engineers 

- Design session II team setting 

o 5 design teams 

� Design team 1: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, - (3 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 2: architect, building physics consultant, 2 building services 

consultant, - (4 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 3: architect, -, 2 building services consultant, structural engineer 

(4 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 4: architect, -, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 

members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 5: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, structural engineer (4 members from 4 disciplines). 

The analysis of the second design sessions of the second workshop design setting is 

presented as follows: 

• A table of aspects and sub solutions considered by design teams during session II made 

based on videotaped design team activities is shown; 

• The resulting sequential list is structured into design team’s morphological overviews; 

• After which final design team proposals are shown. 

Design team 1 

A, BP and BS: architect, building physics consultant, building services consultant, (3 members 

from 3 disciplines) 
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Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h20min A Aspect (1) Keep sun out Text 

00h20min BP Sub solution (1-1) Trees Text 

00h20min BS Sub solution (1-2) Overhangs (with PV panels) Text  

00h21min BP Sub solution (1-3) Sun reflective glazing Text  

00h21min BP Aspect (2) Light  Text  

00h23min BP Sub solution (2-1) High-frequency lighting Text  

00h23min BS Aspect (3) Heating Text  

00h24min BP Sub solution (3-1) Heat from offices use for storehouse Text  

00h26min A Sub solution (2-2) Solar tubes Text  

00h30min BP Sub solution (3-2) Seasonal thermal storage Text    

00h30min BS Sub solution (4-1) Adiabatic cooling (not!) Text  

00h30min BS Sub solution (4-2) Night ventilation Text  

00h31min A Sub solution (4-3) Air intake underground Text  

00h40min BS Sub solution (3-3) Sedum roof  Sketch 

00h42min A Aspect (5) Electricity  Verbally 

00h42min BS Sub solution (5-1) Wind (turbine) Sketch 

Table 48. Aspects and (sub) solutions as explained by architect 1 to design team 1 (session II)  

 
Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
Keep sun out  

{A} 

(1-1) 
Trees 
{BP} 

(1-2) 
Overhangs (with 
PV panels) {BS} 

(1-3) sun 
reflective glazing 

{BP} 

 
 

(2) 
Light 
{BP} 

(2-1) High-
frequency 

lighting {BP} 

(2-2) 
Solar tubes 

{A} 

  
 

(3) 
Heating 

{BS} 

(3-1)  
office to 

storehouse 
{BP} 

(3-2) 
seasonal thermal 

storage {BP} 

(3-3)  
sedum roof 

{BS} 

 
 

(4) 
[cooling] 

 

 (4-1)Adiabatic 
cooling (not!) 

{BS} 

(4-2) 
Night ventilation 

{BS} 

(4-3) air intake 
underground 

{A} 

(4-4) 
In the middle 

{A} 
(5) 

Electricity  
{A} 

(5-1) 
Wind turbine 

{BS} 

   

Figure 80. Design team 1 morphological chart 
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Figure 81. Final proposal presented by design team 1  

Design team 2 

A, BP and 2xBS: architect, building physics consultant, two building services consultants, (4 

members from 3 disciplines) 

See section 4.6.1 for the analysis. 

Design team 3 

A, 2x BS and SE: architect, two building services consultants, structural engineer (4 members 

from 3 disciplines) 

See section 4.6.1 for the analysis. 

Design team 4 

A, BS and SE: architect, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch  

00h15min SE Sub solution (1-1) Steel construction frame (choice!) Text (session I) 

00h15min SE Sub solution (1-2) Glass floors Text (session I) 

00h23min A Sub solution (2-1) Climate façade Sketch   

00h24min A Sub solution (1-3) Wooden floors Sketch  

00h27min A Sub solution (2-2) Radiating panels (for cooling) Sketch  

00h27min BS Sub solution (2-3) Convectors  Sketch  

00h28min A Sub solution (2-4) PV panels as sun shades Sketch  

00h29min A Solution! Combine the above... Verbally 

00h29min BS Sub solution (3-1) Seasonal thermal storage Verbally  

Table 49. Aspects and (sub) solutions design team 4 (session II)  
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Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
[materials] 

 

(1-1) Steel 
construction 

{SE} 

(1-2) 
Glass floors 

{SE} 

(1-3) 
Wooden floors 

{A} 

 

(2) 
[heating 
/cooling] 

(2-1) 
Climate façade 

{A} 

(2-2) 
Radiating panels 

{A} 

(2-3) 
Convectors 

{BS} 

(2-4) PV panels 
as sun shades 

{A} 

(3) 
[energy] 

(3-1) Seasonal 
thermal 

storage {BS} 

   

Figure 82. Design team 4 morphological chart 

 

 

Figure 83. Final proposal presented by design team 4  

Design team 5 

A, BP, BS and SE: architect, building physics consultant, building services consultant, structural 

engineer (4 members from 4 disciplines) 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally  

00h12min SE Aspect (1) Building that can be recycled Text  

00h12min BP Aspect (2) Façade  Verbally  

00h12min BS Sub solution (2-1) Overhangs with PV panels Sketch   

00h17min SE Sub solution (2-2) Use prefabricated concrete from demolished buildings Verbally 

00h21min A Sub solution (2-3) (Rain) water through double façade Verbally 

00h26min A Solution! Strokes façade (west/south) open (PV) and closed (adiabatic cooling) Sketch  

00h29min SE Optimisation Curved south/west façade Verbally 

00h31min SE Sub solution (2-4) East/north façade traditional, with external sun shades Verbally 

00h35min BP Sub solution (3-1) Mass for thermal accumulation  Verbally 

00h40min BP Sub solution (3-2) Hybrid ventilation  Verbally 

00h49min SE Optimisation (3-2) Use of wind when possible Sketch 

00h52min A  Draws presentation sheets Sketch  

00h54min BS Sub solution (3-3) Atrium with air intake underground Sketch (SE) 

Table 50. Aspects and (sub) solutions design team 5 (session II) 
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Design 
asp ects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) recycling 
building 

{SE} 

    

(2) 
Façade 

{BP} 

(2-1) overhang 
with PV 

{BS} 

(2-2) prefab 
demolished 

{SE}  

(2-3) water 
through façade 

{A} 

(2-4) east / 
west façade 

traditional {SE}  
(3) 

[energy, 
ventilation] 

(3-1) thermal 
accumulation, 

mass  {BP} 

(3-2) 
Hybrid ventilation 

{BP} 

(3-3) atrium, air 
in underground 

{BS} 

 

Figure 84. Design team 5 morphological chart 

 
Figure 85. Final proposal presented by design team 5 

Average results of all five design teams 
 

 Architect 1 Architect 2 Architect 3 Architect 4 Architect 5 Average 

No. of aspects 2 0 2 0 0 0.8 

No. of sub solutions 3 0 2 4 1 2.0 

Table 51. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by architects (design session II) 

 

 BP 1 BP 2 BP 5 Average 

No. of aspects 1 0 1 0.7 

No. of sub solutions 5 2 2 3.0 

Table 52. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BP consultants (session II) 

 

 BS 1 BS 2 avg. BS 3 avg. BS 4 BS 5 Average 

No. of aspects 1 0 0 0 0 0.2 

No. of sub solutions 5 3 4 2 2 3.2 

Table 53. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BS consultants (session II) 

 

 SE 3 SE 4 SE 5 Average 

No. of aspects 0 0 1 0.3 

No. of sub solutions 1 2 2 1.7 

Table 54. Aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by BS consultants (session II) 
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 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 2 3 3 3 3.2 

No. of sub solutions 13 5 7 8 7 7.6 

Table 55. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (session II) 

 

Averages A’s BP’s BS’s SE’s Teams  

 No. of aspects 00.8 0.7 0.2 0.3 3.2 

No. of sub solutions 22.0 3.0 3.2 1.7 7.6 

Table 56. Additional aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams (session II) 

4th design setting, ‘school’ design task 

- Team setting for both design sessions 

o 5 design teams 

� Design team 1: architect, -, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 

members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 2: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, - (3 members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 3: architect, -, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 

members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 4: architect, -, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 

members from 3 disciplines); 

� Design team 5: architect, building physics consultant, building services 

consultant, - (3 members from 3 disciplines). 

The analysis of the fourth workshop design setting is presented as follows: 

• table of aspects and sub solutions considered by design team is made, based on 

videotaped design team activities; 

• this resulting chronological list is structured into design team’s morphological overview; 

• the resulting overview is compared to morphological overviews presented by design team 

during the workshop; 

• the final design proposal is shown. 

Design team 1 

A, BS, SE: architect, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 
Time  (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h09min Team Aspect (1) Sustainability Text 

00h09min Team Aspect (2) Child-friendly, healthy Text 

00h10min Team Aspect (3) Natural ventilation in classrooms Text 

00h13min Team Aspect (4) Energy based sustainability Text 

00h20min Team Aspect (5) Flexibility Text 

00h23min SE Sub solution (5-1) Columns Text/sketch 

00h23min SE Sub solution (5-2) Walls Text/sketch 

00h24min Team Sub solution (5-3) Combination columns/walls Text/sketch 
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00h25min A Sub solution (5-4) System plafond Text/sketch 

00h25min A Sub solution (5-5) Piping in sight (‘clear plafond’) Text/sketch 

00h26min A Sub solution (5-6) ‘HOLCOM floor’… Text/sketch 

00h29min BS Sub solution (3-1) … for low-speed ventilation Text 

00h38min BS Sub solution (3-2) Higher classrooms (buffer) Text 

00h41min BS Sub solution (3-3) Ventilation out walls Text 

00h43min BS Sub solution (3-4) Building orientation Text 

00h44min A Sub solution (2-1) Scale, identity Text 

00h47min BS/A Sub solution (2-2) Natural materials Text 

00h48min A Sub solution (2-3) Structure, protection Text 

00h50min Brief Sub solution (4-1) Photo-voltaic thermal Text 

00h50min Brief Sub solution (4-2) Adiabatic cooling Text 

00h51min BS Sub solution (4-2) Air inlet via basement bicycle shed Text 

00h52min A Sub solution (1-1) ‘green’ façade  Text 

00h53min BS Sub solution (1-2) PV/T shadings  Sketch 

00h55min A Sub solution (1-3) Humidity regulation by ‘buffering’…  Text 

00h55min BS/A Sub solution (1-4) Roof garden for education  Text 

01h07min A/BS Optimization (2-3) … combined with adiabatic cooling Text  

01h13min A Sub solution (2-4) Open façade, windows Text 

01h19min BS Sub solution (4-4) CHP for winter months Text 

01h20min A/BS Sub solution (4-5) Floor heating (comb. with HOLCOM) Text  

01h23min A Sub solution (4-6) Sprinkler and cooling combined Text  

01h35min A Solution! Discussion/drawing overall solution Sketch 

Table 57. Design aspects and sub solutions explicitly considered by design team 1 

 
Design 
aspects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1)  
Sustainability 

{Team} 

(1-1) ‘green’ 
façade 

{A} 

(1-2) 
PV/T shadings 

{BS} 

(1-3) ‘buffering’ 
for humidity 

{A} 

(1-4) roof 
garden  
{BS/A} 

  

(2) child-friendly, 
healthy 
{Team} 

(2-1) 
Scale, identity 

{A} 

(2-2) natural 
materials 

{BS/A} 

(2-3) structure, 
protection 

{A} 

(2-4) open 
façade, 

windows {A} 

  

(3) Natural 
ventilation 

{Team} 

(3-1)HOLCOM 
For ventilation 

{BS} 

(3-2) higher 
classrooms 

{BS} 

(3-3) walls for 
ventilation 

{BS} 

(3-4) building 
orientation 

{BS} 

  

(4) Energy 
sustainability 

{Team} 

(4-1) photo-
voltaic 

thermal 

(4-2) adiabatic 
cooling 
{Brief} 

(4-3) air-inlet via 
underground 

{BS} 

(4-4) CHP for 
winter 
{BS} 

(4-5) floor 
heating 
{A/BS} 

(4-6) sprinkler 
comb. cooling 

{A} 
(5) 

Flexibility 
{Team} 

(5-1) 
Columns 

{SE} 

(5-2) 
Walls 
{SE} 

(5-3) C/W 
Combination  

{Team} 

(5-4) System 
plafond 

{A} 

(5-5) ‘Clear’ 
plafond 

{A} 

(5-6)HOLCOM 
floor 
{A} 

Figure 86. Design team 1 morphological overview (design task 4) 
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Figure 87. The morphological overview presented by design team 1; clearly marked chosen sub solutions 

 

 
Figure 88. The end proposal of design team 1 

Design team 2 

A, BP, BS: architect, building physics consultant, building services consultant (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 

 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h05min BS Aspect (1) Spatial configuration Text  

00h06min BS Aspect (2) Energy (restriction) Text  

00h06min BS Aspect (3) Materialisation  Text  

00h06min BS Aspect (4) Flexibility (floor plans) Text  

00h10min BS Aspect (5) Sober ‘image’ Text  

00h10min BS Aspect (6) ‘life-long housing’ Text  

00h11min BS Aspect (7) PV/T & adiabatic cooling promotion Text  

00h12min BP Aspect (8) Comfort (acoustic) Text  
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00h12min BP Aspect (9) Comfort (light) Text  

00h12min BP Aspect (10) Comfort (air) Text  

00h13min BP Sub solution (1-1) Clustering  Text  

00h18min A Sub solution (3-1) ‘skeleton’ with flexible walls Text  

00h18min BS Sub solution (3-2) Wood  Text  

00h19min BS Sub solution (3-3) Light materials Text  

00h20min BS Sub solution (6-1) Flexible floor plans Text  

00h20min A Sub solution (6-2) Flexible façade and building function Text  

00h20min BS Sub solution (7-1) Visibility  Text  

00h23min BP Sub solution (8-1) Massive floors Text  

00h25min BP Sub solution (10-1) Air flow through garage (preheating) Text  

00h27min BP Sub solution (4-1) Functions partly in garage Text  

00h28min BP Sub solution (10-2) Hybrid ventilation via façade Sketch  

00h39min BS Sub solution (5-1) Concrete (sober) Text  

00h39min BP Sub solution (5-2) Wood (sober) Text  

00h39min A Optimisation (5) Inside and outside different Text  

00h39min A Sub solution (5-3) Reduce glass Text 

00h40min BP Sub solution (5-4) Reduce maintenance Text  

00h42min BS Sub solution (2-1) Insulation  Text  

00h42min BS Sub solution (2-2) Orientation building Text  

00h42min BS Sub solution (2-3) Shades  Text  

00h42min BS Sub solution (2-4) Reduce glass Text  

00h42min BS Sub solution (2-5) High quality glass Text  

00h44min BS Sub solution (2-6) Move warmth to north Verbally  

00h49min A Optimisation (2-3) Perforated steel plate free of façade Verbally 

00h55min BS Optimisation (2-6) Use steel plate with water Sketch  

01h01min BS Optimisation (2-6) In combination with double façade Sketch 

01h10min BP Sub solution (10-3) Balanced ventilation for shared spaces  Text  

01h15min A  Draws chosen combination  Sketch  

01h21min BS Aspect (11) Roof  Text  

01h21min A Sub solution (11-1) Playground  Text  

01h21min BP Sub solution (11-2) Green roof Text 

01h21min BP Sub solution (11-3) Atrium  Sketch (A) 

01h23min A Sub solution (11-4) PV/T Sketch  

Table 58. Design aspects and sub solutions explicitly considered by design team 2 

 
Design 
aspects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 

 
(1) Special 

configuration 
{BS} 

(1-1) 
Clustering 

{BP} 

     

(2) energy 
restriction 

{BS} 

(2-1) 
Insulation 

{BS} 

(2-2) 
Orientation 

building {BS} 

(2-3) 
Shades 

{BS} 

(2-4) 
Reduce glass 

{BS} 

(2-5) high-
quality glass 

{BS} 

(2-6) move 
warmth to 
north {BS} 
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(3) 
materialisation 

{BS} 

(3-1) skeleton 
and flexible 

walls {A} 

(3-2) 
Wood 
{BS} 

(3-3) Light 
materials 

{BS} 

   

(4) 
flexibility 

{BS} 

(4-1) functions 
partly in garage 

{BP} 

     

(5) 
Sober image 

{BS} 

(5-1) 
Concrete 

{BS} 

(5-2) 
Wood 
{BP} 

(5-3) 
Reduce glass 

{A} 

(5-4) reduce 
maintenance 

{BP} 

  

(6) 
‘life-long living’ 

{BS} 

(6-1) flexible 
floor plans 

{BS} 

(6-2) flexible 
façade / building 

function {A} 

    

(7) PV/T and 
adiabatic 

cooling {BS} 

(7-1) 
Visibility 

{BS} 

     

(8) comfort 
acoustic 

{BP} 

(8-1) 
Massive floors 

{BP} 

     

(9) comfort 
light 
{BP} 

      

(10) comfort 
air 

{BP} 

(10-1) air flow 
through garage 

{BP} 

(10-2) hybrid 
ventilation via 

façade {BP} 

(10-3) shared 
spaces, vent. 
balanced {BP} 

   

(11) 
Roof 
{BS} 

(11-1) 
Playground 

{A} 

(11-2) 
Green roof 

{BP} 

(11-3) 
Atrium 

{BP} 

(11-4) 
PV/T 
{A} 

  

 Figure 89. Design team 2 morphological overview (design task 4) 
 

  

  
Figure 90. The presented solution by design team 2 

Design team 3 

A, BS, SE: architect, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 
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Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h05min A Aspect (1) Flexibility Text 

00h06min BS Optimisation (1) Flexibility of floor-plans Sketch 

00h06min BS Sub solution (1-1) Corridor with rooms / units Sketch 

00h06min BS Sub solution (1-2) Curved (inner) walls Sketch 

00h07min BS Optimisation (1-2) Made of (re)movable canvas Text  

00h09min SE Aspect (2) Flexibility as expanding/shrinking Text  

00h09min A Sub solution (2-1) Expansion by containers Sketch  

00h10min BS Sub solution (2-2) Big ‘hall’ with removable boxes in Sketch  

00h10min A Sub solution (2-3) Big roof with removable boxes under Verbally   

00h10min BS Optimisation (2-3) Canopy roof... Sketch 

00h12min BS Sub solution (2-4) Plug-and-play floor Sketch  

00h14min SE Sub solution (2-5) Extension by building out Sketch 

00h14min SE Sub solution (1-3) ‘growing’ spaces / adding elements Sketch 

00h16min SE Sub solution (1-4) Loose units Sketch  

00h17min SE Aspect (3) Functional flexibility Text 

00h18min BS Sub solution (3-1) Centralized Text 

00h18min BS Sub solution (3-2) Decentralized Text  

00h20min SE Optimisation (3), (3-1), (3-2) Also architectural functionality  Text 

00h23min BS Aspect (4) Light(ing)  Text  

00h23min BS Sub solution (4-1) Light-dome / ‘roof light’ Sketch  

00h23min A Sub solution (4-2) ‘shed light’ Sketch 

00h24min BS Sub solution (4-3) Light tubes with diffuser Sketch 

00h26min BS Sub solution (4-4) TL Sketch 

00h27min SE Sub solution (4-5) Windows / side light Sketch 

00h27min A Aspect (5) Heating/cooling Text  

00h31min BS Sub solution (5-1) Using air Sketch  

00h31min BS Sub solution (5-2) Using water (above/in/under floor) Sketch 

00h36min BS Sub solution (5-3) Convection (in floor) Sketch  

00h38min SE Aspect (6) Ventilation  Text  

00h40min BS Sub solution (5-4) Low-pressure air / floor perforations Sketch 

00h43min BS Aspect (7) Heat/cool generation Text  

00h43min SE Sub solution (6-1)  Natural ventilation  Text  

00h44min BS Sub solution (7-1) AHU Sketch  

00h46min BS Sub solution (7-2) AHU with adiabatic cooling Sketch  

00h47min BS Sub solution (7-3) Desiccant cooling Text  

00h51min BS Sub solution (7-4) Heating boiler Text  

00h51min BS Sub solution (7-5) Cooler  Text  

00h52min BS Sub solution (7-6) Water on roof Sketch  

00h54min BS Optimisation (6-1) Mechanical out, natural in Text  

00h55min BS Sub solution (6-2) Thermal draft (chimney) Sketch  

00h55min A Optimisation (6-2) Black canvas roof Verbally  
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00h56min BS Optimisation (6-2) Combined with trees for cooling Verbally  

01h02min SE Aspect (8) Firmness / strength Text  

01h02min SE Aspect (9) Stiffness  Text  

01h02min SE Aspect (10) Stability  Text  

01h03min A Sub solution (8-1) Effective use of materials Sketch  

01h03min SE Sub solution (9-1) Floor height Text  

01h06min SE Sub solution (10-1) Rigid frame Sketch  

01h06min SE Sub solution (10-2) Wind crosses Sketch  

01h06min SE Sub solution (10-3) Façade as rigid tube Sketch  

01h07min SE Sub solution (10-4) Rigid core Sketch 

01h07min SE Optimisation (10-4) Made of (9-1) and/or (9-2) Sketch  

01h08min A Optimisation (10-4) Made of concrete Verbally  

01h09min BS Solution! Concrete core with tent-cloth roof Verbally 

01h10min BS Aspect (11) Energy production Text  

01h11min A Sub solution (11-1) Flexible PV  Sketch  

01h11min BS Sub solution (11-2) Light through PV panels Sketch  

01h12min BS Sub solution (11-3) ‘intelligent’ current driven glass Sketch  

01h14min BS Sub solution (11-4) CHP  Text  

01h16min BS Sub solution (7-6) Asphalt  Text  

01h17min Team Combinations Selection and combination  

Table 59. Sequence of design aspects and sub solutions explicitly considered by design team 3 
 

 
Figure 91. Morphological overview of design team 3 (part I) 
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Figure 92. Morphological overview of design team 3 (part II) 

Design 
aspects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) 
Flexibility floor-

plans {A} 

(1-1) corridor 
with rooms 

{BS) 

(1-2) curved 
inner walls 

{BS) 

(1-3) 
‘growing’ spaces 

{SE} 

(1-4) loose 
units 
{SE} 

  

(2) 
Flexibility in size 

{SE} 

(2-1) 
Containers 

{A} 

(2-2) big hall 
with removable 

boxes {BS} 

(2-3) removable 
boxes under one 

big roof {A} 

(2-4) plug-n-
play floor 

{BS} 

(2-5)extension 
by building out 

{SE} 

 

(3) 
Functional 

flexibility {SE} 

(3-1) 
Centralized 

{BS} 

(3-2) 
Decentralised 

(BS} 

    

(4) 
Light(ing) 

{BS} 

(4-1) 
‘light-dome’ 

{BS} 

(4-2) 
‘shed light’  

{A} 

(4-3) Light tube 
with diffuser 

{BS} 

(4-4) 
TL 

{BS} 

(4-5) 
Windows 

{SE} 

 

(5) 
Heating/cooling 

{A} 

(5-1) 
Using air 

{BS} 

(5-2) 
Using water 

{BS} 

(5-3) 
Convection 

{BS} 

(5-4) 
displacement 

ventilation 
{BS} 

  

(6) 
Ventilation 

{SE} 

(6-1) natural in 
mechanical out 

{SE} 

(6-2) thermal 
draft, chimney 

{BS} 

    

(7) 
Heat/cool 

generation {BS} 

(7-1)  
AHU 
{BS} 

(7-2) AHU with 
adiabatic 
cooling 

{BS} 

(7-3) 
Desiccant 

cooling {BS} 

(7-4) 
Heating boiler 

{BS} 

(7-5) 
Cooler 

{BS} 

(7-6) 
Water on roof 

{BS} 

(8) 
Firmness 

{SE} 

(8-1) effective 
use of materials 

{A} 

    (7-7) 
Asphalt 

{BS}  
(9) 

Stiffness 
{SE} 

(9-1) 
Floor height 

{SE} 

     

(10) 
Stability 

{SE} 

(10-1) 
Rigid frame 

{SE} 

(10-2) 
Wind crosses 

{SE} 

(10-3) Façade as 
rigid tube 

{SE} 

(10-4) 
Rigid core 

{SE} 

  

(11) Energy 
production 

{BS}  

(11-1) 
Flexible PV 

{A} 

(11-2) Light 
through PV 
panels {BS} 

(11-3) current 
driven glass 

{BS} 

(11-4) 
CHP 
{BS} 

  

Figure 93. Restructered morphological overview of design team 3 
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Figure 94. The presented solution by design team 3 

Design team 4 

A, BS, SE: architect, building services consultant, structural engineer (3 members from 3 

disciplines) 
Time (design 
session II) 

Who Aspect  
or sub solution 

Description Text/sketch 
or verbally 

00h32min A Aspect (1) Spatial organisation  Text  

00h32min A Sub solution (1-1) Clusters, according to groups  Text  

00h33min A Aspect (2) Spatial concept Text  

00h35min SE Aspect (3) Flexibility  Text  

00h35min SE Sub solution (3-1) ‘multiple use of floorspace’ Text  

00h35min SE Sub solution (3-2) Sharing spaces Text  

00h35min SE Sub solution (3-3) Short relations between units Text  

00h36min SE Sub solution (1-2) Central, concentric Text  

00h36min A Sub solution (1-3) Spiral building! Sketch  

00h39min SE Sub solution (3-4) Temporary provisions Sketch  

00h39min SE Sub solution (3-5) ‘harmonica’ growth model Sketch  

00h40min A Optimisation (3-4) Temporary classes on the roof Text  

00h41min SE Sub solution (2-1) Small scale; ‘human size’ Text  
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00h41min SE Sub solution (2-2) Own domains Text  

00h43min SE Aspect (4) Energy; ventilation Text  

00h43min SE Aspect (5) ‘Sober’ / plain  Text  

00h44min BS Sub solution (4-1) Use ‘natural’ energy Text  

00h46min A Sub solution (5-1) Plain materials  Text  

00h46min A Sub solution (5-2) Not ‘rich’ / simple Text  

00h47min A Sub solution (4-2) Radiating panels per room  Sketch  

00h50min SE Sub solution (5-3) Clear, understandable Text  

00h57min SE Sub solution (3-6) Skeleton  Text  

01h08min SE Sub solution (4-3) Protection from outside Text  

01h08min SE Sub solution (4-4) Good insulation  Text  

01h08min SE Sub solution (4-5) Protection from direct sunlight Sketch (A) 

01h12min A Sub solution (5-4) Movable sun shadings  Text  

   Discussion using sketching   

01h24min A, BS  Draw presentations  Sketch  

Table 60. Sequence of design aspects and sub solutions jointly discussed by design team 4 

 

 
Figure 95. Morphological overview of design team 4 

 

Design 
aspects/ 
functions: 

 
Sub solutions: 
 

(1) Spatial 
organisation 

{A} 

(1-1) 
Clusters 

{A} 

(1-2) Central, 
concentric 

{SE} 

(1-3) 
Spiral 

{A} 

   

(2) 
Spatial concept 

{A} 

(2-1) 
Small scale 

{SE} 

(2-2) 
Own domains 

{SE} 

    

(3) 
Flexibility 

{SE} 

(3-1) 
‘meervoudig’ 

space use {SE} 

(3-2) 
Sharing spaces 

{SE} 

(3-3) 
Short relations 

{SE} 

(3-4) temporary 
provision {SE} 

(3-5) 
‘harmonica’ 
growth {SE} 

(3-6) 
Skeleton 

{SE} 
(4) 

Energy 
{SE} 

(4-1) use 
‘natural’ energy 

{BS} 

(4-2) 
Radiating 
panels {A} 

(4-3) protection 
from outside 

{SE} 

(4-4) good 
insulation 

{SE} 

(4-5) 
protection 

sunlight {SE} 
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(5) 
Sober/plain 

{SE} 

(5-1) Plain 
materials 

{A} 

(5-2) not ‘rich’ / 
simple 

{A} 

(5-3) clear, 
understandable 

{SE} 

(5-4) movable 
sun shadings 

{A} 

  

Figure 96. Design team 4 morphological overview 

 

 

  
Figure 97. Presentation of design team 4 

Design team 5 

A, BP and BS: architect, building physics consultant and building services consultant (3 members 

from 3 disciplines) 

See section 4.6.1 for the analysis. 

 

Average results of all five design teams 

 

 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Average 

No. of aspects 5 11 11 5 10 8.4 

No. of sub solutions 24 26 39 20 46 31.0 

Table 61. Design aspects addressed and (sub) solutions produced by design teams 
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During this interesting journey, which this (re)search for integral design certainly was, I have met 

and worked with a number of people who deserve thanks for their help and influence on my work. 

 

The journey would not even have started without Emile Quanjel, a colleague with whom I first 

discussed the perceived lack of an integral approach, which soon became our shared view on 

Dutch building design practice. Halfway through 2004, when I started to seriously consider 

research as a possible way to tackle this issue, he provided the final push that tilted the scale 

towards the academic direction. The following year Emile decided to work closely with us, 

continuing the journey that origininated in the ‘Integral Design’ project, which Emile conducted 

from 2000-2003 together with Wim Zeiler. Although Emile’s involvement in the research was only 

on a part time basis, he can be seen as being largely responsible for instigating the ‘integral 

design group’ that the three of us (Wim, Emile and me) formed at TU/e. 

 

My promotor, Wim Zeiler, has provided important motivation and inspiration throughout my 

research.  During the years that I have worked with Wim, he has shown himself not only to be a 

committed academic, but also a true family man. Wim would often remind me that all that we do 

is essentially for our family and that without family much of it would fail to be important. This 

concern for family, I would like to point out, underlies Wim’s drive to work towards a sustainable 

environment. Although Wim demands a strong work ethic from his colleagues, which is reinforced 

by his own commitment and energy within the department, he also points out that one needs to 

keep everything in perspective and know what the true priorities are during our journey. Wim has 

witnessed major changes in my life: my marriage in the first year of research; the birth of my first 

child in the second year of research; the purchase of my first house in the third year of the 

research; and the birth of my second child in the fourth and final year of the research. On each of 

these occasions he made me more aware and appreciative of these events than I would probably 

have been without his insight and kind advice.  

 

Besides my promotor, I would also like to thank the members of the core committee; Luciënne 

Blessing, for two inspiring summer school weeks where I learned about Design Research 

Methodology even before the book written about it was published; Harry Timmermans, for 

emphasizing the importance of research methodology in general and for the useful explanations 

he provided; Armand Hatchuel, first of all for working out C-K theory, which was a real eye opener 

for me, and also for the stimulating discussions that we had about it in Paris; Joan van Aken for 

delivering his sharp, critical and to-the-point remarks with a kind and gentle touch. Although he 

was not able to take part in the committee due to circumstances beyond his control, I would like 

to thank Henk Trum for being my daily supervisor in the earliest phases of research; I often 

remembered his words later on when I realized how important his role was. It has been a 

privilege to be able to learn from all of these people. 
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Where innovation starts

bouwstenen

Perica Savanovic

To meet the unique challenges in the present day built environment, 
we need to move beyond redesign and optimization, and generate new 
concepts and knowledge that represent the necessary conditions to 
arrive at new design solutions.
Housing the research within the Design Research Methodology 
framework, the Integral Design Method (ID-method) was iteratively 
developed using workshops in which experienced professionals 
participated. The first step of the ID-method is (to record and structure) 
the design team’s interpretation of the design task, resulting in a 
dynamic list of functions/aspects. The simultaneous generation of sub 
solutions per defined function/aspect, which is guided by morphological 
analysis, needs to remain based on individual disciplines in order to 
result in an overview of the design team’s object-design-knowledge. 
The next step of the ID-method concerns the combination of generated 
sub solutions, resulting in redesigns, and/or transformation of 
generated sub solutions, resulting in new concepts. The necessity of 
concept creation is shown by C-K theory that defines design as the 
interplay between two interdependent spaces, knowledge space K and 
concept space C.
The ID-method represents a set of necessary conditions for the creation 
of integral design concepts. More importantly, reflected by the 
expressed satisfaction of the majority of the workshop participants, the 
ID-method represents an important step in what is argued as a 
necessary cultural change within the Dutch building domain.
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